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Introduction 

To a considerable extent the impact of 
the new weapons on strategy, on policy, 

indeed on survival, depends on our 
interpretation of fheir sigrzifcance.I 

The study of war and peace has long been central to the field of international relations. The 

end of the Cold War has provided new irnpetus for understanding conflict and cooperation in a less 

predictable international environment. A central pivot in the post-Cold War history of international 

relations was the Gulf War between Iraq and the coalition forces led by the United States. The 

lopsided nature of the Gulf War led many commentators, journalists and political writers to hail 

the conflict as the hallmark of a new revolution in warfareS2 As such, "high technology" warfare, 

as viewed during the war, was touted as the harbinger of a new nomai mode of amed conflict that 

will irrevocably change the face of international society and inter-state relations. The importance 

of these predictions of the new nature of war can not be overestimated for its future impact upon 

the conduct of states and the organization, procurernent and strategies of armed forces. 

' ~ i s s i n ~ e r ,  Henry A.. Nuclear Weapons and Foreim Policv. Harper & Brothers, New 
York. 1957. p. 7. 

' For the proponents of these arguments see; Daniel Gouré, Y s  There A Military 
Technical Revolution in America's Future?" Washington Quarterlv, Vol. 16, No. 4 (Autumn 
1993); Andrew F. Krepinevich, "From Calvary to Cornputer: The Pattern of Military 
Revolutions". National Interest, No. 37 (Fall 1994); Alvin and Heidi ToflRer, War and Anti-War: 
Survival at the Dawn of the 2 1 st Centurv. Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1993; Eric Arnett. 
"Welcome to Hyperwary', The Bulletin of Atornic Scientists, voI.48, no. 7 (September 7, 1992); 
Richard Dunn III. From Gettvsburg to the Gulf and Bevond: C o ~ i n a  with Revolutionarv 
Technolo~~ical Change in Land Warfare. Elliot Cohen, "A Revolution in Warfare", Foreign 
Affairs, vol. 75 no.2 (March/ApriI 1996); The Institute for National Strategic Studies, 
Washington, D.C. 1993; Arquilla, John. "The Strategic Implications of Information Dominance". 
Strategic Review. Summer 1994. 



International relations has, by and large, as  an academic field deked itself around a core 

body of theory that focuses on questions of war and peace, or more specifically the nature of power 

relations between nations.' Understanding the role of warfare as a state-makuig/state-destroying 

activity, as a tool of states, or as the negative effect of the failure of the "system" is fundamental 

to an understanding of the modem international system. In thÏs context, it is difEcuit to ignore the 

forecasts of modem military strategists and writers who predict massive transformations in what 

society understands as a premier facet of international relations - war and its 

prevention/prosecution. The examination of armed conflict that follows is focussed on analysing 

the arguments surroundhg revolutions in warfare and drawing some conclusions about the nature 

of the Gulf War and the future of armed conflict. 

The recent body of literature covering the Gulf War and its purported revolutionary 

impact is noticeable for two important characteristics; the paucity of historical reference to how 

warfare changes, and the lack of an analytical framework by which to compare revolutions in 

warfare. In other words, there is a failure to define revolutions and to ascertain their component 

parts. As such, centrai to this anaiysis is a historical review of previous revolutions in warfare that 

have been identified in the wealth of strategic studies literature as moments of revolutionary 

upheaval in the conduct of armed conflict. To this end a historical anaiysis will shed light on 

' See, inter dia, the realist accounts of Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations; E.H. 
Carr, The Twentv Years Crisis; or the structural realism of Kenneth Waltz, Theory of 
rnternational Politics, 1979; and Joseph Grieco, "Anarchy and the Limits of Cooperation" in 
David Baldwin ed. Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Contemporarv Debate. New York, 
Columbia University Press, 1993; and Robert Gilpin War and Change in World Politics.. New 
York, Cambridge University Press. 198 2 ; even the liberal institutional km of Robert Keohane, 
After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the WorId Political Economy. Princeton, Princeton 
Universi@ Press, 1988. 



certain aspects of changes in the nature of war. Most crucial is the recognition that there exists no 

common analytical k e w o r k  for the study of revolutions in warfire, even though the literature 

provides many cases and arguments about revolutions in the past. While the following study 

dtimately moves towards analyzing the Gulf War, it concentrates on distinguishing change as a 

normal part of maturation in wdiire and military organizations fiom change that dramatically 

ove- al1 previously held notions of war, both in its purpose, prosecution, and relationship to 

society . 

While the fields of international relations and strategic studies offer multiple analysis on 

various revoiutions in warfare, it is rarely contested that the most dramatic of d l  changes in 

warfare has been the introduction of nuclear weapons. The traditional ideas and concepts of 

warfare used over the preceding centuries have been overtumed by nuclear weapons and the 

strategies associated with their use. Examination of the Gulf War, the future of warfare and the 

introduction of radical new technologies is in this way presaged by the nuclear revolution which 

offers unique insights into the nature of massive systemic change. The nuclear revolution holds 

a unique historical position of being an easily identifiable shift in the nature of warfare upon which 

many agree is revolutionary. It becomes increasingly central in tems of identi@ing the less 

tangible effects or cases of revolutions. It gives a certain sense of conte- and allows for the wealth 

of current Literature to be exploited while laying the basic foundation for an analytical fuimework. 

The nuclear revolution in the rniddle of the twentieth century is clearly the result of 

technology. However, technology is not the sole catalyst of revolutions in warfare. To argue so is 

to ignore severely the history of warfare and the great changes wrought over the centuries in the 

relationship of man to war. The Napoleonic revolution and the whirlwind changes present during 

-5- 



the two World Wars are cases in point that revolutionary technology does not equal a revolution 

in war. Indeed, even the nuclear revolution, wMe initially a resdt of technology, did not have its 

primary effect on military tactics and operations. The nuclear revolution is a strategic and moral 

redefinition of the purpose, value, ability and will to fight wars. As a paradigmatic shift of thought 

about war and its resultanî effect upon international relations, it is the hallmark of a revolution in 

warfare. In the same manner as  paradigms within the naturai sciences, modes of warfme are subject 

to constant development, as well as to sudden upheavals which break completely fiom traditional 

methods of armed conflict and thinking about war.' 

On Revolutions 

A theory of the nature of change in international relations is noticeably absent in explaining 

the transformations wrought by, to and through changes in the conduct of armed conflicf. The 

4 The use of paradigms herein follows K u h 7 s  original analysis, which according to Kuhn 
can be understood in two ways; "On the one hand, it stands for the entire constellation of beliefs, 
values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given comrnunity. On the other, it 
denotes one sort of element in that constellation, the concrete puzzle-solutions which, employed 
as rnodels or examples, can replace specific rutes as a ba i s  for the solution of the remaining 
puzzles of normal science" See, inter dia, Kuhn, Thomas. The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions.(2nd Edition) University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1970 p. 175; Masterman, 
Margaret. "The Nature of a Paradigm" in Lakatos, Imre and Musgrave, Allan (eds). Criticism 
and The Growth of Knowledge. Cambridge Universi@ Press, Cambridge. 1970. 

5 In fact, a theory of change is noticeably absent fiom international relations in generat - 
beyond those studies which directly involve warfare. For examples of major works which have 
neglected change as a principle component of theory see; WaItz, Kenneth. Theow of 
International Politics. Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1979; Buzan, Barry. People, States 
& Fear. Boulder; Lynne Rienner, 199 1. Baldwin, David A. (Ed). Neorealisrn and Neoliberalism. 
New York; Columbia University Press, 1993; for an excellent overview see Dougherty, James 
and Pfaltzgraff, Robert. con tend in^ Theories of International Relations: A Corn~rehensive 
Survev. (3rd Edition) New York; G e r  & Row Publishing, 1990. 



following examination airns to create a basic analytical fiamework for reviewing future changes 

to armed conflict and at uncovering the nature of change in warfare. In order to establish such a 

fhmework three primary concepts or component parts of paradigms are used as drawn fiom the 

paradigm debate within the philosophy of science. Thomas Kuhn's notion of a paradigrn contains 

three prirnary components - "world vie+, sociology and constnictsb Each component has utility 

to understand change, evolutionary and revolutionary, in the nature of warfare through past 

revo lutions. 

The starting point of any examination of revolution in warfare must be concerned with what 

exactly is being transformed. The literature indicates that the nuclear revolution overturned 

organizations, ideas, theones, and the general conduct of normal activity in rnilitary and political 

organizations. The occurrence of ths nuclear revolution and its surrounding body of thought is 

analogous to the introduction of a new paradigm.' 

Many events that have occurred throughout the modern history of warfare have started in 

a revolutionary fashion with the potential of upsetting the paradigm, but have failed to do so.' In 

the following pages several rnilitary revolutions will be exarnined under the scrutiny of the 

concepts already applied to the nuclear experience. The object is to clarify the fkmework for 

analyzing the Persian Gulf War and the introduction of radical new technologies to see if a 

revolution is at hand. In particular, the analysis demonstrates that technologicd innovation is 

6 See op. cit. Masterman. The debate over paradigms is far from resotved within the 
philosophy of science and although much debate continues the conceptual breakdown is 
beneficial in understanding the various components interacting within a revolution in warfare. 

8 Take, for exarnple, thz introduction of air power and its many visionary expectations. 



neither a necessary nor sufncient cause of military revolutions; a view that nrns contrary to the 

general one within the field, as argued by Barry Buzan, in linking al1 20th century rnilitary 

transformations to an unprecedented Pace of technological development. "The new n o m  of 

technological change meant that the conditions of military strategy were doomed to permanent 

u~heaval."~ 

Surveying military revolutions under the analytical fiamework developed herein Ieads to 

a dinerent conclusion. The twentieth century saw the continuation of the Napoleonic paradigm in 

W. W-1 with the genesis of a new paradigm characterized by radical changes in strategy, political 

innovations and technological improvements in W.W.11. Finally, the eclipsing of the 'W.W.I17 

innovations by the birth of a full fledged new paradigm of nuclear warfare, represents a clramatic 

and violent break fiom the old institutions. As such, Buzan7s argument does not seern entirely 

wrong, but rather imprisoned by the confines of one century and wrapped in the technological tidai 

wave caused by the nuclear revolution. While one of the fïrst aspects of revolutions to be revealed 

is the fdlacy of technological determinism in al1 revolutions, the second aspect of revolutions to 

emerge will be the structural violence associated with revolutionary upheaval. This combines with 

a naturd phenornenon of revolutions, in that they occur over a relatively short period of tirne of 

approximately a generation. The compression of time is an important elernent of revolution and 

distinguishes revolution fiom a slow, constant, and much less chaotic process of devel~~rnent . '~  

9 Buzan. p. 19 

10 Kuhn often asserted that revolutionary ideas usually require that the older generation 
o f  paradigm holders die off before the new theories may be become dominant. 



A revolution in warfhre can be identined by five principal elements of change, each beuig 

necessary for full transformation, and each of which appear to remain constant over tirne. These 

elements are neither exhaustive nor exclusive and as the analysis will indicate the relationship 

between them is signincant to the instigation of revolution A revolution is iïrst identified by cnsis 

- or, more accurately, heralded by crisis. The crisis need not be military or technological in origin 

and, as historical evidence indicates, it is ofien poiitical and social upheavd that foms the crisis, 

such as the dissolution of the Weimar Republic or the turmoil of the French Revolution. As 

indicated above, another important element of revolution is that the crisis and following revolution 

occur within a relatively compressed time fiame, the second principal element. The third and 

fundamental component underlying a revolution is the alteration of relationship of war to society. 

The relationship is fundamental because it determines the parameters for the political use of armed 

force and the military means deemed acceptable to society at large. Warfare is, in this sense, a 

reflection of the society fiom which it emerges. As the relationship between war and society 

changes, it brings about the fourth element of a revolution in warfare, a change in the demands 

made of mi1ita.r-y organizations. The interaction between newly altered ideas about the purpose of 

war and the changing organization of military structures produces the specific strategic technical 

changes in the strategies, technology and weapons of warfare. 

The foundation for this analytical fiarnework begins with a historical survey of 

rnilitary revolutions in the modem e m  Conspicuous in this regard are four purported revolutions: 

the Nuclear revolution, the 1 7th century revolution in warfare, the Napoleonic military revolution, 

and the industrial/inter-war revolution. The introduction ofnuclear weapons will be the first event 

to be distinguished as a revolution; probably one without equal in its speed and level of structural 
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violence." Albeit the Nuclear revolution is unique in this regard, it wiil be shown to run a 

historically farniliar course, and will become a reference point for the subsequent analysis. To this 

end it is necessary to tum to the nuclear revolution and the crisis which spawned an entire new 

field of academic study. 

I l  Structural violence means Iarge scale upheaval in a variety of areas, inctuding, inter 
alia, military organization, fiindamental reformulation of the purpose of war, changes in training 
patterns of soldiers, changes in strategic theory, tactics and operations and in the economics of 
warfare. In sum, it is the destruction of the previous order by the overthrow of a entire system of 
warfare with significant consequences to the relationship of war to society. 



CEIAPTER 1 

TEFE NUCLEAR REVOLUTlON 

RevoIutions do not exist without crisis and nowhere was this more evident than in the birth 

of nucIear warfare in August of 1945. The two atomic bombs exploded on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki represented a fundamental crisis in world history. As Winston Churchill commented in 

1955; "...the entire foundation of human af'fairs was revolutionized, and mankind placed in a 

situation both measureless and laden with doom."' Many who experienced the initial phase of the 

nuclear revolution believed it would result in the cornpiete abandonment of al1 historical tradition 

and certainly military tradition. To such an extent did this neurosis over nuclear weapons dominate 

national and international attention that many believed it would alter the existence of the anarchicd 

I cited in Jervis, Robert. The Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution. Corne11 Universiq 
Press, Ithaca. 1989. p.7. For Frrst impressions of nuclear weapons see also Brodie, Bernard. 
Absolute Weapon, Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York. 1945. Some organizations and 
military arms took several years to accept the impact of nuclear weapons on their traditional 
methods of warfare - the USAF is one notable exarnple. 



international society.' This never came to fi-uition. Nonetheless nuclear weapons have had a 

revolutionary impact upon strategy, thought processes, and conduct in the international arena. 

The technological crisis induced by the development of nuclear weapons has an important 

history, short though it may be, that relates in a very specific manner to the development of 

strategy and theory that is tnily representative of the revolution A strikingly similar crisis erupted 

after World War 1 when airplanes, especially bombers, were expected to alter fundamentally the 

course of history. Many inter-war air power theo&s saw the introduction of bomb carrying 

airplanes as having dramatic significance for the future of warfare and the state. The most 

celebrated of these theorists, Guiiio Douhet, reflected upon these changes in the foliowing manner: 

To have command of the air means to be in a position to wield offensive power so great it defies 
human imagination. It means to be able to cut an enemy's army and navy off from their bases of 
operation and nullify their chances of winning the war. It means cornplete protection of one's 
country, ... and peace of mind to live and work in safety. In short, it means to be in a position to 
win.3 

The culmination of air power as the decisive tool of wdare  did not materialize as Douhet had 

anticipated during the strategic bombing campaigns of W. W.11. In fact, the overall impact of air 

power was rather disappointing given the huge losses incurred and the large economic output 

required to sustain a relatively ineffective machine of war. The full potential of air-power was ody 

to be realized under a revolution in bomb technology (physics and chemistry) that yielded the first 

atomic weapon. Ironically, this development simultaneously realized the fullest potential of air 

2see Mandelbaurn, Michael. The Nuclear Revolution. Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge. 198 1. p. 5-1 1 

'~ouhet ,  Giulio. The Command of the Air. Coward-McCann, Inc., New York. 192 1. p.23 



power. War tlirough the air meant total victory, and also contained the seeds of its own 

obsolescence. 

From the explosion of the first two atomic weapons in 1945 to the development of the 

Hydrogen bomb (thermonuclear weapons) between 1952 and 1954 no ciramatic reconstruction of 

rnilitary fiairs or international politics occurred. Notwithstanding that the destructive capability 

of atomic weapons was so astounding to observers of the day, it did not immediately change the 

utility of war in the international system. The damage inflicted upon Hiroshima by one A-bomb 

it was estimated would have taken the full payload of 730 B-29 bombers.' While effective air 

defense systems may have been capable of an average ten percent kill or disable ratio against 

attacking bombers, a fi@ percent hit ratio would have been miraculous, and the hundred percent 

needed to nulliQ atomic weapons would have been, and still is, impossible. The crisis of the 

nucIear revolution began with the recognition that an effective defense against nuclear weapons 

was close to impossible. The crisis of the revolution can best be expressed by President Tniman, 

in the period of Amencan nuclear monopoly, when he asked "Wouldn't it be wonderfùl ... if we 

could take our atornic stockpile and dump it into the sea?"' 

Nuclear weapons have had a certain self-propelling momentum that followed the initial 

explosion of the A-bomb; a 'technoIogica.1 irnperative' that is a force in its own right. The 

technology linked to nuclear weapons was soon to outsûip traditional mechanisms for interaction 

among states and the prosecution of war in the international system. The era of the American 

4 Brodie, Bernard. The Absolute Weapon. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York. 
1945 



nuclear monopoly required Little adjusûnent on behalfof military organizations in the international 

system. Nuclear weapons were viewed as another weapon of war, albeit of far larger destructive 

capability. Acquisition of nuclear technology by the Soviet Union, as demonstrated in its nuclear 

tests in 1949, and the development of thermonuclear weapons in the 1950's aggravated the crisis 

brought on by the atomic bomb to the point where a revolution was unavoidable. The changes 

caused by the fùsion bomb were not just in order of magnitude in destruction but of a much more 

subtle nature, as Beraard Brodie notes "Thermonuclear weapons have, however, forced home some 

conclusions that were insufficiently absorbed. The revolution is now unambiguous and 

~nchallengeable."~ Of course, technology was not to be limited to just the increase in destructive 

capacity. Further developments in delivery systems, fiom bomber capacity and range 

improvements to long range and highly accurate missiles, solidified the revolutionary nature of 

nuclear weapons. 

This begs the question as to why nuclear weapons becarne revolutionary and where the 

greatest points of transformation occurred in international relations and military affairs. There c m  

be no doubt that the nature, amount and quality of military force before and afier 1945 are at 

ex-eme ends of a spectrum. Not only did military f la i rs  change drastically, but the human 

condition itself was also put in jeopardy. There, in tum, resulted in changes of thinking about war, 

military strategy , and the conduct of international politics itsel f. 

6~rodie, Bernard. From Crossbow to H-Bornb. 2nd Ed. Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington. 1973 p.264 



Change and Transformation 

What is new about this world with nuclear weapons (or, to be more precise, mutual second strike 
capability, where neither side c m  Iaunch a first strike that is succesfil enough to prevent retaliation 
fiom the other) is not overkill, but mutual kill ... 7 

This comment by Robert Jervis reflects the psychologicd dilemma that is caused by 

nuclear weapons. The dilemma is two-fold; once a situation of nuclear parity had emerged, defense 

fiom nuclear attack did not exist in any traditionai sense. In fact, defense relied on vulnerability 

to nuclear attack, which meant that through the condition of assured destruction, no power/state 

would have any incentive to attack (they were, as such, deterreà). A defense that rested prirnarily 

on vulnerability was an understandably difficult concept for politicai leaders and military 

organizations to corne to tems with. The psychological dilemma caused by deterrence strategies 

was exacerbated by the desire and/or need of both superpowers to use force in conventionai 

conflicts. The problems of even srnall rnilitary engagements escalating into fuIl-scale nuclear war 

becarne a central concern of political leaders, rnilitary planners, and academics. In this marner, 

many began to question the utility of war in the existing geo-strategidgeo-poIitical environment. 

This is the impetus by which change and transformation occurred after the introduction of nuclear 

weapons. 

Clausewitz outiïned the nature of war under a variety of terms, on both a strategic level and 

a political level. Of the latter he said: "We see, therefore that war is not merely an act of policy but 

a true politicai instrument, a continuation of political intercourse, carried on with other rnean~."~ 

'~ervis. p.5 

*von Clausewitz, Carl. On War. Howard and Parer Eds. Princeton University Press, 
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Clausewitz identified war as it had always been throughout recorded history and only more reked 

with the inception of the nation-state. War was useful. Specincally, it served the aims of those who 

controiled military force, usually political elites. Thermonuclear weapons not only made war 

morally unacceptable due to the huge loss of human Me and the destruction of the battlezone, but 

also with assured second-strike capabiiities it made war suicidal - at least the type of war 

Clausewitz spoke of. 

War in the nuclear age presented the problem of its own utility for a variety of reasons. 

Firsf the destructive capacity of the weapons is so large that capturing the temtory would have no 

benefit to the wuiner for nothing of traditional value would be left. Second, war was no longer 

between professional soldiers but involved the entire populations of nations - willingly or not. 

Third, assured second-sirike capability meaut that each side would d e r  unacceptable damage and 

no clear winner would appear, if 'winning' in such a situation is at al1 possible. From a costhenefit 

analysis, nuclear weapons have unimaginable costs and littie benefits. However, nuclear weapons 

did have utility in a completeiy revolutionary way. 

Historically, mutual vulnerability did not exist and so &es could prosecute war on a 

grand scale, even total war, knowing that whornever the stronger side was would  in.^ The victor, 

as well as the loser, would pay a price, and sometimes a significant price, but this would not stop 

the parties fiom going to war. The victor, even in massive wars, was better off than the loser. 

Introduce nuclear weapons to the battlefield and al1 rnilitary or political advantage that could have 

Princeton. 1976 p.87. Book 1, Chapter 1, Sec. 24 

90p. cit. Iervis p.6 



previously been seen to have emerged from war disappears. Bernard Brodie captured the essence 

of this change at the d a m  of the nuclear era "Thus far the chef purpose of our military 

establishment has been to win wars. From now on its chief purpose must be to avert them. It can 

have almost no other useful purp~se."'~ Approximately a decade d e r  Brodie's observations, 

fïnding methods to fight conventional wdare under the umbrella of nuclear weapons had been 

achieved through variations on the original deterrence premise. Deterrence still held, however. 

Policies were put in place that would categorize levels of  conflict with the utmost being the use 

of nuclear weapons. Limited war and the escalation ladder are terms familiar to this period that 

ernbodied these changes and highlighted the adaptation of military and political thinkers to the 

nuclear revolution. 

Michael Mandelbaurn and Robert Jervis agree on certain aspects of the nature of the 

nuclear revolution and its impact upon international politics." Both attribute the military 

revolution to nuclear weapons, while each ascribes to a different methodology in discerning the 

degree of change." Regardless, it is obvious at this point, that nuclear weapon technology 

represents a revolution in destructive capability. Strategically, with the irrelevance of al1 out-war 

and the developrnent of strategic studies and theorizing about the particular uses of military force 

'O~rodie, Bernard. The Absolute Weapon. p.76 

"see Michael Mandelbaum, The Nuclear Revolution pp. 8-14 and Robert Jervis, 
Mezining of the Nuclear RevoIution pp. 23-45 

l 2  The difference between the two authors lies in where they see change occurring, and 
the weight they ascribe to it. Mandlebaurn looks at the military technology and its direct impact 
upon the structure of the system (anarchical state system). Jemis's area of emphasis is the 
psychotogical impact of nuclear weapons and the revolutionary nature of the Iogic used to 
support their use. 



under the nuclear condition, a revolution is also apparent. However, it is more ditticult, to establish 

the effect of the nuclear revolution upon politics. 

The Hidden Aspects of Revolution 

Michael Mandelbaum asserts that nuclear weapons have not changed the 

international state system, and he downplays the politicai consequences of the nuclear revolution: 

The influence of nuclear weapons is thus apparent at three levels: the Ievel of the system as a whole, 
where these weapons have prornpted efforts at reconstruction in order to make war impossible, or 
at least unlikely; the level of the state, where both the United States and the Soviet Union have 
attempted to strengthen themselves; and the Ievel of the individual, at which Americans (as well as 
Soviet citizens and others) must bear the psychologica1 and political burden of the threat of 
annihilation. 13 

In a strange fashion, the bipolarity of the Cold War may have institutionally solidified the 

mechanisms of the system." The nuclear revolution, however, did cause political change and what 

may be characterized as truly drarnatic revolutionary change. Identifying the politicai 

consequences of the nuclear revolution as 'influences' understates the breadth and depth of the 

revolution. This results from Mandelbaum's privileging the anarchicai state system as the sole 

measure of politicai impact. Nonetheless, the important aspect of Mandelbaum's statement is what 

it does Say about the depth of the revolution. The first level of infiuence, the efforts to make war 

impossible, indicates a change in the thinking about warfare and about politics that is profound. 

! 4 Richard Rosecrance describes the state of the systern as "complete bipolarity". See 
Rosecrance Richard N.. The Dispersion of Nuclear Weapons. Columbia University Press, New 
York. 1964 p. 3 13 and for fürther discussion of the impact of possible multipolarity on the 
system see the introduction and Rosecrance, Richard N. The Future of the International 
Strate~ic S~stem. Chandler Publishing Company, San Francisco. 1972. 



It would be dificuk, if not impossible, to h d  a similar scenario in history in which a single 

innovation caused entire countries to realign their value systems with regards to a fùndamental 

behaviord relationship. Additionally, at the level of the individual there has been a psychological 

and political threat of annihilation that is unmatched in human history. The idea that no safe 

homeland exists and îhat the civilian population is equally as vulnerable as the military has 

significant consequences in the way people on an individual level think and act. 

JeMs is not far behind in acknowledging the hidden aspects of the nuclear 

revolution as laying within the realm of politics and the human understanding of warfare and states 

where this has occurred, "Nevertheless, they [aspects of the revolution] indicate that nuclear 

weapons have indeed drastically altered the relationships between force and statecraft."15 In a 

different marner, ~ M S  sets out to identi@ those areas and ways in which the nuclear revolution 

can be identified. He indicates four areas to examine in order to evaluate the theory of nuclear 

revolution. First, if one assumes that military victory is not possible, a conclusion mutual 

vulnerability Iogic Ieads to, then it foilows that wars among great powers would not occur. Jervis 

goes on to state that " While al1 other historically important causes of war can still yield Soviet- 

American tension and even limited violence, they cannot lead directly to total war, as they could 

in the pa~ t . " '~  

Second, the nuclear revolution and mutual vulnerability should Iead to preservation 

of the status quo. Although, there may be other factors involved in the maintenance of the status 

"op cit Jervis p. 23 (my emphasis) 

16ibid. p.24 



quo" in many cases these developments reinforce effects of nuclear weapons."" ThUd, crises 

should not be fiequent and those crises that occur will be at the impetus of local actors. Finally, 

and extremely important to the continuiog relevance of military force, Links between military 

power and political objectives should be tenuous at best If it were possible to document significant 

political payoff as a direct result of increased nuclear options, then a case against the nuclear 

revolution could be made. Jervis concludes l i s  detailed anaiysis of these factors as follows; 

The implications of mutual second-strike capability are many and far-reaching. If nuclear weapons have had 
the influence that the nuclear revolution theory indicates they should have, then there will be peace between 
the superpowers, crisis will be rare, neither side wiII be eager to press bargainhg advantages to the limit, the 
status quo will be reIatively easy to maintain, and political outcornes wil1 not be closely reIated to either the 
nucIear or conventional balance. Although the evidence is ambiguous, it generally c o n f m s  these 
propositioos.l~ 

Witten at the end of the 1950's Henry Kissinger's treatise, Nuclear Weapons and 

Foreign Policv, offers another interpretation of the evidence regarding nuclear revolution. 

Essentially Kissinger follows a similar pattern in admitting to the revolutionary nature of the 

weapons while proposing :O follow a different path in order to achieve his goal of creating a stable 

policy for the United States. Kissinger summarizes the problem facing Amerka and its new 

revolutionary weapons. "Our effort to assess the meaning of the cew technology (nuclear weapons) 

has been difficult, however, because our history makes LE more comfortable with technology than 

with doctrine and because such strategic doctrine as we had developed has been made irrelevant 

by the power and speed of the new weap~ns."'~ 

I7ibid. p.28 

%id. p.45 

I9~issinger, Henry. Nuclear Wea~ons and Foreign Policv. Harper & Brothers, New 
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The qualities of the new weapons outstripped strategic thinking and political 

analysis of how to use them in event of aggression, or for political expedience. Indeed, it even 

handicapped the abiiity of govemments to use conventional weapons successfblly. Kissinger was 

fiom a school of thought known as "warfighting" that believed that the only way to assure 

credibility in a nuclear relationship was to prepare to fight limited wars. The destructive powers 

of modem weapons made a reliance on al1 out-war psychologically unpalatable. To this end he 

declares: "As long as nuclear war is considered by anaiogy to conventional war, strategy will be 

stymied by the incomensurability between the power of the new weapons and the ngidity of 

traditional ta~tics.'"~ The upending of the traditional in light of the new technology is one of the 

key indicators of the revolution in warfare brought on by nuclear technology. 

Without debating the interpretation of evidence on the nuclear revolution as 

presented by Jemis, Mandelbaum and Kissinger, the impact of the revolution is hcreasingly 

evident. There always exists reactionary forces to any revolution and while the nuclear revolution 

is seemingly undeniable, it is no exception. The central focus of reactionary efforts seems to be 

to rationalize nuclear weapons in a conventional sense, with traditionai thought patterns and 

 institution^.^' Upon reflection it is clear that this "conventionalization" only responds to certain 

narrow aspects of the nuclear revolution. What has caused many of the reactionary opinions 

York. 1957 p. 22 

ibid. p. 179 

" This reaction is what Hans Morgenthau has referred to as "conventionalization". For 
details see Jervis p. 15-18. For further elucidation of the concept see "The Fallacy of Thinking 
Conventionally About Nuclear Weapons" in Carlton and Shaerf eds., Ams Control and 
Technical Innovation. Wiley, New York. 1976 pp. 256-64 



against the nuclear revolution has been an unwarranted focus on the Iack of total war between the 

two superpowers." Arguments put fonvard in this light are merely debating if nuclear weapons 

are responsible for %e long peace" alter M., such as argued by Mueller. Viewing the nuclear 

revolution in such a narrow scheme ignores a variety of other important changes that resulted fiom 

the revolution. In rebuttal of MueiIer3s argument concerning the lack of total war during the post- 

WWII period, Jervis argues that Mueller is guilty of "conventionaiization", and misses the politicai 

affect of nuclear weapons by focusing on the kquency of war? Nonetheless, Mueller's counter- 

revolutionary argument is relevant to the historical developrnent of the nuclear debate as a whole; 

however, it is a mere aside in discussing the nature of military revolution. Creating a fiamework 

for revolution requires the establishment of focal points of change and transformation. As 

Mandelbaum, JeMs, Kissinger, Brodie and, inadvertently, Mueller indicate, the character of 

revolution is neither strictly a military revolution, nor entirely a politicd one. 

The Framework of Revolution 

When nuclear weapons were introduced into the international system and in the 

succeeding decades they imparted signifiant change across a variety of levels. It is necessary and 

important to establish the boundaries over which change occurs. Once the nuclear revolution is 

"~uel ler ,  John "The Irrelevance of Nuclear Weapons", International Securitv. Fa11 
1988. (Vol. 13, No. 2)  

Ulervis, Robert. "The Political Effects of Nuclear Weapons", International S e c u r i ~ .  
Fa11 1988. (Vol. 13, No. 2) 



recognized and understood to be tnily revolutionary then its nature and qualities can be applied to 

analyze the 17th century, the Napoleonic and the military-industrial "revolutions". It is then 

possible to extrapolate from the qualities and character of revolution and contribute predictive 

measures for the analysis of arguments conceming the purported current revolution. Three central 

characteristics of change c m  be identified to encapsulate the span of revolution. Revolutions alter 

the relationship of war to society, they alter military organizational demands, and they produce 

specific strategid technical changes (technology and the weapons of war). 

The premier quality of revolution as portrayed by the nuclear revolution is an 

abstract yet fundamental alteration in the basic relationship of warfare to the societies that 

prosecute war. The understanding of war as a tool of policy, as enunciated by Clausewitzfs famous 

dictum, is dramatically overtumed by nuciear weapons. This principle had been characteristic of 

the conduct of States, nation-states and city-states since the era of Thucydides, if not earlier. This 

crucial shift in world view about the utility of force thereby institutes a transformation in thuiking 

about war. If war previously equalled the clash of organized force for political goals, the 

elimination of any attainable goal therefore eliminates that aspect of war. This is the centrai 

dilemma which the academic child of the nuclear revolution, strategic studies, attempted to answer. 

The attempt to develop strategies by which nuclear weapons could be employed in traditional 

ways, failed because of the fear of escalation and the logical failures of such notions as limited 

nuclear war. In regards to strategic conceptualization of nuclear weapons, Law~ence Freedman 

noted that in the early years, none of the traditionai process of thinking opened up "avenues [that] 



appeared promising then there would have to be a v h a l  revolution in thinking to match the 

revolution in te~hnology."'~ Indeed, dus is exacdy what occurred. 

The alteration of the relationship between war and society is essentially about 

political thinking and the relation between what human beings perceive as important and how 

conduct in the international arena, personal lives, and thüiking about war has changed. Certain 

subtle indicators in the history of mankind are available to understand how ciramatic the change 

in world view became in the wake of nuclear weapons. The rebirth of ideas on collective security 

and world governrnent are initial attempts to deal with the changing relevance of war, and indicates 

that a restructuring and rethinking was occuning. Simpler shifts are perhaps better indicators, such 

as the transformation of War Departments and Ministers of War to Defense Departments and their 

related rninisterial titles. The history of the nuclear revolution briefly presented above should 

indicate that from the time of Bernard Brodie's initial ideas in 1945 to the extremely complex 

deterrence formulations there emerged a transformed view of the world and the fiailty of the 

human condition? While the existence of this changed relationship between war and the people 

that prosecute it is at times abstract from the conduct of war, it is nevertheless extremely useful 

to understanding revolutions. As a clear exarnple, few would have trouble in acknowledging a 

change in thinking and attitudes about war resulting fiom the nuclear revolution. 

24~reedman, Lawrence. "The First Two Generations of Nuclear Sbategists" in Paret, 
Peter ed., The Makers of Modem Stratew: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton. 1986.. p.76 1 

L5 This cornes from Brodie's initial views in The Absolute Weapon. 



lnvariably linked to the changes brought on by revolutions to the relationship 

between war and society is the second aspect of revolution; the change in the demands upon 

military organizationd structure. The sociology of revolution is fomd in the conduct, strategy and 

relations among those groups that comprise the body of revolution. These are the practitioners, 

military leaders, statesmen, and govenunental groups, and to a certain extent the population at 

large, as well as their interaction. Strategy and tactics after the nuclear revolution changed 

dramaticdly and true evidence of the impact of nuclear weapons c m  be seen here. Strategically, 

the defense has in many ways been greatly overshadowed by the offense and attempts to ally fears 

of the defense resulted in the abortive attempts to develop Anti-Ballistic Missiles and the failed 

Strategic Defense Initiative? Brodie noted that the M e r  development of missile technology 

married to nuclear warheads placed a reliance on ensurhg a retaliatory force capability. Defense, 

thus, became equated to having an offensive capability; a notion that is particularly alien to the 

traditional idea of warfare and strategy. 

The second aspect of alteration to rnilitary organizational demands also produces 

change in the purpose and structure of institutions. as well as the creation of new ones. Not only 

did the purpose and nature of the social institution of war transform, additionally, there was the 

development of new institutions designed to reduce or manage the likelihood of war escalating to 

a direct nuclear exchange were formed. For example, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) emerged for a variety of reasons not the least of al1 to manage the bipolar relationship 

in Europe. Peacekeeping aiso served as a new institution to manage codic t  beyond the imrnediate 

26~n fact, the central argument the sociological component of nuclear revolution elicits 
is no defence. 



reach of the superpowers, agah partly to quell the possibility of escalation in nuclear conflict. 

Ultimately new institutions sought to safeguard the superpowers and other potential nuclear states 

fiom the instabiiity of nuclear weapons through m s  control and disarmament. 

The Pace of change in technology and industrial flexibility needed to ensure a 

stable nuclear relationship also involved sipificant change in the indwtridscientific base. While 

the basic foundations of a "defense-indutrial" complex were developed in the mid 1 8001s, M e r  

structured during the inter-war period and became M y  fimctional during World War II, the 

elaborate and highly structured character of the complex Iinked to rapidly advancing technology 

only becarne apparent some years after the nuclear revolution." The "arms racey' has to a great 

degree shifted even more radically fiom the indushial complex to the laboratory where the greater 

portion of arms technology racing occurs. As such, much of the energy of strategic studies has 

been to evaluate, if not participate in, procurement debates and decisions, and research and design 

initiatives .18 

Classical military educationd institutions also began to deal with the unorthodox 

nature of nucIear warfare and the purpose of the military overall. The institution of the military 

formed completely new divisions that were designed to cope with the nuclear requirements of 

armed force, such as Strategic Air Command and Strategic Bomber and Missile Wing~. '~ Even 

" ~ c ~ e i l l ,  William H. The Pursuit of Power. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 
1982. p. 223-361 

28~uzan, Barry. An Introduction to Strateeic Studies: Militarv Technolow & 
International Relations. St. Martin's Press, New York. 1987. p. 159- 160 

29~irnilar sociological changes cm be seen in militaries besides the United States. For 
exarnple, the U.S.S.R., French, British, Chinese, Indian and Israeli military structures. 



NORAD evolved fiom defense against bombers to a primary role of early waming and attack 

characterization designed to ensure the retaliatory ability of US. ICBMs and bombers. 

Changes in thinking about war and changes in the organizationd demands of war 

are obviously intimately related and large scale organizational transformation owes its impetus 

fiom changes in thinking and world perceptions. While they are important aspects of revolution, 

the changed organizational demands and thinking of about war do not comprise the totality of 

revolutionary change. The third aspect of change is that of the specifïc strategic/technicd changes 

to war (technologies of war), something initially thought to be within the changing organizational 

demands but sufficiently distinct to require separate analysis. The technical and strategic changes 

are those direct developments relating to the invention of nuclear weapons. First and foremost, this 

is represented by the unprecedented rate of technological growth, innovation and adoption by 

militaries, pseudo-military groups and civilian industry. Not only have the physical artefacts of 

technology multiplied but so has the defense deparûnents' willingness to accept new and 

sometirnes alternative technology. Not only is technological change a direct result of the nuclear 

revolution and its technologically driven nature, but also this technological upheaval causes great 

strategic problems for military institutions attempting to define strategy that is continually being 

undermined by new techn~logy.~~ The most brazen example of a revolutionary technical change 

is the development of the atomic bomb and its thermonuclear cousin. 

30 op. cit.. p. 94-1 13. The arms dynamic is a separate topic by itself and not within the 
scope of this discussion for an overview see Barry Buzan's discussion o f  the action-reaction, 
technological inzperatkÿe und domestic stnrcture rnodels in the ident i fied pzges. 



The two other identifiable areas that are directly eEected by a revolution in the 

technical/strategic cornponents of warfare are strategy and theory. The incredible variety of 

detenence theories that emerged later in the revolution, as well as arms race theories and limited 

war theories, are striking examples of transformations. For al1 intents and purposes the nature of 

base level war-fighting theory changed greatly from that of the f i s t  half of the century. Not so 

much in tactics but in the purpose of tactics and the ovemding concem combined with cutting edge 

technology. A more drastic change can be seen a Ievel above tactics with strategy and theory. The 

theory of deterrence that was relatively simple in its initial conception soon required a body of 

professionals to interpret and create the more complex and politically usefül variants and options. 

The grand strategy of relating economics, politics and warfare became an increasingly difficult task 

under mutuai assured destruction and required new tools for war and new tools for conducting 

warfare. Technicdstrategic components, therefore, are the physicai and theoretical objects used 

to conduct warfare and are intrinsically related to the revolution of nuclear weapons. 

In light of the analysis of the nuclear revolution, the key components of revolutions 

are evident. As in the in the instance of the introduction of nuclear weapons, revolutions are 

herdded by crisis and second are compressed in time within the approximate period of a 

generation. It is also evident that revolutions produce specific strategic / technical changes in 

technology and the weapons of war. Clearly military organizations can not avoid the effects of 

revolutions and have at times themselves been the catalyst of change; indeed this fourth cornponent 

of organizational transformation is crucial to the course of revolutions. The final component of a 

revolution is that it alter5 the relationship of war to society. It changes the reasons wars are fought, 

the political and moral lengths society goes to in order to prosecute organized confiict and how 
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society at large views war. As outhed these areas represent distinct senses of revolutionary impact 

by which a revolution can be measured and detennined to fûnction as a tnily dramatic 

transformation. It has by no means been asserted that these areas are mutually exclusive;- 

aamittedy they are not. Interdependence among them is necessary for a 'me' transformation 

indicative of revolution. The main focal point of a revolution may begin in one specific area, such 

as that of technology with nuclear weapons. However, if it is signincant enough it will quickiy be 

felt across the spectrum to the point where societal attitudes and thought patterns change. These 

are the qualities that must be present in order to be designated as revolutionary. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE 17* CElVTURY AND NAPOLEONIC REVOLUTIONS 

The catalyst of major change in the 20th century was the introduction of atomic 

technology and its related socio-political affects upon international society writ large. Equally 

rernarkable are several other momentous changes in the nature of warfare during the modem era. 

Two sets of transformations in particular have gained the title of rnilitary revolutions; the 17th 

Century and the French Revolution~Napoleonic periods. The centuries preceding the French 

Revolution contained a variety of significant changes in society arid military power that resemble 

a revolution. "The military revolution of early modem Europe" is how Geoffrey Parker, its most 

well known exponent, outlines the multitude of changes in warfare that culrninate approxùnately 

in the mid-seventeenth century.' The French Revolution represents one of the most dramatic 

penods of transformation in European history. Additionally, the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

wars were to become a hallmark of one of the greatest changes in the relationship between men 

and armed conflict. 

While the nuclear revolution provides a basis for creating a framework for 

understanding the nature and meaning of revolution, historical precedence are equally important 

and M e r  enhances the analytical tools identified fiom the nuclear esperience. To this end, the 

17th century revolution will be challenged and exposed as merely a product of evolutionary 

advancement. The large period of time and the lack of structural violence stand out as promùient, 

1 Parker, Geoffiey. pp. 1-5 



yet not exclusive factors, in this conclusion. The purpose of such an expose is, on the one hand, 

to show the progress of normal evolution in military and international affairs and consequently 

highlight the other method of change - revoluti~n.~ On the other hand, such an analysis is usefid 

in establishing the relevance of the andyticai mode1 drawn fiom the nuclear revolution. 

Additionaliy, it also leads to the identification of severd trends in the nature of war over the 

centuries that is of concern and importance to analysis of the fùture of wdare.  

Followuig a study of the changes that occurred in the nature of armed conflict in 

early modem Europe, it is useful to focus upon the explosive events surrounding the Napoleonic 

revolution in warfare. The fundamental shifts in the nature of conflict that sprang fiom the 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars are important for refining the analytical framework. Most 

importantly , the Napoleonic revolution indicates that technolog y is neither a necessary nor 

sufficient condition for military revolution. Nuclear weapons as outlined are merely the 

instruments, a revolutionary technology, that begins the transformations that becorne the 'trueY 

revolution.' The Napoleonic revolution is a result of momentous changes in the organization and 

structure of military organizations, not technology, that spread across the spectrum of human 

development incorporahg the other aspects of revolutionary change; how society views war and 

technology . 

'see Kuhn, Thomas. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago. 1972 for a similar pattern of occurrence in science called tha progress of normal 
science. 

3see Margaret Masterman's elucidation of Kuhn's theory of revolutions for further 
discussion on the nature of constmcts or artefacts in science. The use of the term here is 
intentionally similar in order to set out the parallels between the disciplines. 



Armed Force in the 17th Century 

The first historical revolution identified in the literatwe near the dawn of the 

modem era occurs during the 1Th century. As Gunther Rothenburg uitroduces it: "The concept of 

a military 'revolution' in Europe during the early modem era has corne to be generally accepted. 

There is, however, disagreement about the exact time fiame of this development."" This statement 

naturally begs the question of how to exactly identi@ the revolution so harkened to by historians. 

The lack of agreement on the issue of thne h e  for the revolution, not by itself a denunciation, 

indicates a lack of consensus on the qualities of revolutionary change that developed. Nevertheless, 

the general qudities of this revolution have been explored by several prominent authors, notably, 

Geoffrey Parker, William H. McNeill, and the aforementioned Gunther Rothenberg. The initial 

intellectual contribution in identiQing the revolution, however, belongs to a few papers and 

lectures by Michael ~ o b e r t s . ~  

To draw some boundaries to the time fiame of this event, the majority of the 

authors conclude that the body of the revolution lies between 1560 and 1660. However, many also 

Say that the nature of military mutations that occurred culminated at the mid-point of the 18th 

century (1760's) with the final developments of the professional army. Certain problems become 

apparent at this juncture, that will resurface throughout the discussion, conceming the 

4 Rothenburg, Gunther. "Maurice of Nassau, Gustavus Adolphus, Raimondo 
Montecuccoli, and the "MiIitary Revolution" of the Seventeenth Centuryft, in Peter Faret ed. 
The Makers of Modem Stratew: Frorn MachiaveIIi to the Nuciear Age. Princeton University 
Press, Princeton- 1986. p.32 

'see Parker, Geoffkey. The Militarv Revolution: Militaw Innovation Rise of the West 
1 500- 1800. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 1988. Introduction - pp. 1-5 



differentiation between a revohtion that occurs over a century and incremental evolutionary 

change. Albeit that this problem exists, there are four changes in the art of warfkre that the main 

body of literature distinguishes as being pivotai. These appear in no particular sequence, and are 

a dramatic change in tactics, growth in army size, strategy, and the impact of war upon ~ o c i e t y . ~  

Military historians and strategists agree on these changes, and many see the professionalization 

of annies or the changes in the structure and institutiondization of the nation-state as being the 

ultimate indicator of revolutiod 

There is littie question that unprecedented change took pIace in the composition, 

supply and destructiveness of armies in this period. A gradual transformation occurred throughout 

Western Europe with the impetus of change coming fiom the Low Countries. The Renaissance that 

spread across Europe found avid disciples in the leading innovators and intellectuais. Foremost 

arnongst these was Justus Lipsius a "neo-Stoic, philosopher, polyhistorian, and philologist ... who 

had direct idluence on Maurice of Na~sau."~ Lipsius emphasized the classic texts, philosophy and 

organization of the Roman Empire. His influence on his one-tirne student Prince Maurice of the 

House of Orange-Nassau is significant because Maurice was a university educated young man, 

with a background in mathematics and the classics, who became by the age of 2 1 Admiral-General 

of the United Netherlands. Faced with the dilemma of dealing with the Spaniards in the Low 

%bid. p. 1-2 

7 McNeill. pp. 1 17, 13 1- 133, 1 42; Jeremy Black, European Wdare ,  1600- 1 8 15. pp. 8-9. 

8 Rothenburg, op cit., p. 35 



Countries, Maurice would tum to the classics for in~piration.~ The position of Maurice and his 

cousin William in the hierarchy of control in the Netherlands gave ample opportunity for the 

philosophical underpinnings of Maurice's university years to corne through. "War", Lipsius argued 

"was not an act of uncontmlled violence, but rather the orderly application of force ... in the 

interest of the state."1° These ideas were prevalent when the two princes of the Houqe of Orange- 

Nassau, Maurice and William, shaped the defînitive innovation of the period with the creation of 

the new mode1 army for the Low Countries. 

At roughly the same tirne, the widespread adoption of gunpowder not only 

necessitated a change in the structure of the armies for battle, but also altered the organization, 

supply and fmancing of amies." The inîroduction of swifi moving firing lines for muskets 

necessitated heavy discipline and drill for the a m y ,  that changed the structure of the arrny as 

institution to a professional long-serving force. The key to the ability of Maurice and William to 

accomplish this rested on the Netherlands' economic wealth fiom extemal trade. Indeed, the ability 

to pay forces year round was the first step in being able to require forces to drill and to dig as 

required in siege work. Extemally, dm was the fundamental 'innovation' of military refomis, and 

internaily, discipline was the key to overall rnilitary improvemerd2 The economic prosperity and 

'~vlc~eill, William H.. The Pursuit of Power. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 
1982. p. 128 

"ibid. pp. 133-136 

' 2 ~ r i 1 1  was only an innovation in so far as it was rediscovered by Maurice in his 
education in the classics. 



resultant monetary flexibility of the Netherlands, however, was severely isolated and didn't spread 

beyond the Netherlands. As a result the changes occurrhg in the Netherlands were slow to spread 

across Europe. The great countrïes of Europe, Spain, France, and the Gerrnan Kingdoms took quite 

some time in imitating the practices of the Dutch. England took much longer not suffering fiom 

a need to prosecute constantly land war such that the changes of drill and discipline reached the 

island much later. Gustaws Adolphus and the Swedish reforms mimicked the Dutch but came 

years lated3 

The changes Maurice of Nassau and his relatives were to make to the Dutch system 

of warfare were not oniy isolated but were largely built on an inhented system. As German 

historian Hans Delbrück notes: %deed, as compared with Machiavelli, they (Maurice & William) 

had the advantage of neither being required nor wishing to create a new military system but simply 

of developing M e r  a system they inherited"" The two princes did not, as indicative of 

revolution, ovemim the existing order to create a different organization of warfare. They merely 

enhanced and innovated upon what already existed. The same may be said of the so-called 

revolutionary impact of gunpowder and firearrns upon the battlefield. 

Gunpowder had existed in Europe centuries before even its partial implementation 

in military organizations. Long periods of evolution were required before any successful tactical 

application could be found on the battlefield. While it represented a basic and fundamental 

13The reforms begun by Gustavus Adolphus were quick to disappear after his death and 
the Swedes rapidly fell back on the style o f  warfare o f  the 15th century, within a generation 
however they had begun to spread to other countries, see McNeilI p.134. 

14 Delbrück, Hans. Historv o f  the Art of War: Within the Frarnework o f  Political Historv 
- Volume W - The Modem Era. Greenwood Press, London. 1929 (1985 ed.)p. 157 



transfomation of warfare in tuming men-at-am to soldiers this took nearly five centuries of 

evolution. Much of the delay in developing gunpowder-based warfare was due to the slow Pace 

of technological developments and refinements needed to employ effectively gunpowder 

weaponry. Additionally, there was both a substantial expense in muskets, f i r e m s  and cannons 

as weli as an institutional rigidity against large scale change. Beginning in the 1320s with the £kst 

writings on cannons the final exploitation of modem rifles and field artillery were not made until 

the late 18th century and early 19th century.ls The drill systems initiated by P ~ c e  Maurice of 

Orange-Nassau and M e r  developed by his cousin William were a direct response to a real need 

to find control on the battlefield with larger and larger arnounts of fuearms entering military 

practice. McNeill, Van Creveld, and others note that the continued Pace of development in 

gunpowder, fiearms and drill practice in military organizations from 1500-1 750 allowed 

Europeans to outstrip the rest of the world in military power.16 This did not constitute a revolution 

on the continent or anywhere else because the basic principles that had outlined warfare in the 

previous centuries were still the accepted noms of miiitary practice. While warfiire was changing 

in small gradual steps, the utility of war, who it was fought for and by whom it was fought had not 

yet changed. 

The changes that did occur in the intervening centuries before Napoleon was 

centered upon the relationship of amies to society with the introduction of the long-serving 

15van Creveld, Martin. Technolow and War: From 2000 B.C. to the Present. The Free 
Press, New York. 199 1 pp.85-86 

16 McNeill p. 143, Van Creveld p.97 



professional soidier. As mentioned above, this advance took some time before it may be calied 

universai, and it climaxed with the outset of the Revolutionary Wars. Other notable advances in 

siege warfare and the art of siege craft are also heralded as being a substantid part of the early 

modem revolution. The catalyst of the revolution in siege warfare was the French invasion of the 

Italian Peninsda in 1494-95 under Charles VIII.17 Siege warfare had long been a protracted 

business of attacking fortified towns and casties, fighting skirmishes and attempting to starve out 

the inhabitants which often as not ended in stalemate. The introduction of mobile artillery 

temporarily changed this as the French soon gained dominance in ability to end niccessfully sieges 

as displayed in Nomandy and Aquitaine in the 1440s and 50s. The changes to the art of siege cmft 

were so great that Henry Guerlac labels them as revolution in their own right during the 15th 

century: "The art or science of military architecture suffered a violent revolution in the century 

following the Italian Wars of Machiavelli's tirne."." Not only did siege warfare change, but a 

related change came to pass in the fortification of castles and towns across Europe, starting in Italy. 

Bastions and the art of fortifications for the most part eliminated the early gains made in siege 

craft. So much so that the purposed value these developments had to the revolution were d l  but 

nullified. 

The development of the indecisive battle, with the dominance of siege warfare in 

the Renaissance period, was separated kom the focal point of the revolution, professional amies, 

"~uerlac, Henry. "Vauban: The Impact of Science Upon War" in Peter Paret ed. The 
Makers of Modem Stratew: From MachiaveIli to the Nuclear Age. Princeton University Press, 
Princeton. 1986. p.69 



by alrnost two cent~ries.'~ GeoRey Parker argues that the military revolution includes the 

technological climax of siege weapons and the switch to infantry/field based warfare. Yet he states: 

"Gradually, the musketeer became rnaster of the battlefield and &ove off most other military 

~pecialists."~" It is important to recognize that this gradual change is devoid of a transformation in 

how societies viewed warfare and happened over a long period of t h e  as a result of other 

important societal changes. Again, the substance of warfare during the pinnacle of siege craft and 

fortincation does not change the relationship of war to society and therefore it is not representative 

of revolutionary change. What the siege based warfare of the 15th and 16th century had achieved 

was immobility in both the span of time for successful battle and movement of troops for battle. 

The tactical changes to military forces on the battlefield and their subsequent effect 

on the structure of the military as an institution were reflective of larger shifts in European society. 

Parker indicates that the graduai transformations that occurred across a spectnim of govemmentai 

agencies in the period from the late fourteen hundreds until the mid-17th century were caused by 

the 'revolution' in armed force.21 In turn, Michael Howard sees these shifts as follows; 

The growing capacity of European governments to controI, or at least to tap, the wealth of the 
communiw, and fiom it to create mechanisms - bureaucracies, fiscal systems, anned forces - which 
enabled them yet to fùrther extend their control over the community, is one of the central 
developments of the historical era, ... 22 

19 Parker, p. 16 

20 ibid, p. 17. 

21 op cit, p.2 

"~oward, Michaei. 
p.49 
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The technology of gunpowder had existed for nearly six centuries before ascending to 

prominence on the battlefield. Society, however, had made changes in organization, 

administration, and control of amed force so that the state could take advantage of, and m e r  

develop, the force requirements for maximum possible effectiveness with firearms. As such, 

organizationally there were undoubted innovations in the command and contro1 of military 

o r g ~ t i o n s .  Si@cant among these was a gened increase in army size and the prevailing use 

of taxation on a Iarger and larger scale to support the military efforts of nations. Howard notes that 

it was the Bourbons of France that pioneered the blueprint for organizational and state 

transformation that had been provided under G u s t a v ~ s . ~  The Bourbons would only achieve this 

military improvement by the end of the 17th century, while Gustavus had died in 163 1 and had 

inherited much of his system fiom the Low Countries years earlier. As suggested above, the 

changes that were occurrhg in the art of war, specificaily widespread fuearm adoption, had been 

occming across Europe for centuries and were not to be fùlly realized until the Napoleonic 

Rev~lut ion.~~ Again, this was an evolutionary process with the most significant feature being the 

graduai dominance of the state over the means of force. Whereas one taiked of combat previously 

as a melee, one could now safely speak of wars. 

Michael Howard and William H. McNeill do not describe the penod of the change 

in the seventeenth century as revolutionary. Indeed, both authors ignore the teminology in favor 

"ibid, p.62 

" ~ l t h o u ~ h  f i r ems  were cornmon throughout Europe leading up to the Napoleonic era, 
the state's resources, military infrastructure, training and strategy required to make them an 
effective tool was not filly evolved until the period of the Napoleonic Wars. 



of a wider more informative breakdown of the aforementioned changes into, respectively; " Wars 

of the MerchanWWars of the Professionals" and "Advances in Europe's Art of Wart'? As opposed 

to Parker, both Howard and McNeill acknowledge that the spectnun of changes are too varied, 

unrelated and occur over too long a period of time to be 'revolutionary'. The nature of changes in 

the art of war in the 1 7th century represent evolutionary steps in a centuries long developmental 

process. The idea of a revolution involves some compression of time in which the dramatic 

culmination of a force or forces is introduced into history; an element of compression which is 

certainly not evident across the changes that compose the 17th century so-called revolution. 

In addition, the necessary elernents of revolutionary change, technical/ strategic 

innovations that signincantly alter the weapons of war, rnilitary organizationai demands, and 

most important, changes in the relationship of war to society are non-existent or had little affect 

on the development of warfare. To be more specific, the certain technological changes that did 

occur over this period had effect only in a specific few cases and noticeably not enough to cause 

a widespread restnictunng of M e s .  The structure of rnilitary organizations had been undergohg 

a process of evolutionary development to accept the widespread use of firearms for nearly four 

generations, but the technology of fxearms had yet to develop to the point where a whole scaie 

revamping of military organization and training wodd be necessary. Admittedly, Sweden and the 

Netherlands had begun institutional reorganization but this process was limited to these two 

LS see Howard, Michael. War in European Historv. Oxford University Press, Oxford. 
1976. p.122 and McNeiIl William H.. The Pursuit of Power. The Universis. of Chicago Press, 
Chicago. 1982 p. 1 17. 



couniries and soon after the demise of Gustavus or the House of Orange, the military orgariations 

reverted to previous organizattional strwtures and rnethods of combat. 

The rimited degree of change in technology and organizational structure was 

reflected in the absolute Iack of change in how society perceived warfare and its use. As such, the 

use and conduct of warfare during the penod described as the 17" century revolution is almost 

imperceptible to that of previous periods. Structural violence, the second revolutionary quality 

beside time compression, which denotes the turmoil and upheaval associated with institutional 

change, the displacement of classes of people and the new relationships between military 

organization and warfare and society, was almost omnipresent in the overthrow of the 

establishment during the nuclear revolution, is by al1 accounts Iacking during the changes of the 

17th century. Many of the dominant figures in the military continued in their roles, participated 

in the introduction of new technology, and were replaced o d y  by evolution or by the advent of a 

tme revolution, such as Napoleon's. 

Western Europe was the heartland of innovations in early modem Europe and was 

to be the setting for the introduction of the first revolution of the modem era. The technologicd 

innovations that were being grappled with under the ancien régime were the foundations of the 

Napoleonic system of warfare. The introduction of drill, widespread dominant use of the musket, 

somewhat mobile artillery, and greater governrnental cormol of the rneans of war are ail exarnples 

of the changes that developed over three centuries of warfare in Europe. Siege craft also climaxed 

in this same penod but was rendered impotent by the explosive changes to strategy employed by 

Napoleon shortly thereafter. Van Creveld refutes the whole notion of a revolution in siege craft 

technology as being significant to the penod in terrns of the application of force or to the onset of 

-41- 



the Napoleonic Revolution "Such maaial [cannon] displays notwithstanding, warfare continued 

to be dominated as much by humdrum nonmilitary technology as by spectacular fortresses and 

cannon. Ultirnately, it was developments in non-rniiitary technology that accounted for the 

revolution in strategy usually âssociated with the name of Napoleon B~naparte.'"~ 

The armies of early modem Europe went through many unquestionable changes to 

their structure and technology. Revolutions, however, constitute a r e f o d a t i o n  of values, ideas, 

methodologies, thought patterns, and most irnportantly relationships between the nature of war and 

the society that prosecutes it. The composition of modem annies owes much to the technological 

and rnilitary innovations of this period and yet in crucial aspects the nature of warfare less than one 

hundred years later is strikingly different. It becomes apparent that the foundation of the 17th 

century revolution as outlined by its advocates is questionable. The introduction of firearrns and 

the adoption of drill are related, necessary and yet distant innovations. Drill was the catalyst for 

army professionalization which was infantile and localized at first and later without significant 

affect on the basic nature of war. Combined with the evolution of govemments, this lead to the 

ability to field larger armies but with little strategic consequence. Clausewitz condemned the 

armies and Ieaders of this very shortcoming by saying they had litlle strategy at d l  and that amies 

had become an end in their own right causing the removal of the principle element of war: 

violence. 

The length of tirne between the rehement of firearms, application of drill, creation 

of long-standing forces, and evolution of state machinery is too widespread to resemble a 

'6Van CreveId, Technolow and War. p. 109 



revolution. Siege craft and fortifications played a role in war even after 18 14 but with little effect 

and long removed from their histoncal climax. Armies drilled in the European method, Keegan 

notes, did signïficantly well only against arrnies of extremely more traditional cuitures such as that 

of the in di an^.^' The violent and ciramatic qualities inherent in revolutions are absent in the changes 

in warfare of eariy modem Europe- The relationship of war to society changed littie except to 

involve more individuals and push the financial and bureaucratie b i t s  of goveniments of the day. 

The rnilitary technologicai innovations of two centuries served only to solidi@ the political borders 

of ancien régime. In 1 792 these borders were broken and the foundation of Europe was shaken to 

the ground by the onset of the Napoleonic Revolution in warfxe. 

The Napoleonic Revolution 

After all, the weaponry used in Frederick's time differed only slightly fkom that used in 
Napoleon's, and to us it is remarkable that very significant changes in practice could occur 
despite insignificant changes in amis, not to mention transportation or cornmunicati~n.~~ 

Not only were the ciramatic systemic transformations to the nature and conduct in 

the art of war under Napoleon startling to Clausewitz and &ove hirn to analyze the character of 

warfare, but they dso are still equally important to understanding the way in which warfare 

transforms. A tnie revolution in warfare should underrnine the foundations of strategy, the overall 

conduct of battle and most irnportantly the relationship of war to society. The changes culminating 

27 Keegan, John. A Historv of Warfare. Vintage Books, Toronto. 19%. p.346-47 

28~rodie, Bernard. "The Continuing Relevance of On War" in On War. Carl Von 
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in the 17th century represented hdamentd  shifts in the conduct of battle, but did not change the 

relationship of war to society. The undercurrent of change that fostered much of the new 

developments in government, and in warfare in the 17th century, climaxed during the French 

Revolution and the entrance of Napoleon. The explosion of the French revolution and the 

accompanied life it infused into a decaying government bureaucracy and ofncer corps allowed the 

innovations of the 17th century to be fully realized. It was the social-political changes of the 

French Revolution which aiiowed for a full-scale military revolution of such magnitude, and in 

many aspects these transformations resemble the introduction of nuclear weapons in 1945." 

The dramatic alterations in warfare of the Napoleonic era that caused the military 

revolution have a distinct dyadic nature. The £kst and most often studied aspect of this revolution 

is Napoleon and his contributions as commander, emperor and strategist to the art of war. The 

second component of the revolution is the larger shift in the social and political construction of 

France, which ailowed the innovations in tactics, technology, and organization of the previous era 

to be combined and foc~sed.'~ It is this second component which is necessary for the revolution 

to be fully rtdized. Napoleon changed tactics and grand strategy (the constnicts of a military 

revolution) and the social forces in France changed military organization and conceptions of war 

of that era and for many generations to follow, which combine to f om the three principle elements 

of a revolution in warfare. 

29~aret, Peter. Understandina War. Princeton University Press, Princeton. L992. p. 78 
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There are certain qualities of Napoleon which ailowed for the tirnely combination 

and manipulation of historical forces in order to create the empire. Napoleon, even as a young 

officer, understood the relationship between foreign policy and war, and the amount of resources 

needed to be mobilized and the marner in which this should be done?' While Napoleon possessed 

great strategic vision and genuis in the conduct of battle, his inbom talent, as Hans Delbrück 

suggests, were those of a ~tatesman;'~ an u n u d y  aggressive, sometimes warlike, but incredibly 

adroit statesman. What Napoleon accomplished was to remove war fkom its place in foreign policy 

as an emergency measure (a fast resort) to a central tool of foreign policy. In essence, he changed 

the relationship of war to society, the third essential component of a revolution in warfare. Of 

course, this is not to undermine the 'genius' of Napoleon as a commander. Clausewitz, foremost 

among commentators of the Napoleonic era, generally accepts the notion of Napoleon's genius and 

sees his qualities of evaluation and decisiveness as being prized by di military commanders." 

Napoleonic warfare and the mass mobilization of forces on a complex battlefield required 

competent leadership of which Napoleon was an extraordinary example. Napoleon's personality 

and will power were essential to French victories and c m  not be overlooked. 

3 1 Paret, Peter. "Napoleon and the Revolution in War" in Peter Paret ed. The Makers of 
Modem Stratew: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age. Princeton University Press, Princeton. 
1986. p. 129 

32~elbrück, Hans. Historv of the Art of War: Within the Framework of Political 
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Although Napoleon is credited with being a 'genius' rnilitarily and diplomatically, 

the essential nature of the revolution Lies in the complex political changes within France that he 

took advantage of. The first of these innovations was the levée en masse; mass conscription on a 

scale not previously seen. Military institutions in the previous centuries focused first on the use 

of more innocuous forms of conscription which existed under feudai and monarchical society and 

then primarily on mercenaries, which was an often selfaefeating methodoiogy, and later on paid 

volunteer and professional forces. Mass conscription under any other poli tical circumstances 

except that of the revolution may have proved e q d y  disastrous for any of the monarchies of the 

ancien régime. As such, they were unwillingly to tempt fate by opening up society for politicai 

activisrn." The levée en mmse solved a two-fold problem for the revolutionary govemrnents. First, 

it diaised a growing overpopulation problem in an economically uncertain era. Second, it focused 

the radicalism of the terror outwards allowing the consolidation and organization of the new 

govemment.'5 Later this wodd allow Napoleon to field very large amies and to have replaceable 

reserves which he of3en used for the decisive battle maneuver; a key to his strategy. 

" ~ f t e r  the initial victories of Napoleon and the growing power of the French state, 
many nations tried to reform their military organizations mirnicking the French system. 
Pmssia's faiiure at military reforms, especially an army of the people, are notable. The truth 
was that reforrn movements were very traditional in their goals. As Charles J. Esdaile points out 
"In so far as 'the people' were to play a role at all, it was to be through the extension of 
traditional means of conscription that bore no reIation to Nation-in-Arms. the prospect that they 
might be armed en masse, or, stiIl worse, that they might take up arrns on their own account 
stirring fear in the breasts even of the more radical reformers." Esdaile, Charles J.. The Wars of 
Napoleon. Longman Group Ltd., London. 1995 pp. 21 5-216 
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Intimately Linked to the levée en musse was the patnotic fervor and radicalism of 

French conscript amies. This huge violent esprit de corps that developed in revolutionary armies 

and combined with the revolutionary doctrine espoused during the terror changed war fiom mere 

combat to a stmggle for survival. After the Revolution had dealt with the immediate enernies at 

home, the focus turned towards those who had supported the old regime and were still a possible 

threat. The doctrine of the revolution was extemalized upon France7 s neighbors, of which there 

were few, ifany, exceptions. No longer indeterminate, battles were no longer tempered by mies, 

and military objectives had completely tramformed, as pronounced by Lazare Carnot; "'We must 

exterminate', he urged; 'exterminate to the bitter end!"'." The amount of operational leverage this 

gave the revolutionary generals and later Napoleon was immeasurable. 

Stnicturally, however, the revohtion had added welcome, if unforeseen, 

consequences on the nature of the army which was to forever change military organizations and 

the access of the privileged class to their former position. Changes to rnilitary organizational 

structures and demands are, of course, the second key element of a revolution in warfare. Under 

the pressure of war and invasion, the election of officers was abolished (1794), as were the rnilitary 

disciplinary ~ouncils(1795).~' A certain 'openness to talents' policy prevailed which had the 

benefit of attracting talented civilians and former regular non-commissioned officers who had 

ability and now the chance to show it. The abandonment of noble m i l i t q  positions was to 

transform military organizations in Europe for some tirne, which, in combination with other 

36 as cited in op. cit. Howard. p. 81 
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revolutionary innovations, would help create a primitive general staff. The nature of the officer 

corps was revolutionized beyond recognition and the loyalty and ability of these officers to Iead 

increased correspondingly. To a degree, this affected the lower ranks and their knowledge that the 

status of those above them was largely due to talent and not birth. The openness of officer 

positions, made readily available by the exodus of nobles during the revolution, would be 

enhanced by the growing rate of promotion available over the twenty years of continuous imperial 

warfare. 

Obviously, the ability of the govemment to conscnpt soldiers paralleled their 

ability to conscnpt resources for the war effort. While the government tried to impose control over 

grain prices and artillery production among other things, on the whole, production rested on 

individual efforts guided by the spirit of the revolution, and tempered by one's own best interest? 

Transportation, industry, bread production, arms, ammunition and uniform manufacture were ail 

nationalized as well as human resources such as scientists. Innovations such as this were to becorne 

the n o m  over modem Europe during the next century, and gave Napoleon much of his flexibility. 

Many have put f o r w d  the notion that Napoleon could have conducted his battles 

only in such a grandiose fashion because an agricdtural revolution had occurred in Noah Western 

Europe allowing the maintenance and movement of such large forces.3g Increasingly as the 

revolutionary amies moved outside French borders the responsibility for food provisions was the 

bane of foreign nations. Radical reformation of the bureaucracy was the necessary element to allow 

)'op. cit. McNeiII 
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the ever growing revolutionary amies, 650,000 by 1793, to be fed. It is not that Paris gave such 

specific control over men and resources in cornparison to modem standards but that revolutionary 

fervor combined with innovation provided a fairly efncient machinery. A revolution in 

government, more specifically bureaucracy, was a hallmark of revolutionary France, but was to 

be refîned by Napoleon and put to more specific and reliable use. 

As with the nuclear revolution, there were clear implications for strategy and tactics 

in the Napoleonic revolution in warfare. While some of these innovations had been present and 

discussed by commanders in various &es before Napoleon, they were only put to effective use 

under his guidance, Michael Howard sets these out as follows; 

Of these innovations one c m  pick out four: the articulation of amies into autonornous divisions 
which, since they could move dong several roads simultaneously, gave greater speed and flexibility 
to military movement; the emptoyment of free-moving, free-firing skirmishers- 'Iight' infantry or 
rifleman; a more flexible use of artillery on the battlefield to gain a superiority of fire at a given 
point; and the use of the column of attack instead of the line ... a change from i'ordre mince to 
I'ordre profonde.40 

It is perhaps the most undervalued contribution of Napoleon to the evolution of the 

modem military system that he instigated a complete change in a m y  structure. Unlike the 

reformation of the officer corps this consisted of a purely Napoleonic concept - the division of the 

army into permanent strategic units. Van Creveld points out that the poor communications and 

large numbers Ied the field commanders to devise new organizational forms.'" C o n w  to popdar 

opinion the revolutionary annies also underwent transfomations in training and doctrine of which 

40 op. cit., Howard. p.76 
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there was a significant arnount. As Van Creveld adds "the effect on strategy was revolutionary, 

indeed e~plosive?~ The movement of the army in columns of self-contained and controlled 

entities that were often 48 hours fÎom headquarters increased the effectiveness of the army greatly. 

Crucial in this respect is that it expanded the theatre of operations fiom a typical 5-10 km 

maneuver area to where a distance of 5û-100 km or more became routine.43 In the end, the 

organizational change allowed Napoleon to bring more force to bear sirnultaneously and to 

increase the strategic possibilities of his generals exponentially. 

The single technological innovation of the previous paradigm in warfare that 

proved decisive for the Napoleonic amies was artillery. Under De Gribeauval artiilery was M e r  

revolutionized by introducing the principle of interchangeable parts, improving accuracy of fie, 

and increasing the rnobility of guns through weight r educ t i~n .~  The French artillery theonst and 

Napoleon's mentor Du Teil M e r  completed the revolution in artillery by proposing artillery 

strategy based on principles of siege warfare. Central to this was the concentration of firepower 

upon a single spot creating a breach in the wall or a break in the line of troops. The practice of the 

concentration of force upon a single decisive point was to be foremost arnong Napoleon's strategic 

ideals. The fist successfd use of De Gribeaval's innovation came in the revolutionary wars (1792) 

under Carnot where the Prussians were scared off the battlefield by the extreme range and relative 

44 Palmer, R.R. "Frederick the Great, Guibert, Bülow: From Dynastic to National War" 
in Paret, Ed. The Maker o f  Modern Strategy: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton. 1986. p. 105 



accuracy of cannon at Valmy. By 18 15 this technological advantage would be 10% but the sttategic 

use by Napoleon and his generals in the intervening years often proved decisive and herdded a 

revolutionary exploitation of fxepower. 

Strategy under Napoleon was composed of more than innovations brought on by 

the political revolution and the adjuments made ad hoc by generds and cornmittees alike. 

Napoleon had very specinc strategic formulations that made possible his many military successes. 

As noted earlier the fist and foremost of these was his use of war as a primary tool of foreign 

policy. Napoleon's personality and his undaunting ambition led him to utilize ail the energies 

which the revolution released for the pursuit of war. The recognition that the synergetic qualities 

of revolutionary forces ailowed him to create the tools and strengths he needed is perhaps his 

greatest personal asset. As he manipulated foreign policy and the ideals of the revolution towards 

his personal ambition of the French Empire, he succeeded in transforming the basic relationship 

of war to society. War became a situation of survival for each state involved, and for France it 

became an effort requiring the entke participation of the nation including its people and resources. 

War was on the path to becoming total and these changes to technology and strategy comprise the 

first required element of a revolution in warfare. 

Whether the effort by Napoleon to make war total or not was conscious, it was the 

most visibie aspect of the new paradigm and what Clausewitz's famous dictum of "... war is an 

extension of policy by other means" seeks to encapsulate. Readily observable are other strategic 

inventions at the hands of Napoleon and his annies which contribute greatly to the overthrow of 

the old 'nomal' method of war. Central to his strategic insight waç the belief, as mentioned above, 



of a concentration of forces at a single decisive point, preferably the weakest point in the line. 

From here, once the line was smashed reinforcements could pour through and demoralize, confuse 

and destroy the enemy. Several other facets of Napoleonic strategy underlie this basic principle. 

The first is moral, of which Napoleon said that the spiritual factors made up for a three to one 

advantage over the physical. It was something that Arthw Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, 

believed intimately of Napoleon's personal presence at any position on the battlefield and therefore 

tried to avoid a head on collision with that part of his force."' 

The second cntical aspect of Napoleonic sbtegy, the transformation of artillery 

on the battlefield, is intimately linked to the first. Under the tutelage and ideals of Du Teil, 

Napoleon created the 'grand battery' of more than forty cannons and sometirnes, as at Waterloo, 

nearly one hundred? The use of cannons in a highly mobile fashion to create a breach in the battie 

line was a highly revolutionary strategic application of fiepower. Also, he combined the regular 

cannon with each division of the Grande Armée, giving each separate unit the same mobility and 

firepower. Since at the t h e  of the Napoleonic Wars, the French were the leaders in technoIogy and 

use of cannon, the advantage was significant and fit rernarkably well into Napoleon's personal 

strategic vision. 

The cloud of confusion and panic wrought by the cannonade of the Grande Armée 

was matched by the revolutionary use of light infantry and skirmishers. While the use of 

45 for a more thorough discussion of Wellington compared to Napoleon see John 
Keegan's "Wellington: The Anti-Hero" in The Mask of Command. Penguin Books, New York. 
1987. 



skirmishers had been present in a very minute arnount in the years preceding the revolution, 

Napoleon completely altered their potentiai for use in warfare, and created a precedent which was 

not to be easily CO-opted by the Prussian, British or Russian forces. Small-scale skirmishing in 

woods and villages on the fringes of the main force required independent and quick-witted 

thinking, as well as initiative. This was not easily produced in the soldier who was use to 'fixed 

lines of battle' and the watchful eye of his commander. The use of these irregdar troops had 

consequential effects on many armies for, although it would not decide the battle, it wodd 

consume the energies of the enemy and it noticeably hcreased the cloud of confusion surrounding 

the battiefield. Peter Paret notes that it would have required a paradigrnatic shift in the structure 

of foreign armies if they were to try to adopt this innovation, "Not surprisingly, it was difficult for 

observers to reach an accurate appraisal of skirmishing, if its adoption by their own forces would 

require fundamental changes in their system of recruiting, in the relationship between officers and 

men, and in the recasting of tactical doctrine -to say nothing of its impact on society.'"' 

n i e  speed of the skirmishers were a key to their successful implementation. 

However, speed was to be a much more crucial character of Napoleon's m i e s  in general. The 

most significant elernent of speed in the French army was in that of march. Often the French 

soldiers moved at more than double the accustomed rate of traveL4' This was hndamental to 

Napoleon's envelopment of the Austnan army at Ulm in 1805.~' Here he managed to move 
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176,000 soldiers of the Grand Armée fiom the Channel coast on August 23 to Ulm on October 19. 

The movernent of this vast anny fiad no parallel in earlier wars and was to lead to the ascendance 

of France as the dominant power of continental Europe. Speed of march was to be crucial on many 

other occasions ami was made feasible by the revolution in organization and the abïlity of the 

amies to draw supplies fiom the country they occupied. The strategy of outflanking an opponent 

made possible by the rate of rnovernent of the Grand Armée was not a novel concept and in fact 

was part of the military doctrine of the coalition arrnies. However, what Napoleon did on a regular 

basis proved much more difncult for other generals since a fiontal attack was much easier to 

control and offered less risk. The difference here is psychological and illuminates more of 

Napoleon's brilliant rnilitary character. 

While speed of rnovement in outflanking manoeuvres was pivotal to Napoleonic 

strategy this was made entirely possible by dispersion. Seemingly this is a contradictory notion, 

but under Napoleon the army was subdivided the into self-contained units already created for 

battle, garrisoned these units across Europe, and brought them together at the crucial point. The 

key here is that the dispersion was as wide so that it was impossible to tell -.vhers Napoleon 

intended to strike. This was only made possible by the unlimited decentralization offered by the 

organization into sub-uni&. Such was the case before the battle of Uhn where the main forces were 

in Northern France, with the rest dong the Channel, in Hanover, and the Netherlands, and brought 

together with perfect timing to converge on the Austrian army.** The revolutionary innovation was 

50 Howard, p.84 



the dispersal of forces but the genius of command was their coordination since no technology 

existed that could accurately cope wiîh these demands. 

Strategy under Napoleon had a variety of aspects many of which are intercomected 

and contributed as parts to the entire machinery of war. Tactical and strategic considerations 

underwent dramatic transformation resulting in a change in other European annies, albeit 

somewhat slow and reluctantly?' Many did not wish to undertake a levée en masse, especidy the 

monarchies, as they believed it threatened the very fabric of their regimes. 

As in the nuclear revolution, one clear guide to estilnathtg a revolution in warfare, 

was its recognition by contemporaries. This appeared in both Clausewitz and Jomini, two of the 

most revered writers of military history, who accurately predicted the immense impact of 

Napoleonic warfare upon the rest of history. As succinctly described by Peter Faret; "...but the 

upheaval in war that occurred in the 1790s - both in its techniques and its goals - was 

sufficiently severe and far-reaching to deserve the name revolution ...". More importantiy, he 

concludes; "The rnilitary world was challenged to query its assurnptions and institutions, to 

rethink its method~."~" 

Evaluating the Revoiution 

The introduction of Napoleonic warfare in the international arena, or at least in 

Europe, was to change many of the basic foundations of the ancien régime to create a new 

5 1 The main exception to this was the British army which was isolated and did not feel 
the same impetus to reforrn strategy during the Napoleonic era. 

S2~aret, Understanding War , p.77 



paradigm of warfare that was to last for more than a cenhiry. At its basic level, the changes dealt 

with battlefield structures such as the use of skirmishers, tactical innovations, new uses of artillery 

and the speed of warfare. These changes, in part, resulted fiom the long evolution in warfare over 

the precedhg centuries that included the modemization of amies and the widespread use of 

firearrns in wholly new ways. The contribution of the 17th century evolution of war must be 

distinguished as a process of 'normal' development. The evolution took place over extremely long 

periods of ûme, where developments were, at best, minimally related and tended not to radically 

alter the nature of armed combat for some time. Of course, the technologies of war that Napoleon 

took to the battlefield were iittle different than that of Gustaws Adolphus or Fredenck the Great; 

nevertheless, the basic character of war was tmnsformed. Clausewitz indicated that he thought 

Napoleon had fixed the technical imperfections of the innovations that had up until this point been 

limited in their abilities." Certainly this was the case, but the revolution was much deeper and its 

true effects would not be seen until the following generations. 

The nuclear revolution provides usefül clues to the revolutionary shift in the 

Napoleonic era. The revolution in war brought on by Napoleon was initiated by changes in the 

organization of war and the state and in a completely altered relationship between war and 

Euopean society and the utility of war within this new context. The body of Literature surrounding 

the political revolution in France and the release of forces of nationalism is large and needs not be 

analyzed here." However, where the literahire sees the impact of the revolution in politics it 

"~lausewitz, Cari Von. On War. Bk. 8, ch.3b, p. 592 

" ~ e e  Brown, Howard G .  War. Revolution. and the Bureaucratie State. Clarendon Press, 
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neglects the impact upon war, both in the immediate fùture and in the strategic blunders of W.W. 

1.. The leaders of the Revolutionary Wars, and especially Napoleon, hamessed the dynamic of the 

revolution into the war effort and becarne so successful that this styIe of warfare had to be dealt 

with by other nations, otherwïse, they faced continued French hegemony. 

The first catalyst of organizationai change during the revolution was the break-up 

of the ancien régime and the elimination of noble class positions which allowed for conscription 

under a nationalistic banner? Conscription created signifïcantly larger armies and therefore 

contributed greatly to Napoleon's success and becme a mainstay of modem nations, at least until 

now. Second, Napoleon reformed the structure of warfare by recreating the structure of the 

rnilitary, organizing it on different principles, and allowing for promotion through ability. In this 

fashion he gave back independence of thought and action to a larger and larger arnount of generals 

and junior officers, which grew in importance due to the newly extended distance of maneuver. 

This had the added effect of making not only war for the empire, but aIso war for the survival of 

each person and of France. 

Combined with tactical innovations the basic character of war was altered in terms 

of its level of destruction and who it was for. Essentially, it was at this juncture in history that war 

became a tool of the state instead of a tool of the sovereign. It may not have been such a 

-- - -- 

Oxford. 1995; Carlyle, Thomas. The French Revolution: A Histow. The Modem Library, New 
York. 1934; Baker, Keith-Michael. (ed) The French Revolution and the Creation of Modem 
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revolutionary concept if France had remained a Republic within the bounds of the traditional 

power arrangement of Europe. Napoleonic France, however, not only becarne dominant, but 

threatened the very existence of the European system. If one looks at the Nuclear Revolution two 

other similar concepts corne strikingly to the fore: the lethality of war and the expansion of the 

battlefield. As the revolution in warfare overtumed th inhg  about the nature and purpose of war 

across Europe and the organization of warfare on the continent, the related affects upon the 

institution of war were that its potentid for destruction increased significantly as the battlefield 

expanded well beyond traditional limits. In the future, warfare wouid generdly require the full 

mobilization of the states' resources and more importantly at least the tacit approval of the people. 

In cornparison the changes that occurred in the two centuries of evolution leading 

to the Napoleonic era seem to pale and lack many of the areas of change that are inherent in 

revolutions. Technology and elements of rnilitary structural change are present, but revolutions 

also require a fundamental change in the relationship of war to society and in organization of and 

for war. In addition, revolutions show structural violence and occur over a relatively compressed 

tirneframe. While it is possible to easily identify al1 these concepts in the Napoleonic Revolution 

it can not be done in the context of the 17th century. 



THE SYSTEMS REVOLUTION 

The Napoleonic and the Nuclear Revolutions are readily discemible breaks in the 

historicai development of warfare. These events mark significant alterations in the relationship of 

war to society and how war would be prosecuted in the future. It sets them apart as both violent 

and ciramatic revolutionary shifis in the thinking and conduct of m e d  codict.  W.W.1 is ofien 

seen in a similar light, as a decisive event in the histoncal development of warfare- However, while 

Word War 1 was significant in its intensity and loss of life, it was more an example of the 

inappropriate marriage of Napoleonic strategy to p~st-industrial revolution society than of any 

revolution in the nature of warfare. In the three decades following W.W.1 , a combination of 

dif5erent events and developments would lead to a revolution in warfare being realized on exactly 

the same battlefields as World War 1. The political upheaval sparked by the defeat of Gem~any in 

19 18 and the resultant weak and ineffectua1 Weimar Republic, renewed militaristic nationalism 

across Europe, and certain technological developments and military innovations Iead to the 

development of "BIitzkrieg" warfare and the Systems Revolution. As the Nuclear Revolution and 

the Napoleonic Revolution were to alter ultimately the basic relationship of war to society, so too 



did the Systems Revolution, at least until the full development of nuclear weapons technoiogy d e r  

1945. 

The Systems Revolution encompasses a variety of changes in the conduct of armed 

conflict and the changing nature of the relationship between new forms of war and the society fiom 

which it emerged. The terrn Systems Revolution is used to encapsulate the large scale integration 

of formerly disparate elements of war into increasingly coherent and complex forms of 

organization. Lnitiated by new technologies of mobility and new pIatforms of war, such as the tank, 

aircraft carrier, fast and large capacity bomber aircraft, long distance submarines, and innovations 

in electronics & cofll~unications (the two-way radio, radar, sonar), the Systems Revolution caused 

the overail expansion of the battlefield. hdeed, another component of the Systems Revolution was 

the emergence of scientists and technologists of war whose sole responsibility was focused upon 

the furtherance of new inventions for the prosecution of  war. The complexity of mechanized 

warfare, its coordination amongst like machines and across the various arms of the military, 

required innovation within the officer corps of groups devoted solely to the management of the 

mechanized fighting uni&, and not their operation. From the perspective of military organizations, 

the Systems Revolution heralded the ability to coordinate massive troop movements, supply 

movements and actual combat across a wider physical space, and at an increased speed. 

Additionally, this era introduces die first large scale coordination of army, air force and navy in 

a single offensive force instead of three separate arms conducting separate, if related, operations.' 

' B ~  1942 this would include the tacticaktrategic innovation of the lmge scale use and 
integration of marines into the armed forces and the introduction of arnphibious assault as a 
primary bctic of arrned conflict. The United Kingdom had a similar devetopment path of its 
amphibious forces. 



Beyond the apparent transformations of rnilitary organizations, the Systems 

Revolution created a parailel increase in the level of management of the state economy and an 

exponential increase in the abiiity of the state to extract resources for war. The increase in levels 

of production that had already taken place under the long and subtle influence of the Industriai 

Revolution during the preceding century increased in Pace and intensity during WWI and was at 

an dl time high by 1938, (Table #1). 

Table #1: Annuai Indices of Manufacturing Production, 1913-1938' 

France 

1 O0 

70.4 

61.4 

87.8 

95.2 

1 17.9 

114.3 

129.8 

1 15.6 

133.4 

142.7 

139.9 

122.6 

105.4 

119.8 

L I A  

109.1 

1 16.3 

123.8 

114.6 

Japan 

1 O0 

176 

167.1 

197.9 

206.4 

223 -3 

22 1.8 

264.9 

270 

300.2 

324 

294.9 

288.1 

309.1 

360.7 

413.5 

457,5 

483.9 

55 1 

552 

As warfare reflects the societies f?om which it emerges, the inter-war period and the early years 

of World War II were to reflect the increased capacity of nations economically to wage war. 



The last and perhaps most important characteristic of the Systems Revolution that 

emerges by the end of World War II is the intemationaikation of connict. Internationalizatîion has 

two component parts; the ability of national governments to project substantial military power 

beyond traditional continentai confines, and a transformation in relationship between warfare and 

society within many corntries. This sea change in international relations was highly evident in the 

emerging great powers of the United States and the Soviet Union. For the Soviet Union the 

prosecution of intemational warfare for the Communist cause was part and parcel of its underlying 

philosophy and acted as an extemal focal point to distract fiom intemal problems. Both countnes 

realized that their geo-strategic interests were now global in scope." While these interests may have 

existed in both countries for some tirne, the Systems Revolution and its related technological 

changes provided a means to this end. 

World War 1 and the Inter-War Years 

The industrial revolution of the preceding hundred years had led to an enormous 

leap in the technological capacity as well as the productive capacity of rnost, if not dl,  of the 

nations of Europe and North America. As John Keegan points out: "For the mith of twentieth- 

century European civilization was that the world it dominated was pregnant with war. The 

' ~ e a ~ u e  of Nations. World Economic Survev. Geneva, 1945, Table III. Cited in 
Kennedy, Paul. The Rise and FaH of the Great Powers. Random House, New York. 1987 p.299 

 o or a discussion of the emerging international focus of these two powers see John 
Lewis Gaddis Strategies of Containment. Oxford Universiv Press, Oxford. 1982. pp.3-24 and 
Pau1 Kennedy The Rise and Fa11 of the Great Powers. Random House, New York. 1987. pp.369- 
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enormous wealth, energy, and population increase released by Europe's industrial revolution in 

the nineteenth century had tramformed the world.'" The Franco-Prussian War of 1 870-7 1 was the 

fvst European conflict to show the effectiveness of mass produced small amis. Ln North America, 

the U.S. Civil War was a bloody exarnple of the effectiveness of m a s  produced small arms, but 

was largely ignored in Europe. Shortly thereafter, most armies found themselves caught within a 

whirlwind of rapidy evolving small arms and artillery technology. Ignored by military and civilian 

planners in Europe, the American Civil War was the largest conflict to take place under the 

auspices of mass industriakation. As the American Civil War demonstrated, the introduction of 

new amis technology not only changed tactics, but also placed an increasing weight upon the 

industrial resources of a nation. It was in pre-W.W.1 conflicts such as the Franco-Prussian War and 

the American Civil War where the technology of mobility became a senous strategic concem 

along with armaments. While limited in initial use, the railway proved to be the single most 

important factor leading to the expansion of conflict until the emergence of the airplane and 

aircraft carrier. 

In addition, the policy of conscription was to take hold with a vengeance in post- 

Napoleonic Europe and by the tum of the century al1 major armies were conscript based. This 

ensured that they had a substantial foundation of trained professionals fiom which to draw on and 

to train new conscnpts. What unconsciously occurred in the process of mass conscription was the 

binding of military service with individual liberty; an idea uiitially developed during the French 

Revolutionary Wars which increasingly gained substance during the decades preceding W. W.I. 

keegan, John. The Second World War. Viking Penguin, New York. 1989. p.12 
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It meant that the relationship of warfare/military organizations to society becarne more complex 

and intense as it "bound" the individual citizen soldier to the state. As such the status of the 

military organkations in pre-W.W.1 society and the influence of military elites on political leaders 

grew in unison with the expansion of military organizations. The eagemess of young men to join 

the war effort in W.W.1 pays homage to the status of the military and to the unquestîoned belief 

that any war would be a short decisive conflict in the strategic tradition of Napoleonic Warfare. 

"Men gladly went to war in August 19 14 in the more urbanized parts of Europe. ALmost everyone 

assumed fighting would last only a few weeks. In anticipation of decisive battles, martial 

enthusiasm bordering on madness surged through German, French and British public 

c ~ ~ s c ~ ~ u s ~ ~ s s . " ~  

The technological developments in railways, communications and to a certain 

extent armaments were to allow the now substantially larger and better resourced forces to rnove 

on a scale never seen before. Yet, it was apparent that the integration of new technologies in 

W. W.1 was anything but a seamiess process. The adjustment t h e  available to reconsider tactics 

and strategy in light of new technology was too short to avoid massive disniptions in the conduct 

of war. Armarnents and artillery, especidly machine guns, used in W.W.1 created a real increase 

in the cost of human life and correspondingly in the resource demand on the state. From 1914- 

191 8 no side in the war had a substantial technological advantage over the other and the evidence 

s ~ c ~ e i l l ,  William H.. The Pursuit of Power. p.307 
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seems to indicate that what was decisive in the end was the larger productive capacity of the Allied 

powem6 

In essence, W.W.1 was a perfect example of the expansion of war that was 

precipitated by the Napoleonic revolution a hundred years earlier. In France aione between 19 14 

and 19 1 8 some ten million men were to be put through the military machine, not to mention the 

millions of Germany, England and Russia.' As Table #2 indicates the 3 0 years prior to W. W.1 saw 

the number of active military personnel nearly double for ail major powers. By 191 8, expenditures 

and number of personnel had exceeded that of any other conflict, and noticeably had exceeded both 

by several orders of magnitude (see Table #3). 

Table #2: Military and Naval Personnel of the Powers, 1880-1914' 

Russia 

France 

Germany 

Britain 

Allrtn-a-Hungary 

Ira& 

Jupan 

United States 

- 

' ~ e n n e d ~ .  pp. 273-274 

7 Keegan. p.24. For an extensive study of the demographics of World War I see William 
McNeiIl - The Pursuit of Power. 



Table #3: War Expeuditute and Total Mobilized Forces, 1914-191g9 

British Empire 

France 

Russia 

ItaJy 
United States 

ûther Allies 

Total Allies 

Germany 

Austria-Hungary 

Bulgaria, Turkey 

Total Central Powers 

War Expenditure at 19 13 Pnces 

(billions of dollars) 

23 

93  

5.4 
32 

17.1 

-0.3 

57.7 - 
19.9 

4.7 

o. 1 

24.7 

Totd Mobiked Forces 
(millions) 

The Napoleonic expenence aiso left a hentage in strategy that was to prove ultimately 

disastrous for all sides in the conflict; a strategy cornrnonly known as the 'Ideology of the 

Offensive'." Most military histonans blame rnilitary leaders in W.W.1 with failure to understand 

fully the fact that the new technologies significantly favoured the defense over the offense and is 

seen as the root cause of the stalemate of W. W. 1." In general, political and rnilitary planners had 

a certain obedience to a 'Schlieffen Plan' mentality, that rested upon quick decisive offensive 

action. Under the changed grand strategic environment of W.W.1, the search for the elusive 

'breakthrough' that was so beneficial to Napoleon eroded the strategic flexibility of the rnilitary 

. - -- 

8 Kennedy. p.203 

9 Ibid. p.274 

1 O Van Evera, Stephen. "The Cult of the Offensive and the Origins of the First World 
War" in Militaw Stratew and the Origins of the First World War. eds. Steven E. Miller, Sean 
M. Lynn-Jones and Stephen Van Evera. Princeton University Press, Princeton. 199 1. pp.59- 108 

I I  Shimshoni, Jonathan. "Technology, Military Advantage and World War 1" in Militaw 
Stratew and the Origins of the First World War. eds. Steven Miller, Sean Lynn-Jones and 
Stephen Van Evera. Princeton University Press, Princeton. 199 1. pp. 134- 136 



to respond to a techoologicaily altered environment. In surn, the W.W. 1. era saw the initial stages 

of the expansion of the state's capacity to prosecute war, the increased industrial capacity to better 

arm and supply men, and the growing ability to transport men. The problem which arose is that 

there was no shifi in strategic thinking to ded with these changes. In other words, it did not contain 

a revolutionary change in either conceptions of war or rnilitary organization. 

While many countries exuded a deep and widespread reaction against militarisrn 

in the inter-war years, this was by no means universal. There were many who emerged fiom the 

stable world of the rnilitary to one of chaos, defeat, and revolution. Although civil strife had 

seemed imminent in Europe before WWI, the disillusion after 191 8 was exceedingly profound and 

led many, especially former military personnel, towards radical political views. Nationalist 

organizations began to appear with increasingly militant political ideologies. For rnany militaristic 

nationalist organizations, warfare was seen as an active instrument of policy and in many cases a 

rneans of self-justification. The ideas that spawned the pre-war nationalism in Europe were not 

dtogether removed f?om the French Revolutionary ideals which energized the conscripts of 

Napoleon's M e s .  However, the militaristic nationalism of post-war Europe was entirely 

opposite to those ideals and was founded on obedience, dominance and often racial supremacy, 

while simultaneously being rnuch more radical and fervent. 

This outburst of rnilitarism, which took various foms  under banners such as 

fascism and communism, was one of the essentiai catalysts of the Systems Revolution. It created 

a mind set and political environment amenable to radical change. The mind set that accompanied 

these beliefs made them particularly open to new technologies; technologies which focussed on 



small specialized groups, i.e. airmen, tank crews, storm t r~ops . '~  The technology that emerged in 

the post-war years was easily accepted and quickly integrated înto the regirnes of this nature. Hitler 

and Guderian stand out as examples of leaders drïven towards technology by their ideology. 

As was tme with the Napoleonic Revolution in warfare, the Systems Revolution 

would be accompanied by political upheaval in Gemany and to some extent in Itdy and Japan. 

Not only did the incorporation of new technologies redehe warfare, but the incorporation of new 

ideoiogies would redefine grand strategy and the ultimate goals of warfire. The reshaping of war 

began in the last years of W.W. I when Ludendorff and Hindenburg took over the Supreme 

Command of the German General StaK13 The Cornand  altered the basic function of warfare 

within Germany by raising it to a new level of total war where the focus was two fold; one, to 

maximize the use and effectiveness of weapons, and two, to hamess the social dynamics of the 

nation for the war effort. The former was primarily an operational concem and the latter was a 

grand sbategy one. The end of W.W.1 saw the Ioss of the 'military art' in favour of an effort to 

rationalize war as indus-&y would rationalize production, with the focus becoming the optimal use 

of weapons instead of the specific p ~ c i p l e s  of strategy. As Michael Geyer notes, "Material won 

out over Geist as the contemporary debate put it - or more precisely: technical and instrumental 

rationaiity replaced the remnants of a holistic approach to the conduct of war."" What Ludendorff 

13 Geyer, Michael. "German Strategy in the Age of Machine Warfâre", 19 14- 1945 in 
Makers of Modem  strate.^: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age , Peter Paret ed. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton. 1989. P. 542 



and Hindenburg had started at the end of the war was to remab undeveloped during the inter-war 

years in both Germany and the allied nations until Hitler began to reinvigorate Germany under 

National Socialism. 

The revolution that was sparked by developments in W.W.1 was not realized until 

the National Socialists took power. Hitler was aggressive in his technological outlook and heavily 

innuenced by the leading German military 'technocrats', such as Major [later General] Heinz 

Guderian and General Oswald Lutz in the Wehrmacht. General Walther Wever in the Lufhyaffe, 

and on a srnaller scale by Admiral Raeder in the N q .  The desire to match his vision of conquest 

with military capability was met by predictions and examples displayed by the forward thinking 

Geman generals who emphasized above al1 else technological might. In terms of political and 

monetary resource allocation, Hitler was a major force in the creation of Panzer and Luftwaffe 

divisions.'' The synthesis of military technocrats and National Socialist ideology created a 

powerful catalyst in determining the new directions of war. In this vein, the dynarnic of Nazi 

ideology in Germany was crucial in pushing the strategic and techological lunits of warfare and 

in pushing the boundaries of politics in the international arena. In the same fashion in which the 

nuclear revolution and the Napoleonic revolution were heralded by crisis, so to did the build up 

of arms across Europe and the eruption of conflict in 1939 herald the latest revolution. 

The other great powers of the tirne (France, Britain, Italy, Russia, U.S., and Japan) 

were not removed fiom the Systems Revolution, dthough the core of revolutionary activity on 

'4~ddington, Lany. The Patterns of War Since the Eighteenth Centurv. 2nd Edition. 
Indiana University Press, Btoomington. 1994 pp. 179- 180, 196; Van Creveld, Martin. 
Technolow and War: From 2000 B.C. to the Present. The Free Press, New York, 1991. p.76 



land occurred in Gemiany. The British and French in the 1920s had far greater rnechanized forces 

and had been in the process of restructùring their militaries during these early stages? However, 

the financial constraints of the depression years and the stdwart refùsal of top military and politicai 

leaders to accept the new technology and organizationd patterns necessary to use the new weapons 

had created, by the 1930s, a rnilitary disadvantage. They also sdfered fiom a cornmon modem 

technological phenomenon of modernization; that is, they rnodernized too early and were quickl y 

burdened with outdated equipment." The late introduction of the Americans into the war effort and 

their previous isolationism ensured that when they began to produce they were at the forefiont of 

emerging technologies. This was particdariy evident in the Battie for the Pacinc. Naturally, it was 

in this arena where the new technologies of naval war revolutionized conflict under American and 

Iapanese influence. The nature of technology would also ensure that any technological advantage 

enjoyed by one side would eventually dissipate given enough tirne. As such the revolution could 

not be contained to either Germany or the US. during or afker W. W.11. 

Technology and Systems 

While the sociological changes of Nazi Germany were a crucial catalyst in the 

development of the revolution, it was technology that provided the essential components of 

change. By the turn of the century new technologies had already proved their worth convincingly 

in previous conflicts. In particular, the 1870 Franco-Prussian War was essential in ensuring the 

16 See Kennedy. pp. 3 10-320 for more detail 

1 7 ~ c ~ e i l l .  pp. 356-357; Van Creveld pp.224-232. 
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supremacy of railways as a primary tool of wad8 What Van Creveld argues, however, is that it was 

not so much the superiority of technology that ensured the Prussian victory, since the French had 

better rails and nurnericaily greater rolling stock. Rather, the Prussians were so much better in 

utilizbg the railway and telegmph and in their orgatzization that they literally won the conflict 

before it began.lg The emphasis on management of railways and communications as the key 

organizational element of the Franco-Pmsian War would foreshadow one of the main elements 

of the Systems Revolution: organizationaVrnanagement reconstruction and innovation on a world 

wide scale. Nevertheless, the Prussians had many untoward experiences with rail before the 

Franco-Prussian War and trial and error provided the necessary leaming element. 

Railways played a significant role only insofar as they could be coordinated with 

an ever growing logistical i&astructure of men and raw materials. During W.W.1 it was apparent 

that technology had turned war into a question of economic considerations and industrial 

mobilization and frorn technology begot technological innovation. In this fashion the widespread 

use of rail transformed the telegraph. From the very fist instance the electnc telegraph was used; 

d l  countries applying this technology used it to coordinate the railways. It later developed that no 

commander in the field could be far away fiom a telegraph in case of surprise attack, or for 

messages fiom the home base. Before W.W.11 and the technoIogica1 addition of the two-way radio 

by the Gennans, the telegraph supplied an elementary level of htra-co~ectedness among military 

- -- - 
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organizations. It was under the auspices of this new technology and a multiplicity of other recent 

innovations that war would be forever changed. 

Although railways were to allow a great increase in the ability of the state to move 

men to the fiont lines, movernent fiom the rail head to the trenches themselves was s ü l  reliant on 

muscle power and home drawn carriage. This would naturally set a ceiling on the complexity and 

size of operations that any army could carry out." It was in W.W.11 with the introduction of the 

gasohe powered engine that al1 existing notions of troop movement were radically ref~rmed-~'  

It is important to note the signifÏcance of the automobile to the Nationalist Socialist Party, and 

Hitler in particular, as being much more than merely a technology, but a symbol of the success of 

Nazism. The Vokswagen and the Autobahn were showpieces of the Third Reich.'* Beyond the 

symbolic value, the motorized army transformed tactical warfare in a fashion similar to the 

introduction of Napoleonic colurnns in the 19th century. Motorimion consisted of a varïety of 

instruments, with the most visible being the offensive arm of the Wehrmacht: the Panzers, 

personnel carriers, armoured vehicles and the like. Second, motorization also consisted of the 

logistical support and supply vehicle, the truck, which proved to be invaluable in the continuous 

restocking of parts, fùel, and ammunition. While the Panzers were accredited with being the 

"~lbeit  that gasoline powered engines were transforming war permanently, during their 
introduction in W.W.11 it was only a smalI percentage of forces that were motorized. Indeed, the 
large part of the Wehrmacht were unmotorized or semi-motorized. However, in operational 
terrns this small percentage had a crucial role in increasing depth and distance of penetration. 

''van Creveld, Martin. Su~plvine War. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1977. 
pl42 



symbol of Blitzkneg, it was the supply of these divisions at unprecedented levels that would 

eventually detemine the depth of operational action. However, while limited motorized supply 

was ample in the early stages of the war, near the end of the conflict when the G e m  milittary and 

state were overstretched, insufficient supply was a significant factor in the failme of the war effort. 

Blitzkrieg, as a method of wdare, and the revohtionary use of armoured vehicles 

in W.W.11, deserves carefUl examination, because it is indicative of the nature of the revolution. 

At the beginning of W.W.II, it was only the Germaus who had successfully created amoured 

divisions, had them properly organized, and had integrated them with other components of the 

militaqcZ Tanks, armoured vehicles and the related motorized artillery were not the sole purview 

of the Gemans. In fact, the French and British had equal or greater numbers of weapons and had 

experimented with them over a longer period of t i ~ n e ? ~  The congeniality of Hitler to the new 

technology combined with a reinvigorated 'eee thinking' officer corps was crucial in utilizing the 

new weaponry in a revolutionary rnanner. Additionally, it required the revolutiooary 

implementation of secondary technology, the two way radio in each tank, which enabled a tactical 

advantage to be exploited. A Blitzkrieg campaign had a particular pattern, that Van Creveld 

A typical Blitzkrieg carnpaign opened with a devastating blow against the enemy's airfields, aimed 
at gaining superiority in the air. Simultaneously, troops would be brought in by transport aircraft, 
or glider, or dropped by parachute in order to seize objectives in the enemy's rear and hold them 

 a an^ of the fonvard thinking Gennan rnilitary officers, especially Guderian, obtained 
substantial portions of their ideas fiom French, British and Italian military visionaries who in 
the 1920s and early 1930s were at the forefiont of rnilitary planning. Colonel Charles De Gaulle 
in particular was welI read, but so to was British Captain B. Fi. Liddell Hart and British General 
J. F. C. Fuller. 

%an Creveld. Technolow and War. p. 178 



until ground forces arrived. On land, heavy attacks by massed artillery and infantry would tear open 
the fiont at selected points, or else the attacks would be launched by the arrnour itself, Once a gap 
had been opened the armoured divisions would pour through. StiIl preceded by the air force acting 
as ffyuig artillery and also in the interdiction role, ... the armoured divisions would take the line of 
least resistance much as water flows down a s1o~e.25 

The purpose was to rnove with speed to cut off segments of enemy forces in the rear and 

to demoralize the army so as to create panic and defeat. These tactics are not so dissimilar to that 

of Napoleon at Austerlitz, but the addition of motorized uifmtry, supply colurnns, and two way 

radios allowed the infantry and the armoured divisions to proceed with unmatched speed to the rem 

of enemy lines, be constantly re-supplied (at least initially re-supplied), and remain in constant 

communication with c o r n a n d  The revolutionary use of tanks, mobile artillery units, and 

motorized infmtry allowed for the brief domination of Blitzkrieg warfâre on the battie field until 

Germany could no longer keep Pace with the total war it had created. Regardless as to why 

Blitzkrieg wouid evenhially fail, despite its successes in the Polish Campaign, the French 

Campaign and the S u m e r  and Spring Offensives of 194 1 and 1942 respectively in Russia, the 

style of warfàre that emerged by this point was to transform war. 

The core of the new style of warfare, according to John Keegan, was a combination 

of revolutionary offensive weapons, the wanior ethos, and Hitler's Clausewitzian philosophy of 

integrating political ends with rnilitary means? Although the weapons of the Wehrmacht were 

undoubtedly revolutionary to the arms industry, they were only a component of the Systems 

Revolutioq albeit a necessary one. The w k o r  ethos argument underestimates the quality of the 

"ibid p. 179 

26 Keegan, John. A Historv of Warfare. Vintage Books Canada Ltd., Toronto. 1993. 



German General Staff, the ski11 of W.W.1 veteran oficers, the new officers fear of failure and 

willuigness to take risks, and Hitler's innuence in determinhg the direction of d l  three 

cornponents. The warrior ethos was a propaganda tool of Nazism for the general public, but the 

officers of the Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe were sufihed with the humiliation of W.W.1, an 

emerging pan-European militancy, a Führer-encouraged cornmitment to technology and perhaps 

above al1 else the fear of military failure. Inasmuch as Hitler was a Clausewitzian by nature, it is 

probable to assume that the ingenuity and daring associated with the Third Reich's high command 

is largely attributable to Hitler's belief in his own destiny and the dynamic this unfeashed in the 

officer corps, than of any conscious marriage of politics to the military." Indeed, it is likely that, 

as Hitler, Napoleon did not see a distinction between politics and war. War was not only a tool of 

politics as Clausewitzian principles suggest but an integral part of it. War was not the last resort 

of politics as Clausewitz suggests but war became the principal rnethod of politics in the 

international arena. It is this blurring of political/rnilitary lines that leads to one of the basic 

characters of the Systems Revolution; a new total warfare greater than even W. W.I. 

As the nomenclature indicates, a Systems Revolution is about the violent 

metamorphosis of traditional 'piecemeal' warfare based on component parts being integrated in a 

style of wda re  that produced a unified exponentialiy more powerful form of armed conflict. As 

such, the land warfare prosecuted by Germany is crucial to the instigation of the revolution and 

"~arle ,  Edward Meade. "Hitler: The Nazi Concept of War" in Makers of Modem 
Stratew: Military Thought fiom Machiavelli to Hitler, Edward Meade Earl ed.. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton. 1966. p.504-506 



the Panzers, railways, trucks, telegraph, two-way radios, and mobile artillery transfomed land 

based conflict. Nonetheless, it was in the expansion of the battlefield through air warfare and sea 

warfhre that the revolution was to be realized in its totality. 

Expansion of the Battlefield in the Air 

... no longer can the battlefield be Iirnited to the actual combatants. On the contrary, the battlefield 
wiIl be limited only by the boundaries of the nations at war, and al1 of their citizens will become 
combatants, since al1 will be exposed to the aerial offensives of the enerny. Their will be no 
distinction any longer between soIdiers and civilians. The defences on land and sea will no longer 
serve to protect the country behind them.28 

In Giulio D o W s  prophetic statemenc he recognized that air power was to forever 

change the face of conflict, even before the ability to conduct war in such a fashion existed. 

However, he f d e d  to realize that the incessant progress of technology would assure that defensive 

systems would eventually hold air-power in check as merely a dominant arm of the rnilitary, not 

the weapon which wodd negate d l  other types of warfare. Douhet's projection that ail citizens 

wodd become combatants did not becorne reality for quite some tirne, until roughly the end of 

W.W.II, and it was only when the full weight of the Amencan Army Air Corp and the British RAF 

had findly achieved air superiority did bombing arguably have the impact on the enemy homeland 

that the prophets of air power had foretold. The assurnptions made by air power theonsts and 

proponents of air power before W.W.II proved to bey if not fdse, at least greatly over-stated. The 

development of radar-interception, anti-aircraft batteries and eventually fighter interceptors 

28~ouhet, Giulio. The Cornrnand of the Air. Coward-McCann, Inc., New York. 1942. 
p. 10 



ensured that daylight bomber attacks could be executed only with a very high, and, for the RAF, 

unacceptable p r i ~ e . ~ ~  

The fkst significant application of strategic bombing occurred over Germany at the 

later stages of W.W.II by the allied forces. To a lesser degree, London was also a testing ground 

of strategic bombing attacks by the German Luftwaffe in 19404 1. While the L&aEe had some 

success in the early years of the war in causing panic, the air campaigns did not break the spirit of 

the enemy as predicted. The allied attacks were of a much more substantial size and yet the 

evidence shows that they fell s ignif icdy short of predictions. Even when the technology finally 

presented itself, with long-range fighter escorts and night-site bombing capabilities, and much 

darnage was inflicted in Germany, the German people still carried on in obedience to the 

government, and notably econornic production was not considerably affected. Table 4 beiow is a 

good indicator of the continued ability to produce in Germany and also shows the disproportionate 

productive capacity the Allies. 

29~oward, Michael. War In Euroaean Histow. Oxford University Press, London. 1976. 
p. 130 



Table #4: Aircraft Production of the Powers, 1939-1945~' 

Strategic bombing was not entireIy uselas and anyone seeing the destruction in post-war 

Germany and Japan would be quick to agree that strategic bombing was an additional and powerful 

offensive arm of the military. The sheer numbers required to make strategic bombing effective and 

the vast mechanical and logistical inbsûxcture required to run this new s e ~ c e  forced the creation 

of systems around which al1 the above could be coordinated. The development of radar technology 

in 1939 which gave speed, distance and eventuaily exact location required the setting up of a 

central planning rooms where the information could be passed and decisions made by tearns of 

experts." In order to exploit the potential of radar, it had to be integrated with al1 other systems, 

including air fleets and their own speciaiized ground control radar, and other distant radar 

stations." The whole effect of air war in this realm was to develop systems of increasing 

complexity which only tended to multiply as other specialized aircraft, beyond the bomber, came 

into use. 

30~eague ofNations. World Economic Survev. Geneva, 1945, Table In. Cited in 
Kennedy, Paul. The Rise and FaIl of the Great Powers. Random House, New York. 1987 p.299 

3 1 Van Creveld. Technolow and War. p. 192 



The revolutionary impact of the aircrafk was not limited to strategic bombing. In 

the first instance, air power was used effectively in coordination with the Blitzkrieg of the Panzers 

and motorized units. The Luftwaffe was the first to see the potential of aircraft in tactical and 

operational roles and perfected air-to-ground cooperation." The advantage in this realm of air war 

was not negated so much as equalled by 1942. The Allies demonstrated they too could master 

tactical close-air support as seen in the Anican campaigns. It was the combination of two 

revolutionary systems, that of the Blitzkrieg land warf'are system and the close-air support and 

flying artillery system of the Luftwaffe that created an even more cornplex systern than had 

ongindiy been envisioned. 

As the deliberate invention of new offensive and defensive technologies continued 

unabated during the war, the application of systems to manage and control them becarne 

necessarily more complex." Air warfare had additional, if unwelcome, effects on the civilian 

populations of countries and the fùture of warfare. As Douhet had theorized, air power had the 

potential of making the civilian a 'soldier'. Although Douhet over dramatized this aspect of air war, 

to a degree he was correct. There is an important distinction between the civilian as a collateral 

target and the actual target. Initially, it was believed by Hitler and those in the West alike that air 

power could demoralize a population so as to cease active support of the govemment. By the end 

of the war, it was clear that this did not occur and that the principle contribution of air power in 

33 The fact that the Lilftwaffe was so successfbl has a lot to do with the fact that its 
officer corps was drawn substantiaily fiom ex-Wermacht officers. 

34 As Van Creveld points out "To beat one technological system, it is necessary to direct 
against it another either much more powerful or much more flexible. "Technolo.~ and War. 



bringing Germany to its knees were attacks on railroads cnppling the transportation capacity of 

the nation, and the drain on resources fiom the land war to air defence of Germany itself. The crisis 

of the Systems Revolution in Europe, W.W.II, would be decided by the attack of one technological 

system against another. 

The full realization of strategic bombing and air power had the revolutionary effect 

of expanding the battiefield beyond the normal two-dimensional battle6ont common in 

Napoieonic times and W.W.1 to a third dimension. Although airplanes were used in W. W.1, the 

technological sophistication of the planes and the nature of military strategy at the time only 

permitted them to be used in scouting or very light attack roles. This does not approach the 

quantity, or quaiity necessary to be effective as was evident twenty years later. In W. W.II airplanes 

could bypass traditional restrictions on the mobility of ground forces and directly threaten the long 

supply 'tails' without which armoured and motorized columns could not exist. It then became a 

question of whether to attack the home front directly, a part of the home front, the civilian 

population, the military idrastructure, the industrial capability or syrnbols of national pride.15 The 

realization that the economic management of the war economy stood as the greatest obstacle to the 

submission of the state determined that d l  components of national industry were valuable targets 

in air combat. As the speed and flexibility of the German Panzer divisions were to expand war 

beyond the front lines to threaten the rear of the enemy, air power was to expand simultaneously 

war into the economy: the heart of the war machine in the twentieth century. 

p.195 
"~oward. War in Euro~ean Histoni. p. 128- 129 



War became more total in this era than had ever been possible before and the 

continuous threat by air power was to contribute to a conflict more profound and more absolute. 

Not oniy was the military at nsk, so to was the entire belief system and physical survival of every 

individual threatened, and to which there was no compromise. In this vein, the introduction of air 

power had expanded warfare into a new battlefield in the air, as well as substantially increasing 

the lethality of armed conflict, destroying previous notions of strategy and opening up a Pandora's 

box of moral issues regarding warfare. 

Expansion of Warfare on the Seas 

The importance of navies and ocean based warfare had grown dramatically since 

Europe had colonized both the Far East and the Amencas fiom the 1500's onwards. During the 

industriai revolution, naval warfare and shipping undenvent a fairly substantial change with the 

introduction of coal-based s tem engines and the final abandonment of rigging, mast and sail. By 

W.W.1 the petroleum based engine was beginning to replace coal, because of its ability to give 

increased distance and power. The British, being the first to make the switch over en masse, 

discovered that they were in fact sacnficing grand strategic flexibility, due to the high cost of 

petroleum, for tactical flexibility. 

The cost of naval warfare lent a significant weight to the expansion of managed 

wax- economies that are a principal characteristic of the Systems Revolution. However, W. W.1 

vindicated the cost of oil burning ships and the new technologies of submarine warfare that had 

moved fkom merely a coastal protection system to a new offensive technology. While W.W.1 was 
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in many cases strategicaiiy still a traditional sea conflict, by the end of the war there was a growing 

understanding that the constant introduction of new technologies was changing strategy? 

Traditional naval strategy was similar to that of Jomini with his focus on the decisive battfe and 

lines of "co~~ll~lunication~~. Although W.W.1 was focused more on the sheer firepower of the 

battleship than on mobility and flexibility, the inter-war years would signi@ a revoluîïon in naval 

warfare that matched that of land and air warfare. 

The revolution on sea was based around two developments leading to the overall 

systematization of navies and the extension of military power. The first was the introduction of the 

aircraft c h e r  and the second consisted of the widespread use of new communications 

technologies. The battle of the Pacific is the most telling showcase of the power of aircrafl carier 

technology. On the opposite side of the war, it was the widespread development of submarine 

warfare in the Atlantic with its related technological innovations that focused the communications 

revolution and the remaking of naval strategy. A contemporary Amencan military writer noted, 

when speaking of the füture of military change that; "Military-technical revolutions are well 

docurnented in history. Two examples can be drawn fiom W.W.11: ..., U.S. operations in the 

Pacific using aircraft carriers and amphibious landings.'"' While aircraft carriers were undoubtedly 

new technological developments in the remakuig of sea warfare, the changes that occurred in the 

Atlantic were in large part due to new tactical developments and organizational capability. 

36 Crowl, Philip A.. "Alfred Thayer Mahan: The NavaI Historian" in Makers of Modem 
Stratew: From MachiaveIli to the Nuclear Age, Peter Paret ed.. Princeton Universiw Press, 
Princeton. 1986. p.472-475 

 o ou ré, Dan. ''1s There a Military-Technical Revolution in America's Future?" in The 
Washington Ouarterlv Volume 16, #4 p.175 



Although the above author accurately highlights amphibious landings as being significant in 

W.W.II, there was in fact very Iittle new tecbnology being employed for sea bome invasions in 

W. W.II as compared to W. w . I .~~  Notably, there were only slight improvements in technology, 

such as the highly-maneuverable fiat-bottomed boat for troop and equipment transport. However, 

it was the coordination of naval based air fleets with the landing force that allowed disruption of 

the enemy defences behind the beach f i ~ n t . ' ~  "When the counteroffensive through the central 

Pacific began in late 1943, the two powerfd Amencan battle fleets covering the Gilberts invasion 

were themselves protected by four fast-carrier task forces (twelve carriers) with overwheiming 

control of the air?' Adding the air component and increased communication ability laid the 

foundation for sea borne invasions of an unprecedented scde. The addition of air-power to naval 

warfare was essential to the remaking of sea bome invasions and while the Amencans wodd 

perfect this to a fine art by 1945, it was aircraft carriers that would revolutionize naval warfare. 

The introduction of the fint aircraft carrier, a converted cruiser, was cornpleted in 

192 1 at the behest of the Royal Navy. Its initia1 introduction h to  the world of battleships was a 

result of political limitations on the size of battleships and their weaponry." Although being fairly 

38 The innovations that sparked the successful widespread use of amphibious assault 
occurred in the area of doctrine. The Japanese and Americans made significant advances just 
prior to W.W.11. The Americans especially rernade marine doctrine with the Tentative Manual 
for Landing Operations, which prepared the Corps during the inter-war years, but more 
specifically integrated its component parts and the Corps in general into the larger military 
apparatus. See Addington, p. 184. 

3 9 ~ a n  Creveld. T e c h n o l o ~  and War. p.2 15 

4 1 Addington. pp. 173- 1 75. The Washington Naval Treav of 1922 limited both individual 



unstable and defenceless at the outset, by the Iate 1930's they were lethal weapons in the hands 

of the nght organizations. Radar and its resultant growth of technological infrastructure on 1- 

was repeated at sea as navies began to realize their utility for target acquisition, range finding and 

f ~ e  control. During W.W.II some traditional battleship duels did take place but, by and large, it 

becarne apparent by 1941 that aircraft carriers had changed naval warfare and naval strategy 

irrevocably. The dramatic decrease of ship-to-ship duels belying the first effects of air-power at 

sea was due largely to the fact that aircrafi reconnaissance spotted and engaged naval groups and 

ships long before ship bom radars could. This effectively took the control of the battle away fiom 

the visual sight of the commander/admiral where it had been for centuries and demanded the 

development of sophisticated communication technologies. Aircraft guaranteed the rethinking of 

traditional naval strategy and in tum determined that sea warfare would be able to project power 

far beyond the traditional scope of navies. 

It was two powers extraneous to the stmggle for continental Europe, Japan and the 

United States, that helped push the expansion of naval war beyond al1 previous limits, in terms of 

geography and in the remaking of strategy. The United States used carrier based aircraft to expand 

into the 'Southem Resources Area' held by Japan at a Pace unseen in naval warfare, and although 

Japan had tactical success in the first six months after Pearl Harbour, their strategy of defence 

failed to assess Amenca's industrial power and well-dehed rnilitary and strategic bfktructure." 

battleship size and overall displacement levels for entire navies. 

42 Clayton James, D.. "American and Japanese Strategies in the Pacific War" in 
Makers of Modem Stratew: From Machiavelli to the NucIear Age. Princeton University Press, 
Princeton. 1986. p. 707 



Yamamoto, the leading Japanese naval çtrategist, had warned that the fleet Japan had assembled 

in the Pacific could nin wiid for six months to a year before American oil supplies and industrial 

output would cap their ability to r n ~ v e . ~ ~  This combined with successful American naval 

operations against Japan's shipping routes e m e d  evenhd militiiry-industrial domination by the 

US. during the conflict. WhiIe overall American material supply was crucial to wimhg the War 

of the Pacific, it was the production of some 21 aircraft carriers by 1942 and the ability of the 

Amencan military organization to extend their power through sea-based aircrafl that would ensure 

Japan's defeat. Regardless of the use of atomic weapons on Japan, the war had in all strategic 

senses been won by aircrafi carriers and arnphibious assault. 

The battle for the Pacific was a conflict of such size and complexity, that it forced 

the reorganization of the military into complex systems for the control, maintenance and supply 

of aircraft carriers and accompanying fleets. The battle for ocean supremacy in the Atlantic was 

to parallel these trends towards systemization, as new technologies required greater infrastructure 

and logistical support. By 1939 it was apparent that a dominant weapon in the future of naval 

warfare in the Atlantic was the TJ-boat/submarine: developed and widely used as a coastal weapon 

by ail cornpethg sides in WW 1. Aithough initially a coastal 'wait for the enemy' weapon, the 

submarine revolutionized naval wdare,  not due to a technological innovation, but to a tactical 

innovation. In the sarne manner that the flexibility and rnanoeuverability of Panzers and close-air 

support redehed land warfare, it was the release of German submarines fiom their coastal 

confines, utilizing their stealth and manoeuverability, which made them a debilitating weapon The 



increase in distance, the remaking of tactics in W.W.11 allowed for the submarine to become part 

of the strategic core of the navy which had not been the case in W.W.I. Locating convoys and 

radio-communication with headquarters dowed a so-cailed c'wolf-pack" to assemble and attack. 

This remade naval strategy and even revised the convoy tactic of previous centuries. The notion 

that Germany, a traditional continental power, could threaten trade routes in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence goes far in exposing the leap in the expansion of the battlefield and warfare during the 

Systems Revolution. In sum, the expansion of warfare in the air was matched with the expansion 

of war underwater in a new lethal and coordinated fashion. As with the aircraft canier, the 

submarine remained a pivotai instrument of a state's naval power and contributed to the expansion 

of spheres of influence in the post-war decades. 

The Systems Revolution 

The introduction of the conscription of men and resources by France in the 

Revolutionary Wars was to herald the outbreak of armed conflict that involved the whole of 

society, and that, by 1945, would not only involve soldiers, but industrial workers, and the whole 

of civilian society and their economies. However, as with the development of air-war, the need for 

the participation of the of large groups of soldiers in each area of war was being replaced by 

specialization and the tum towards elite units. The Systems Revolution forced the application of 

small highly speciaiized and integrated groups of professionals; air-craft crews, submarine crews, 

anti-submarine crews, and the like, to war. As Michael Howard notes war was becoming a contest 

of small groups of fighting professionals, manning complex vessels and increasingly dependent 

on "the ingenuity of those even smaller groups of scientists, technologists, and cryptograp hers 
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responsible for developing their weapons and communications  stems.'"^ The development of 

complex systems required for the management of sea warfare was not an isolated incident. It was 

buoyed by radical developments in communications technologies. Land-based warfare was 

integrating at a similar speed, and naturally the infantïie art of air warfare provides a dramatic 

example of the global nature of the Systems Revolution. Michael Howard goes on to Say: "An 

identical pattern of conflict between srnail groups of highly trained fighting men manipulating 

complex weapons systems, of competing technologists, and of commanders exercising control at 

very long distance, was to emerge with the developrnent of war in the air.'"s The introduction of 

revolutionary technologies in land, air and sea ~varfare, cornbined with tactical innovation in the 

field and organizational restmcturing at home, focussed the energies of W.W.11 societies, their 

economies and technological innovators leading to a Kuhnian-esque revolutionary crisis and 

eventual shift in the nomai pattern of warfare. 

The conscious abandonment of most if not al1 restraints was paralleled by the wider war 
aims adopted by the belligererts in total war. Lirnited dynastic aims had given way to sweeping 
territorial aggrandisement and the total destruction of states and people.'6 

Traditionally, war had been Iirnited by the irnrnediate fuiancial, naturd and 

demographic resources of a nation, but developments in the inter-war period and the additions of 

the Systems Revolution pushed warfare beyond ail known boundaries. Warfare on land, sea and 

in îhe air was transformed by new technologies: the bulk of which greatly increased mobility and 

?!Ioward. War in European Historv. p. 127 

46~ecket,  Ian. ""Total \Varyy, frorn Warfare in the Twentieth Centurv: Theow and 
Practice, ed. Colin McInnes and G.D. Sheffield (Unwin Hymann, 1988) in War, ed. Lawrence 



firepower. n i e  combined effect was to allow for the Inclusion of a greater part of the civil 

population both as a necessary addendm to the war industry of a nation, but d s o  as the prirne 

target of 'moral' wars, especially in the strategic bombing campaigns. The civilian population was 

aiso targeted in a dif5erent way, for not only was warfare systernatized, but so too was genocide 

and the wholesde destruction of peoples and nations. As such, the first and perhaps most 

emotionally enduring aspect of the Systems Revolution hints at the greater consequence of this 

transformation: the overail expansion of warfare. 

Each area of warfare contributed to its overall expansion in lethality, scope, 

economic and human cost, and in the dramatic extension of military operations on an 

unprecedented global scale. Under the auspices of air power, warfare was expanded into an 

altogether new temtory which greatly increased the potential of war and destroyed previous 

notions of the invulnerability of the homefiont. Sirnilarly, close-air support and motorized land 

warfare increased the speed and depth of land based assaults, while radically a l t e ~ g  the potentiai 

geographic spread of land warfare in a relatively compressed time fiame. The introduction of the 

aircraft carrier and the submarine forever changed sea warfare by questioning ail previous notions 

of strategy and by allowing a great increase in the ability of the nation to project power far fiom 

the homefiont. By the end of W.W.fI, warfare had broken out of the continental confines, which 

had been its primary characteristic since the Napoleonic era. Under these catalysts the way society 

viewed the purpose of war, its politicai utility, began to shift with the coilapse of traditional 

confines of warfare. 

Freedman. Oxford University Press, Oxford. 1994 
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Al1 the technological developments and tactical innovations which lead to the 

expansion of the battiefield and of the resources necessary to conduct total war could oniy be 

sufficiently coordinated by a sub-revolution in communications. Radar, other detection and 

intervention devices, and the two-way radio took centre stage in leaciing the various innovations 

of the inter-war and W.W.11 period towards integration. As vehicles and vessels grew in their 

nurnbers and complexity, so to did the infhstructure necessary to control them, and in time the 

infr-astructue was manipdated in order to coordinate the different methods of warfare. Michael 

Howard indicated that by W. W.II the communications within the military were so essential to the 

outcome of warfare and so specialized a field, that it was beginning to constitute a fourth 

dimension in ~arfare .~~  The integration of the different amis  of military orgaoizations h to  

coordinated battlefield action is a significant feature of the Systems Revolution and while first seen 

in the air/Panzer attacks of the German Blitzkrieg, they would become second nature to military 

organizations by the end of W.W.11 and into the post-1945 penod. The changes wrought by new 

methods of communication and the need for new patterns of organization exemplifies the larger 

changes necessitated in the structure of the institutions of war in this period. As with the 

Napoleonic and Nuclear Revolutions, the sociology of warfare was being transformed. 

The foundations of the Systems Revolution, that is, its primary constructs, are 

underpinned by a rarely examined facet of the revolution. Since 1830, the Pace of technological 

change had been steadily increasing. By 1939, this Pace had reached a fevered pitch. In the era 

preceding the Systems Revolution, the lack of large scale technological change had in large part 

47 Howard. War in European Historv. p. 127 
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determined the mostly stable nature of military organi7ation up to this period. While change was 

not alien to pre-20th century militaries, the characteristics of technology had been radically 

transformed in the inter-war period. Maain Van Creveld labels this anomaly as the 'invention of 

invention'. Where invention had previously been erratic and accidental, it became continuous and 

directed. 

M e r  W.W.1 what took hold was a race for innovation in armaments. This 

technological cornpetition has formed the bais  of much of military policy since 1945. What sets 

out the period of W. W.11 is that invention was no longer accidentai, but directed towards the needs 

of the belligerent, such as in the Wermacht's purposeful attempts, including both successes and 

fadures, in the development of the V1 and V2 rocket in the shoa period between 1939 and 1944. 

Second, is that invention stood as an almost immediate platform for M e r  invention, as the 

Manhattan Project exemplined. Of course the military was not the sole, or even major contributor 

to the technological innovation of the inter-war penod. However, military organizations possessed 

excellent id?astructure capabilities and a plethora of technological resources, including capital, 

that were central to the furtherance of inventions. As technology progressed and became 

institutionalized, ideas about war itself began to transfom. It was not man wielding machine as 

before, but man managing complex individual machines and larger systems of machines. Indeed, 

the technology of the revolution, the technologies, theories, and doctrines were under constant 

transformation, which contributed significantly to the changes in military organization and views 

on warfare. 

The changes of the inter-war perbd and W.W.11 possessed al1 the required 

elements of a revolution in warfare. A massive increase in technological innovation, the weapons 
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of war and changes to tactics constitute the specific tacticdtechnical changes necessary for a 

revolution combined with radical political upheaval this innovation led to the transformation of 

military organizations and strategy. The reconstruction of the basic elements of strategy a .  tactics 

reveal a deeper system-wide philosophical change brought on by the expansion of conflict. 

Milittary organizations began to change rapidly during the Systems Revolution and would continue 

to develop under the pressure of a new sociological outlook on the nature and character of war. 

Long held principles of armed combat were quickly falling by the wayside as war prosecuted in 

the Systems Revolution fashion was realized to be both completely revolutionary and prohibitively 

destructive to both sides. Et is unquestionable that the demands on miIitary organizations had been 

altered. New training requirements, strategic innovations, massively complex weapons systems 

and the development of the soldier-technologist ensured that new infrastructures were needed to 

manage the variety and size of continually changing systems. 

The final consequence of revolutionary change in the prosecution of war was a shift 

in the relations of war to society in many, if not dl ,  States touched by the conflict Since the power 

projection ability of the new non-European super-powers was significantly extended, the 

possibiiity of inter-continental warfare had greatly increased. As such, tradi tiond regional conflicts 

and concems became part of the geo-strategic/political interests of the international cornmmity. 

As post-W.W.11 society demonstrated, it was a cornmuni@ that was becoming increasingly 

interconnected through the technologies bom of the revolution: international air travel, 

international radio comrnUL1ication and rapid ocean travel. In the sarne manner in which 

Revolutionary France challenged the existence of the European state system fkom 1792- 1 8 15 under 

the Napoleonic Revolution in warfare, Nazi Germany again challenge the European state system 
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under the Systems Revolution- In 1945 the Systems Revolution, still in its infancy, was 

overshadowed by the umbrella of the Nuclear Revolution and while the latter dorninated politics 

and grand strategy, it was the former which directed the methodology of wdare  in the second half 

of the twentieth century. 



CHAPTER 4 

RECONSIDERING REVOLUTIONS 

The use of armed force in international society and the nature of the relationship 

between technology and war have provoked thought and debate for over a century. Nowhere is this 

relationship more pronounced than in the current era of uncertainty surrounding the chaotic 

international environment and the important questions of rnilitary utility therein. Rapid 

technological change dominated by cornputer automation, the communications revolution, and 

artificial intelligence have transformed previous notions of a technological 'ceiling' in the conduct 

of war. Indeed, technology may prove to outpace traditional military institutions and the capacity 

of leadership to apply military force, as well as cal1 into question the applicability of traditional 

strategies and tactics. 

Beyond the recognition of ongoing changes to how battles are fought and 

supported, there are larger questions regarding the future utility of armed force and the nature of 

war that need to be exarnined. As such it is necessary to examine the Gulf War and the clairns 

made about its revolutionary impact upon the world. At this point is clear that revolutions have 

five distinct and necessary components and diere at least two characteristics generally associated 

with revolutionary change. These components are that revolutions are heralded by crisis, usually 

occur over a compressed penod of t ime that approximates a generation, produce specific 

technicdstrategic changes to the weapons of war, alter military organizational demands and 



structures and ultimately alter the relationship of war to society. This foms the k e w o r k  used 

in the following analysis. As the these components are explored so too are some of the 

characteristics found generally to surround revolutions in warfare throughout history. Firsî, the fact 

that there is usually a high degree of structural violence surrounding the institutions and 

professions of war.' Second, the relationship between the expansion of the battlefield, increased 

lethality and the dispersion of soldiers on the field requires study as these elements change in 

response to the increased Pace of technological change. Technology, strategy, military 

organization, as well as the conduct of states during the Gulf War compose the body of analysis 

of this era of warfare. What remains to be discovered is whether a revolution in warfare has 

emerged under these perceived changes to organized armed conflict. 

Warfare has expanded its area of effect exponentially since the introduction of 

mechanktion, air potver, and nuclear weapons. Professional-to-professional wars, which were the 

hallmark of the 18th century, slowly faded as the dominant mode of war. Increased technology 

called for the inciusion of the entire state in the war effort, which necessitated the transformation 

of the state and its resources into military targets. Technology is not a unitary actor on this front. 

It merely underscores (or precedes) social and political transformations. While strikingly apparent 

in the recent 1990-9 1 Gulf War conflict, daims of revolution have circulated since the Vietnam 

War.' Often, however, ideas of the next "revolution" in warfare have been put fonvard with little 

' ~ e e  pp. 38,54 above 

*van Creveid, Martin. Technologv and War: Free Press, New York. 1989 



or no analysis of the changing nature ofconilicts and the necessary, if not forthcoming, alterations 

to strategy. 

At the heart of change in strategy and conflict is the integration of technology in 

military institutions and the ability to apply technological innovations across the spectnim of 

activity that comprise a modem war effort. Here may lie the key to understanding the necessity of 

the process of technological innovation and integration: the modem military machine. The 

complexity of military organization, logistics, support and supply and eventual conduct of battle 

has increased by an order of magnitude that exceeds any seen in previous years. Labeling 

technology as the principal unit introducing change in the military must be ternpered with the 

knowledge that changing trends in warfare reflect the social institutions prosecuting ~ a r . ~  The 

ability of these social institutions to accept, incorporate and use technology to innovate in warfare 

determines the overail quality of the 'revolution', if it is to occur at all. It is obvious that 

technology does not operate in a vacuum, and yet it is equally evident that technology has been 

the sole catalyst of many large transformations in the conduct and understanding of war. 

Many authors, including Richard Dunn III and most vocally Heidi and Alvin 

Toffler, believe that the next revolution is hereS4 While these authors have successfully outlined 

the possibilities for a revolution, an analysis of the process of revolution is glaringly absent. In 

3 Rosen, Stephen Peter. "New Ways of War: Understanding Military Innovation". 
International Securitv. Summer 1988 (Vol. 13, No. 1)- p. 166 

4see Richard Dunn III. From Gettvsburg to the Gulf and Bevond: Coping with 
Revolutionarv Technological Change in Land Warfare. The Institute for National Strategic 
Studies, Washington, D.C. 1993 and Alvin and Heidi Tofner, War and Anti-War. Little, Brown 
and Company, Boston. 1993 



order to pursue a line of reasoning that attempts to uncover the process, an elaboration of several 

of the key components of the modern military establishment and the use of armed force is crucial. 

History provides numerous examples of the integration of radically new technology ont0 existing 

military structures with both negative and positive results.' The experiences and formulation of 

these attempts provide a theoretical and historical backbone to an examination of future changes. 

A view of historical changes in the use and adaptation of technology is significant 

to understanding traditional aspects of rnilitary force. The impact of  technology upon the nature 

of war was recognized early on, as Christopher Bellamy points out: "Jornini clearly appreciated 

by this t h e  that technological change could fundamentally alter the nature of warfare, and even 

that warfare could become so terrible that it would have to be outlawed by international 

 agreement.^'^ In contrat, CIausewitz' interpretation of technology as a factor in warfare is 

extremely limited. According to Clausewitz, technology was not significant in the conduct of war 

because any radical development would not rernain in the sole possession of the innovator.' 

Nonetheless, due to the cost and technological infrastructure of modem weapons systems, 

combined with the training necessary to use hem, the wholesale adoption of new technology by 

al1 nations is unlikely. 

5 Such as in the period surrounding the War of 1859, where Austrian troops had been 
equipped with new, breech-loading rifles, yet the French attacked in columns and easily broke 
the enemy lines. The problem was that tlie Austrians did not understand, or were not properly 
instructed in the aiming techniques of the new rifles and fired at extreme range, with M e  
effect, usualiy over the head of the charging French infantry. See McNeili pp.244-246 

6~ellamy, Christopher. The Evolution of Modem Land Warfare. Routledge, London. 
1990 p.34 

7 Clausewitz, Von Carl. On War. Book V, Chapter 3 



At the core of the new revolution Lies the recent experience of the Gulf War, which 

has been heralded as representative of the new age of warfare- Indeed, it appears at fïrst glance to 

support the predictions of war visionaries such as the Tofflers. However, as Luttwack and others 

have noted, the Gulf War was unique in many senses and one shodd guard against leamhg 

specific andior generai lessons fiom it8 It was the situational elements of the entire war scenario, 

such as geography, target location, command structure and political will that made the war a 

speciai case. The flat desert terrain dominant in Kuwait and Iraq were so accornmodating to the 

type of air and land campaig. waged by the coalition forces, that it alone made the war unique and 

that it is unlikely a similar battle arena will present itself again. Additionally, the authontarian 

command structure combined with a politically unstable environment allowed for the clear 

adaptation of new technologies to a form of warfare known as control warfare. Amencan and 

coalition technology with an emphasis on precision strikes is particularly adept at attacking the 

nervous system of this type of opponent, and is effective only in as much as viable 'nervous 

system' targets exist. N a M y ,  in a guemlia warfare scenario it is unlikely that such tactics would 

have any benefit at all. While the situational eIements of the Gulf War were unique, what Luttwack 

has failed to address is the organizational, strategic and political ramifications of the integration 

and increased capability of several key components of warfare. It is the conjuncture of lethality, 

mobility, battlefield expansion, precision warfare, and information dominance that has led to the 

potential alteration of the nature of warfare. 

8 Luttwack, Edward. "The Gulf War in Its Purely Military Dimension" in War and Its 
Consesuences: Lessons fiom the Persian Gulf Conflict. John OtLoughlin, Tom Mayer and 
Edward Greenburg eds. Harper Collins ColIege Publishers, New York. 2994. p. 35 



Military Revolutions 

Thomas Kuhn contributed greatly to scientific understanding with his observation 

and clarification of the two distinct processes of change in the natural sciences. In his insightful 

book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, the fisf foremost and dominant method of change 

in the scientific community is 'normal s~ience' .~ The second, more dramatic and rare form of 

change is 'revol~tion'.~~ While Kuhn's conception of revolution has been appropriated by many 

to explain change in the social sciences, they conversely fail to appreciate the conduct of normal 

science. In the evolution of military institutions and warfare, change is a constant, It is unusual that 

elements of change correspond with one another to contribute to a revolution. While the 

occurrence is rare, three distinct revolutions in warfare dominate modem military history. In the 

previous chapters a theoreticai and practicai foundation was built describing change and 

transformation in warfare. The Nuclear Revolution provided a platform for launching such an 

examination as it corresponds closely, almost obviously, to a Kuhnian notion of revolution. The 

Napoleonic Revolution in wa.rfk.re adds a necessary exarnple of a non-technologically oriented 

transformation, as it was the forces of societal change that dorninated this era. The last chapter 

outlined the conditions of the Systems Revolution, a previously unrecognized transformation in 

w d a r e  ihat radicdly altered the course of friture conflict, even while nuclear weapons were 

9 Kuhn, Thomas. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd Ed. University of Chicago 
Press, 1970. p.23 



attaining a grand strategic and political climax. Successful interpretation of future military 

revolutions rests on understanding the ebb and flow of histoncal change. As such, it is usefid to 

restate the prominent features of the previous revolutions. 

Clausewitz and Jomini stand out as the most literate and p e n e t r a ~ g  observers of 

the first revolution of the modern era: Napoleonic warfare. Peter Paret outlines the nature of the 

revolution: 

The French Revolution coincided with a revolution in war that had been under way 
through the last decades of the monarchy. Soon the two meshed. Profound changes 
in rnilitary institutions and practice, some already f i d y  established under the Old 
Regime, others still tentative and experimentd, were adopted by the revolution, and 
developed M e r .  By infushg them with its dynamic, and linking them with its 
fiequently violent domestic and foreign policies, the Revolution expanded the 
scope of these uino~ations.~' 

Napoleon was blessed with a unique time fiame in history where he couid be both 

political and military leader controlling d l  of the States resources for the war effort and 

makuig war the prominent tool of foreign policy. In addition, the advances in Eighteenth 

Century warfare were capitalized upon by innovations in the technology of organization. 

Napoleon continued the fiagrnentation of the army into self-sufficient cornmands, but with 

much stricter cenbal control. Coupled with the dynarnic of the revoiutionary spirit and 

Napoleon's own personality, the resources of France in Napoleon's service proved for a time 

to be ultimately supenor to any in E~rope . '~  The combination of Napoleon's strategic 

11 Paret, Peter. "Napoleon and the Revolution in War" in Peter Paret ed., Makers of 
Modern Stratem: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 
New Jersey. 1986. p. 124 

' 2 ~ t  least that the was the case until the Russian campaigns. 



boldness, greatly enhanced organization and planning capability, perfection of technological 

trends and the complete resources of a revolutionary France created the revolution in warfare. 

As the French Revolution was to forever transforrn politics, so too did the Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic Wars alter the basic character of war, in both conduct and impact. 

It was not until W.W.II that the course of war was aitered fiom that set during the 

age of Napoleonic warfare. Again, the intersection of separate developments in various fields 

(sometimes compietely unrelated to the prosecution of war) linked together to complete a 

transformation that may have only now reached its apex. Two separate revoiutions in 

communications technology and in weapons technology catapulted warfare fkom beyond its 

traditional parameters and stressed the limits of traditional strategy. At the heart of the 

communications revolution was the electnc telegraph and two-way radio which gave instantaneous 

communication between commanders in the field and kept them in direct contact with political 

leaders at the home base.'' The effect of this was two-fold, to increase the abbity to control and 

eficiently coordinate a larger rnilitary machine both tactically and strategically over a larger 

surface area; and to bring the peoples of Europe into a closer relationship with the military, that 

was necessary in light of the continually increasing demands on the states' resources. Although 

the electric telegraph had existed before the two world wars, it was not put to such widespread 

tactical and strategic use. The introduction of the two-way radio not only allowed for tactical 

innovation, but continued the coordination of newer technologies, essentid to the remaking of 

strategy . 

"~oward, Michael. War in Eurouean Histow. Oxford University Press, London. 1976. 
pp. 98-99 



By the turn of the 19th century, advancements in weaponry, especially rifles and 

artillery, constituted the next great technological transformation of warfare. While the Pnissian 

breech-loader and French stearn engine innovations highiight this era of fluctuation in warfare, 

other developments in raihoads and the emergence of semi-autonomous mass production 

contributed to the overdl creation of a new system of warfare. The emergence of these 

technological innovations occurred over a wide span of time fiom the midde 19th century to the 

beginning of W.W.1, when mechankation rapidly expanded to include huge changes in rnobility 

with the early tank and airplane. 

As technology began an ever rapid upward spiral in complexity, similarly 

mornentous innovations were occurring in Prussia. Michael Howard sums up the essence of this 

change, "This [the Prussiaa General StafTwas perhaps the great rnilitary innovation of the 19th 

century."14 Organization was the pillar of Napoleonfs success in using the mass armies of the 

Revolution and it was to be the key to grafting the rapid technological changes onto existing 

military structures in Prussia. The problems inherent in supplying and deploying large diverse 

forces had long made necessary the expansion of military staffs, not including the multitude of 

difnculties associated with the introduction and speed of railways. Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had 

initiated a prototype of the General StafY structure in the early 19th century, but it was not until 

Moltke took control that the general staff becarne a highly centralized, elite, and intellectually 

vigorous organization. l5 As such, this organizational development coincided with the culmination 

14 op. cit. Howard. p. 100 

15 Holborn, Hajo. "The Prusso-German School: Moltke and the Rise of the German 
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of piecemeal developments in armament technology, a communications transformation and a great 

increase in mobility to form the new foundations of warfare. In W.W.1 new communications 

technology was changing aspects of the war effort, but it was neither sophisticated enough, 

sufficiently reliable, nor properly integrated to amount to either a tacticai or strategic advantage. 

The great bloodshed and military disasters of the eady 20th century were a result of the failure to 

assess adequately the impact of technology and to apply that to a re-creation of strategy. The 

Systems Revoiution ovemmied the bais  of strategy and tactics of W.W.1 by greatly increasing the 

speed, destnictiveness and scope of warfare. Previously under-developed technologies, such as 

communications technoIogy and transportation technology, were enhanced and integrated into 

military structures on an unprecedented level. The revolutionary introduction of nuclear weapons 

was to overtum these developments. 

The complete transformation of war as an institution and its associatecl conceptions 

of strategy b y mechanization/industnalization were stunted b y the atornic bomb. Robert Jervis 

captures the crucial defining backdrop to any analysis of nuclear weapons, "The most important 

points are often the simplest ones. No one can win an al1-out nuclear war ... and its implications 

have not been Mly appre~iated."'~ The nuances of the various aspects of nuclear strategy are 

inconsequential to the thmst of the argument underlying the latest revolution in warfare. 

Nevertheless, certain aspects conceming the nature of the nuclear revolution must be highlighted. 

General Staff '  in The Makers of Modem Stratew: From Machiavelii to the Nuclear Aae, ed. 
Peter Paret. Princeton Universiq Press, Princeton. 1986. pp. 290-94 

15 Jervis, Robert. The Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution: Statecraft and the Prospect of 
Arrnageddon. Corne11 Univers@ Press, Ithaca. 1989. 



Firsf nuclear war was illogical in that a nation's secunty rested upon its vulnerability. Second, it 

was a paradox in strategy, in that to prosecute general war translated into self-destruction. Third, 

whiie the chief purpose of the miiitary had been to win wars, it was now to avoid them." Lastly, 

the p q o s e  of armed force in international society was significantly aitered so that nuclear rnilitary 

advantage resulted in the political ability to compel and deter radier than to prosecute by force. It 

resulted in a dramatic mutation of international politics, if not military structure. 

In approaching military revolutions, as  outlined in the above large scde changes 

in warfare, it becomes apparent that it can not be solely technology that alters the nature of 

warfare. Technology and innovation are the catalyst of change that may provide the paradigm for 

the future." Current technological innovations based on precision-guided munitions and spaced- 

based communications systems are supposedly at the core of the next revolution and while there 

is some substance to this view, it ignores the larger strategic and political issues surroundhg a 

military revolution. This view may lead to the false identification of changes as revolutions, where 

in reality they qualifi as merely evolutionary developments in weapons or institutionai structure. 

For exarnple, the identification of the 17th century "revolution" in warfàre mainly involving the 

widespread use of gunpowder by Soviet scholars, and other authors such as Geoffrey Parker, 

17 Buzan, Barry. An Introduction to Strategic Studies: Military Technolow and 
International Relations. St. Martin's Press, New York. 1987. p.35 see aIso Bernard Brodie, 
Absolute Weapon. 

"This is reflected in Kuhn's argument that in a revolution in science one key point was 
the recognition that the dominant paradigm had been challenged and overtumed. In this context, 
innovation occurs in the face of the incomensurability between the techniques of war (weapons 
systems, operations and tactics) and strategies which ultimately questions the prevailing view of 
the relationship of war to society. Kuhn, T.S. The Copernican RevoIution. pp. 135-143; 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions. pp.68-69. 



ignores some of the central aspects of revolutionary ~hange . '~  Gunpowder had been in use for 

centunes before it had attained technological efficiency s a c i e n t  to be incorporateci as the main 

weapon of the battlefield, and it took generations before institutions shifted structure, training and 

strategy to make use of  it. Understanding the effect of introducing new technologies is crucial to 

finding the path that modem conflicts and the shultaneous transformation of armed forces will 

take. 

The great confusion surrounding the term "military-technological revolutiontl 

should be reason enough to dispense with it." The process of integration and innovation of new 

technologies is highlighted as a more h i t fu l  method of understanding military change. What 

writers of military-revolutions seem to ignore commonly is the ripple effect of technology, 

especially rnilitary, upon the prime characteristics of domestic and international society . Political 

and social organization, emerging confiicts, organizationd structures, methods of thinking and 

waging combat are but a few of the areas in which new technologies eventuaily impact society. 

Nikolai Ogarkov described technology as a process of momentum, where first technology is 

introduced at a low level (tactics) and years down the road eventually spreading to higher levels 

and greater importance (strategy and doctrine)." It can be deduced fiom the experience of other 

'9~arker, Geoffkey. The Militarv Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the 
West, 1 500- 1 800. CambrÏdge University Press, Cambridge. 1988 and see Dan Gouré "1s there a 
Military-Technological Revotution in America's Future?" The Washington Quarterlv. Autumn 
1993 p. 177 

"see Ogarkov, Nikolai. Historv Teaches Vigilance. Voyenizdat, Moscow. 1985 as cited 
in Gouré, Dan. 



revolutions that the type of conflict iïkely to be found in the international arena would be subject 

to the same process. 

Scientifîc-technological revolutions in war are, for the most part, a recent 

phenornenon in Western military and political discourse. However, the idea of a military- 

technological revolution has been a longstanding component of the military intellectual traditions 

that emerged in the Soviet Union. While there are distinct conceptual differences between the 

Western, primarily American, views on revolutions in warfàre and the Soviet View of a military- 

technological revolution, there exists some intellectual lineage and even borrowing on the part of 

Western academics and military writers. The term a "revolution in military affairs" was first used 

by Friedrich Engels to describe the slow introduction of gunpowder into warfare. However the 

term was widely used by Soviet military writers up until the late 1960's to describe the various 

technological changes to warfare." The later writings of Ogarkov and others employed the 

temiinology of a scientific-technological revolution in warfare and unfortunately abandoned the 

much broader concept of a revolution in military &airs? Whatever the temiinology that was 

employed at any given the ,  Soviet writers focused primarily on the technological aspects warfare, 

whether it be gunpowder, mechanization, rockets and missiles, or nuclear weapons. This 

intellectual lineage makes it is usefùl to outline the Soviet mode1 a d  compare it to what has 

already been revealed about the process of revolutionary change in warfare. 

22 Scott, Harriet Fast and Scott, William. Soviet Militarv Doctrine. Westview Press, 
Boulder. 1988. p.22 

23 The term that was picked up by the Americans. 



Soviet military thought began to expiore the tumultuous changes in warfare during 

the inter-war period. In particular, General Tukhachevskii in 1936 and the officers in his circle 

developed concepts and sûategies based on 'operation in depth' as a way of using modem weapons 

in mobile offensive ~ a r f a r e . ~ ~  Such concepts bear a striking similarity to some of the ideas behind 

the blitzkrieg warfare practiced by the Germans three years later. The transition from ideas to 

strategic and tactical doctrine never materialized because of Stalin's tight control on military policy 

and his eventual purges of the more farsighted military planners(1937-8)? The mechanized corps 

was even disbanded in 1939 due to an incorrect analysis of the lessons of the Spanish Civil ~ a r ?  

It was in the post-Stalin period when most writings emerged on the various revolutions in military 

affairs noted by Soviet scholars. According to Soviet military writers a military-technological 

revolution occurred between 1953-1960, and while touted as being a total revolution in d l  aspects 

of rnilitary organization, its principal concem was with rockets and nuclear ~ e a ~ o n s . ' ~  

The more prominent Soviet theorists that took up the task of writing on the 

revolution included Marshall Vasiliy So kolovskiy , Marshall Malinkovsky , General Nikolai 

Ogarkov, and General Major Svyatoslav N. Kozlov." It is clear in their writings that the revolution 

"~olloway, David. "Doctrine and Technology in Soviet Armarnents Policy" in Derek 
Leebaert (ed). Soviet Militarv Thinking. George Allen & Unwin Ltd., London, 1981. p.268 

 or details on Stalin's role see Holloway, David. The Soviet Union and nie h s  
Race. Yale University Press, New Haven. 1983. pp.2 1-3 1 - 

2 7 ~ ~ o t t ,  Harriet Fast and Scott, William. Soviet Military Doctrine. Westview Press, 
Boulder. 1988. p.22-23 

%ee the many direct exerts fiom Soviet joumals and texts in Scott, Harriet Fast and 



consists primarily of nuclear and rocket forces and thek impact upon the conduct of war. It was 

not u t i l  the 1970's that the idea of a military-technological revolution was expanded, principally 

under Ogarkov, to included cybemetics - or command and control, computerization, the 

development of sensor and radar. As Holloway indicates, 'Wuclear weapons and long range 

rockets were the most important, but not only, elements in this military-technological 

revolution."" However, military planners and theonsts were hamstrung by a declining economy 

and a turbdert political situation in the 1980s, so that m e r  work on the military-technological 

revolution centered around communications and precision technology remained undeveloped. 

The Soviet mode1 fdls short on several fionts in its analysis of warfare fiom the 

W. W.11 period. First, there is conceptual difficulty in not splitting the mechanized, industrialized 

and systematized transformations of the W.W.II period fiom dramatic introduction of nuclear 

weapons and again fkom the cornputer and communications innovations of the late twentieth 

century. These are clearly distinct processes of change. Second, the Soviet military writers paid 

great homage to the economic and historical forces behind warfare but, as the Americans have 

recently done, failed to incorporate them into their analysis of changes to ~arfare.~'  Soviet notions 

of a military-technological revolution surprisingly lacks historical perspective of other possible 

revolutions and as result does not see the changes in the sociological structure of society, its views 

Scott, William (eds.). The Soviet Art of War: Doctrine, Stratew and Tactics. Westview Press, 
Boulder. 1982. pp. 123-1 56. 

'O Soviet writers rnay have been "harnstning" in the scope of their analysis due to the 
possib iIity of ideological and political ramifications. 



on war or the interaction between these components and war as a primary sight for investigation. 

In the end, although the views on military-technological revolutions emerging out of the Soviet 

Union lacked conceptual clarity and scope, they included some aspects of organization, ideology, 

and defence-industrial production that are only recently being found in Western military writings 

and academia. 

Lethality, MobiIity and the Expansion of the Battlefield 

The essentiai goai of war is still, as Clausewitz observed so many years ago, the 

subjection of the enemy to one's will. Warfare, as the application of force for the means of 

prosecuting political ends, has been significantly aitered by the introduction of technologies and 

innovations. Technology has increased the potential of subjecting the enemy to one's will and of 

inflicting an 'unacceptable' arnount of damage. The accelerated Pace of innovation and 

technological change in the past two centuries has resulted in a signifiant change in the nature of 

warfme. Pnnciple to these changes are the quantum leaps in lethality of weapons, mobility of 

forces, and supply on the battlefield. Since the initial introduction and widespread use of fireanns 

on the battIefield, the lethality of weapons has increased steadily. Sirnilarly, mobiiity has spiraled 

upwards so significantly that traditional warfare, especiaily tactics and strategy, has clearly been 

turned on its headm3' Richard Dunn, a modem analyst of land warfare, confirms this observation: 

One important observation Bellamy makes is that the pace of technological change is 
increasing. So not onIy are there more innovations in warfare in the hundred years f h r n  1890 - 
1990 than fiom 1790- 1890, but that the innovations are coming more fiequently so that in the 
next one hundred year period the number of innovations will be exponentially larger. Bellamy. 
pp. 5 1-52 



"The most signincant technologically induced change has been the greatly increased lethaMy of 

the battlefield. The techmlogical revolution has caused quantum improvements in the ability to 

kill targets at extended ranges."32 Evolutionary changes in the increase of weapons systems 

lethality are natural to the general progress of armaments development and closely follow the 

Kuhnian notion of a 'normal scientific' process. The two revolutions of the 20th century have 

overturned this course of improvement with quantum alterations to weapons lethality potential. 

Recentiy, the Guif War presented the synthesis of letbality and mobility to such a degree that it 

represents a massive expansion of the battlefield and the likely transformation of war. 

The expansion of the battlefield has a historical foundation in the large 

unprecedented innovations in either mobility or lethality (or both) during penods of military 

revolutions. The basis of warfare since it was rejuvenated under the Napoleonic and Revolutionary 

Wars has been the dominance of manoeuver tactics and strategy. Central to the Napoleonic method 

of warfare and that which significantly contributed to his early success was the speed with which 

he moved his armies. The speed of movement, which allowed an unprecedented 175,000 man amy 

to move fkom the Channel Coast to envelope the allied amiy at Ulm in three weeks, shocked the 

powers of E~rope. '~ The organizational feat Napoleon had effected in strategy and tactics in order 

to bring his combined forces to bear upon a single area was truly original. The problems of suppoa 

and supply of this large highly rno bile military force quickly became apparent as supply columns 

could not ciosely follow these movements. In this vein, the strategic and organizational innovation 

- -- - - - - - --- 

32 Dunn, Richard m. From Gettvsbura to the Gulf and Beyond. p.24 

33~aret, Peter. Napoleon and the Revolution in War. p. 123 



surrounding the exploitation of mobile forces at decisive points, outstripped the technological 

capability of support and supply. Indeed, the agricultural "revolution" in North Western Europe 

was largely responsible for creating a surplus of food which allowed for the "live off the land" 

policy, ternporarily substituting for Napoleon's obvious deficiency in supply. 

The other half of the Napoleonic revolution was the introduction of the levée en 

masse and the expansion of warfare to incorporate al1 the resources of the state. The battlefield was 

not necessarily changed by this. It only increased the potentid consequences of war and expanded 

warfare backwards from the front-line. Mobility was to push the battlefield hundreds of miles 

beyond the traditionai scope of 18th Century warfare. Forces could move farther, faster, with 

greater threat to the homeland of the enemy, therein transgressùig the traditional advantage of the 

defence and threatening that which had not histoncally been possible. Therein, the Napoleonic 

revolution in warfare was essentially the introduction of mass mobility which expanded the 

battlefield lengthwise as well as forever shifting the political nature of warfme to a tool of the state 

rather than that of the sovereign. 

After the initial success of the Napoleonic campaigns his tactics and style of 

warfare wzre to be incorporated by al1 military institutions in Europe." As such, warfare was again 

to settle down into a battle of attrition with both sides ernploying a Napoleonic offensive doctrine 

thereby annulling any advantage imparted by mobility. W.W.1 was also a strikingly bloody 

example of the widespread use of the Napoleonic style of warfare without fully interpreting the 

expanded battlefield combined with rapid industnalization. W. W.11 would break the mold set in 

34 With the notable exception of the British who followed 18th century style land 
warfare for some tirne, a product of their geographic location. 



W-W. 1 in both areas, mobility, and lethdity. The technological innovations of the inter-war penod 

pushed a complete reformation of strategy and tactics to the fore of military planning. The 

considerable technological strides made in the development of the tank and the airplane were to 

act as a catalyst in Germany and create an institutional technological momentum eventually 

evolving into the nile of techocracy in the rnilitary. 

The military-revolution of the W.W.II penod was to find dtimate expression in the 

principle component of Geman strategy: Blitzkrieg. Mobility was the key to Blitzkrieg warfare 

and was made possible by the technological innovations of the inter-war era and a philosophy of 

w d a r e  that was ultimately self-destructive to the German army. Michael Geyer points out the two 

elements of this strategy, "Indeed, the general condition that shaped Blitzkrieg strategy was the 

conjuncture of two elements: the emphasis on the optimal use of weapons and cornpetitive rniiitary 

leadership."" The maximization of weapons and force by German generals had become the central 

element of their philosophy. Blitzkrieg was not a strategy ço much as a combination of occurrences 

that included radical formations of new technology, a command and control structure capable of 

handling rapid mobility and "lastly but probably most important, young officers and soldiers of 

superb quality, who were brought up and conditioned to betieve that they were bound to  in."'^ 

The intemal combustion engine in the form of troop transports and especialiy tanks brought land 

warfiille mobility to an dl-time peak. On top of mobility, of course, were the great achievements 

35 Geyer, Michaei. "German Strategy in the Age of Machine Warfare, 19 14- 1945". in 
Paret, Peter Makers of Modem Stratew: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Aee. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton. 1986 p.527 
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made in the lethality of traditional components such as artillery, machine guns and the tank. As 

such, mobility had now been merged with lethality with the resultant effect of expanding the 

possible scope of military maneuvers and objectives. 

Changes in the scope of the battlefield due to greatly increased mobility were 

overshadowed in the second half of W.W.11 by the widespread assimilation of air power into the 

military. Air power had been used in W.W.1 to some degree, but the advent of strategic bombing 

circa 1942 was to forever alter the course of warfare. M a y  air-power visionarïes nich as General 

William Mitchell, Air Chief Marshall Sir Hugh Trenchard and the most publicized of all, Guilio 

Douhet, envisioned the complete transformation of war because of the ability to attack centres of 

gravity and undermine the will of the enerny." 'The simultaneous developments in bomb lethality 

and continuous developments in aircraft design and targeting ability were to provoke the next 

expansion of the battlefield. Much more than the revolutions in land warfare, air power changed 

conceptions of strategy and the use of military force. Air power expanded warfare to a new 

dimension and allowed the ability to circumvent defence systerns and not only threaten, but 

directly target the homeland. The combination of the speed and leulality of land warfare and the 

addition of the new dimension of air warfare revolutionized combat. 

Nuclear weapons overturned ail previous notions of the utility of war in the 

political arena and threatened the survival of the system itself. The massive indiscriminate 

destructive power of nuclear weapons and their basic indefensibility expanded the battlefield to 

37 Howard, Michael. War in Euro~ean Historv. Oxford University Press, London. 1976. 
p. 129 



its potential zenith. In this fashion, lethdity of weapons increased in such magnitude that it 

rendered war, at l e s t  great power war, unthinkable. The battlefield was therefore void of 

parameters as al1 parts of society became targets in the paradoxical defence dilernma of nuclear 

~arfare.~* This was to present a fhdamental challenge to the ability of nuclear nations to utilize 

war as a tool of policy, no matter how unattractive this was in the light of W.W.11. Nuclear 

weapons eluninated concems about mobility and drove to perfection that of quantity and quality 

of l e t h d i ~ .  The overriding presence of Mutuai Assured Destruction and the fears of the general 

populace resdted in a significantly diminished role for conventional forces in military and 

strategic planning. However, this may be about to change due to the international political climate 

and the ongoing developments in weapons technologies. 

Clausewitz wrote a great deal about war in his 1832 treatise On War and little 

about mtegy. To hirn strategy was a simple and practical concem and he expressed his thoughts 

in this manner, "strategy, [is] the use of engagements for the object of ~ a r " . ' ~  Under these 

constraints operationai strategy fits neatly into Clausewitz's definition but it ignores the qualities 

and formulation of 2 0 ~  Century warfare. Evident during W. W.1, through the S ystems Revolution 

and continuing to the present day, warfare has continued to become more lethal and encompass 

more of society. Technology played a significant role in the shift fiom a limited war between 

national militaries to a complete and total war based on the destruction of societies. Technology 

38 For a discussion of the defence dilemma see Buzan, Barry. An Introduction to 
Strate-ic Studies: Militarv Technolopv and International Relations. St. Martin's Press, New 
York. 1987. 
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requires the will and resolve to be used for warfhre in the 20th century and must be married to the 

emergence of ideologies and nationdism. These are equdly potent factors in determining the 

character of wax in the 20" Century. 

Specifically, these technologies were irnprovements in heavily destructive mobile 

mechanized weapons systems as well as the introduction of air power, especially strategic 

bombing. Early air power theorists such as Douhet and Mitchell predicted that warfare would be 

forever changed by strategic bombing. However, they spoke far in advance of the technology 

required to make air power decisive and it required the exiraordinary development of atornic 

weapons to realize this M y .  It is, however, unquestionable that strategic air power resulted in the 

expansion of war into a different arena of conflict, and dso induced changes in targeting to include 

civilians. The expansion of war to the air and the increased destructiveness and mobïiity of ground 

and naval forces led to a parallel expansion of the theatre of conflict to that of the entire nation- 

state. 

While the arena of conflict had expanded, the resources needed to conduct modem 

warfare had dso steadily increased since the French Revolution. The radical political ideology of 

the Revolutionq Wars and Napoleon's ability to organize resources and people had provided the 

initial impetus for a national war." Instead of one army against the other, it was transformed to one 

nation (people) fighting for its existence against the other. Napoleon stood at the beginning of what 

has corne to be understood as the modem age and the entrance of total warfare. His genius was the 

40 Paret, Peter. "Napoleon and The Revolution in War" in Makers of Modem Stratew: 
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product of his ability to coordinate and combine resources so as to use them on a scale never 

before seen. What limited Napoleon's operational capability was the technological capacity of the 

early 1 9th century ." 

The technological capacity of society to maintain and expand a large war effort 

grew exponentially in the latter stages of the industrial revolution. In The Pursuit of Power 

William H. McNeill thoroughly documents the advance of technology and the industnalization of 

the military as the next transfomation in warfhre."* However, the increase in capability had to be 

matched to a philosophy both capable and willing to expand war beyond traditionai geo-political 

and mord boundaries. The political upheaval of the inter-war period in Germany and the rise of 

national-socialism effectively destroyed the remaining traditions of 19th century warfare. As 

Michael Geyer notes, this was to change the conception and use of strategy; 

In rejecting strategy in this sense, the Supreme Cornmand proceeded along two paths. On the one 
hand, it diversified and expanded the understanding of what constituted a decision-oriented use of 
force by introducing indirect means of warfare against the moral and social fabric of Allied nations. 
On the other hand, it dissolved the instrumental nexus between means and ends that had guided 
"idealist" strategy and the utilitarian approach to limiting warfare in the nineteenth century. The new 
"strategy" expanded war beyond the confines of the military institution and provided a rationale for 
national mobilization.43 

In effect, the institutional and political changes wrought in Germany in the mid 20" 

century legitimized total war. As such, strategy was not destroyed, but as a social "institution" was 

transformed in response to changes in society to become a toral strategy. 

4 2 ~ c ~ e i l l ,  William H.. The Pursuit of Power: Technology, Armed Force and Societv. 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1982. pp. 2 15-26 1 
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The growing changes in 19th century technology made large scale participation in, 

and organbtion of, war possible and therefore necessary." The developments in sociological and 

technological areas of society have impacted warfare so as to invalidate previous conceptions of 

strategy. The changes are so significant during the last two hundred years that they undermine 

Clausewitz's defiantly simplistic separation of strategy into the two components of logistics and 

operations. In rnilitary and political traditions, stmtegy had fallen under a nurnber of different 

d e ~ t i o n s ,  many contradictory, which must be examined in order to pursue the changes wrought 

by the Gulf War In terms of traditional mifitary theory, Clausewik's narrow conception of strategy 

as strictly an operational concem in the theatre of warfare has aiready been exposed. General 

André Beaufié, Edward Luttwack and Michael Howard stand out as offering unique conceptions 

of strategy in the 20th century. In the following anaiysis dserent elements of each theory will be 

used to develop an understanding of the changing nature of strategy. 

Generd Beaufré systematically deconstructed strategy and provided a "textbook" 

pattern of three forms of strategy; total, overall and operational. It is fkom his conception of total 

strategy that the combination of tactical, operational, diplomatic, politicai and economic areas may 

be melded together into a single strategic effort? This is a novel strategic concept in that it allows 

for the inclusion of fields not commonly under the purview of strategy. Although a more complex 

and controversial analysis, Edward Luttwack folIows a traditional breakdown of strategy into five 

44 Howard, Michael. The Causes of Wars; Second Edition. Harvard uni ver si^ Press, 
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component parts: grand strategy, theatre, operational, tactical and technical stiategy? This 

categorization is not remarkable in any way. However, with the introduction of the complementary 

concept of horizontal and vertical "influence", a new understanding of strategy c m  be formed. 

Luttwack makes a simple, yet significant, analysis that each level of strategy acts both vertically 

and horizontally on al1 the other levels of strategy. This is a far-reaching concept as strategy has 

usually been confined to the military realm and was rarely seen to go beyond these parameters. 

André Beaufté and Edward Luttwack both offer original interpretations of strategy 

and contribute greatly to the literature writ large. In contradistinction to the limited scope of the 

previous analyses, Michael Howard offers an insightfid analysis that incorporates many of the 

qualities of modem strategy. "So by the beginning of this cenisiry, war was conducted in these four 

dimensions: the operational, the logistical, the social, and the techn~logical."~~ These distinctions 

are of increasing relevance in a period where warfare does not occur solely in one dimension but 

cuts across many simuitaneously. Failures to cornprehend this has led to il1 conceived strategies 

and disastrous military campaigns. At the root of the Vietnam failure in the 1960s was an 

inadequacy of socio-political analysis in the West to deal with post-colonial revolutionary 

rnovement~.'~ In cornparison to the other dimensions of strategy, the social was rnost consequential 

and the increasing technological and logistical support provided was rendered ineffectual. The 

"~uttwack, Edward N.. Stratem: The Loeic of War and Peace. The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 1987. pp. 69-70 
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Vietnam conflict differed substaatidy fiom the two World Wars, in that they were fought between 

politically and socialiy stable nations and were decided on the basis of social attrition, whereas 

Vietnam was fought in the context of a politically and socially unstable nation (South Vietnam). 

Formulating strategy with the above four dimensions has certain advantages for the 

rnilitary historian and strategist. Fust, it ailows for the entire gamut of strategic concems to be 

compiled together and therefore considered together. In this vein, the terrninology of total strategy 

coioed by General Beaufré is appropriate and when merged with Howard's analysis gives added 

depth to Beauké's concept of strategic thinking. Second, horizontaVvertical strategic influence as 

portrayed by Luttwack buffers aspects of Howard's theory and provides a Iarger arena for strategic 

consideration. At nrçt glance this appears to make strategy unduly cornplex and yet with this new 

total sh'ategy structure, Howard's "dimensions1' become interactive and much more valuable. The 

1990-9 1 Gulf War was important to the development of strategy, because of how it has afEected 

these areas and the continued application of armed force in the international arena. 

The twentieth century presented many challenges to traditionai conceptions of 

strategy, not the Ieast of which was the introduction of nuclear weapons in 1945. The ability to 

project nuclear weapons on such a scale so as to make them ultimately decisive for both the US. 

and U.S.S.R. did not corne for over a de~ade.'~ Although strategic thought was to be aimost 

permanently imbued with the doctrines of strategic bornbardrnent, changes in strategy were almost 

instantly noticeable. Bernard Brodie wrote a timeless treatise on the effect of nuclear weapons only 

six months after Hiroshima, and described the eradication of strategy as it had previously been 

49 Freedman, Lawrence. The Evolution of  Nuclear Stratew 2nd Ed. 
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f o m ~ l a t e d . ~ ~  History and experience have proven that nuclear weapons did not push strategy to 

the background of military theory. Indeed, the "sûategy" of deterrence has dominated mîlitary 

thought processes and concerns for nearly half a century. The dimension of strategy that was 

prevalent in the attrition wars of W.W.1 and W.W.II was that of logistics. But in nuclear strategy, 

operational, logistic and more irnportantly socio-political concerns had been forgotten. The 

technological dimension of nuclear strategy has grown to be so dominant that it has become an end 

unto itself with çtcategic "questions" being solved solely by technological "answers" ." With the 

advantage of hindsight, one can see that the 'technological imperative' nature of nuclear strategy 

has been rather forceful in determining Amencan policy. Conaary to the prevailing technological 

emphasis placed on nuclear strategy, the nuclear dilemma appears more of a question of political 

motivation and social cohesion. As Michael Howard explains; 

The technological capabilities of nuclear arsenals are treated as being decisive in thernselves, 
invohing a calculation of risk and outcome so complete and discrete that neither the political 
motivation for the conflict nor the social factors involved in its conduct - nor indeed the military 
activity of fighting - are taken into account at a11.~~ 

As such, nuclear strategy represents a subde paradox in modem strategic thought, and 

that while the strategy and use of nuclear weapons is essentially a social-political concern al1 

emphasis has been placed on technology. Technology, as seen in the deterrence debates 

50 Brodie, Bernard. The Absoiute Wea~on. Harcourt, Brace and Company, h-ew York. 
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surrounding anti-bailistic missiles and the strategic defence initiative, only exacerbates social- 

politicai differences and leads to greater strategic u~certainty.~~ 

53 Many books and articles have been written about the dilemmas of nuclear deterrence. 
For a valuable look at probIems of the technological aspects of deterrence see Barry Buzan, &I 
Introduction to Strategic Studies: Militarv Technology and International Relations. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE GULF WAR 

The invasion and annexation of Kuwait in 1990-91 presented the international 

community with a blatant defiance of international noms, laws and practices. Response to the 

invasion by the United Nations and the world community was immediate; it unanimously 

condemned the actions of Saddam Hussein. As President Bush so ofien stated, this was a "defining 

moment" in world history. Indeed, he was correct as the internationai cornmunity had rarely acted 

in concert on any rnatter, especidly militarily, and seldom had the world seen such a textbook case 

of aggression. These factors, in combination with the end of the Cold War, were unique 

conjunctures in modem history to Saddam Hussein's uitimate misfortune. 

The political aspects Ieading to the Gulf War have received the bulk of attention 

h m  analysts, journalists and politicians. However, there appears to be a iacuna in the lirerature 

regarding the unique applications of military force evident in the Gulf conflict. Keeping 

Clausewitz's f m u s  dictum in mind, it must be stated that it is impossible to separate the political, 

economic, and diplornatic aspects fiom the rnilitary. This rnultiplicity of components, each 

sufficiently complex and consequential in its own right, does not preclude nor negate a separate 

analysis of the role of military power. Nonetheless, as Edward Lum~ack points out, it is important 



to r eh in  fiom any attempt to l e m  supposed lessons fiom the war? In both political and military 

terms, the Gulf War is representative of sigdicant changes in the international use of armed force, 

military strategy and military technology. As much as lessons need to be avoided, analysis must 

be extended to include these monumental shifts. 

The Gulf War in 1990-91 undoubtedly represents one of the most lopsided military 

victories in history. Whatever the outcome of the political situation in the Middle East, "the most 

important feature of the Gulf War in military terms was its decisive, ovenvhelming ~haracter."~' 

The type of warfare evident in the conflict was exactiy what the West had been preparing for 

during the many years of the Cold War. Attrition warfue was behind the strategies pursued by 

both sides in the conflict. While Saddarn Hussein was to make strategic and logistic blunders 

during the war, it quickly became apparent that the untested technologicai supremacy of the West 

had outstripped the confines of traditional strategy and both opponents' perception of the war. The 

air campaign has been accredited with the majority of success in the Gulf War, perhaps ignoring 

the impact of technology on al1 of the institutions of the anned forces. Cornand and control, 

intelligence gathering and dissemination, land warfae improvements, space based support systems 

and the overall application of precision guided munitions have the potential to revolutionize the 

conduct of warfare. 

"~uttwack, Edward. "The Gulf War in Its Purely Military Dimension" in War and Its 
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Each war is distinctive and any interpretation drawn fiom events found therein 

must include a recognition of these factors. The unique features of the Gulf War take it one step 

beyond this. John O'Loughlin outiines some of the unusuai politicaVmilitary characteristics of the 

Firsf it marked the clear return to interstate conflict ... Second, for most people in the West, the 
Persian Gulf War will be remembered as the first "real-time" television war.. . Third, the Persian 
Gulf War was unusuaI for a regional conflict because of its global interest and involvement ... 
Fourth, the Gulf War was the first expression of the long-promised "eiectronic battlefield" ... Finally, 
many observers ... viewed the Gulf War as a vindication of the defence dollars spent in the Reagan 
years and an opportunity to erase the blot of Vietnam.,. 56 

OrLoughlin's analysis is insightful, but can be buffered by two other observations: the end 

of the Cold War, aliowing rare United Nations agreement and support of the US led coalition; and 

the unique nature of the aggression that started the conflict. The importance of these political 

characteristics need to be kept in mind when analysing the military/strategic nature of the Gulf 

As many wrïters have indicated in the wake of the Gulf War, a paradigm shift 

seems to be occurring in the nature of modem ~arfâre. '~ Indeed, these 'visionaries' resemble those 

56 O'Loughlin, John. "The Context and Consequences of the Persian Gulf War" in War 
and Its Consequences: Lessons fiorn the Persian Gulf Confiict. John O'Loughlin, Tom Mayer 
and Edward Greenbutg eds. Harper Collins College Publishers, New York. 1994. pp. 8-10 
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air power theorists of the early 20th century in their predictions that land and naval rnethods of war 

would act only as support units for the air campaign. The logical evolution of air power was, 

however, supplanted by the revolutionary nature of nuclear weapons. The large gains made in 

fighter and bomber aircraft technology in later years stilI tended to be overshadowed by the nuclear 

debate. Nuclear weapons had such a great impact that many traditional concerns of military theory 

were placed on the back burner, if not eradicated entirely. Naturally this resulted in a parallel effect 

in formulahg strategy. The Gulf War breaks the cycle of strategic dominance by nuclear weapons 

in the West, so that conventional forces and warfare may assume a dominant place in strategic 

p 1 anning . 

In order to pursue the argument that certain elements of the Gulf War represent or 

at least foreshadow revolutionary practices in war, it is essential to view the conduct of the war 

itself. It was not until Operation Desert Storm that any actual military attacks were carried out 

although the militas, build-up in Saudi Arabia had been intended to compel Saddarn to leave 

Kuwait. The air offensive on Iraq began on January L 7 , 1 9 9  1 and less than 48 hours later Baghdad 

was effectively cut-off fiom the rest of Iraq and ~ u w a i t . ' ~  The astonishing speed by which 

Hussein's command and control infrastructure was crippled became the hallmark of the war effort 

and reduced Iraq's cornmanden' ability to send orders to the front. Hussein did manage to order 

Stratem. April-June 1993; and even Edward Luttwacks guarded comments on the military in 
the Gulf War hint towards a paradigrn shift, albeit in the distant future. Luttwack, Edward,19The 
Gulf War in Its Purely Military Dimension" in War and Its Consequences: Lessons from the 
Persian Gulf Conflict. John O'Loughlin, Tom Mayer and Edward Greenburg eds. Harper Collins 
ColIege Publishers, New York. 1994 
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limited attacks such as the Kulfi offensive, but these were isolated because of the lack of 

communication infi.astrncture between the command and the field units ,and amongst field units. 

In the thirty-four days left, the air war proceeded to solid* the achievements of the first two days 

and to spread the effects to fiont line troops, supply lines, and throughout Iraq. 

It is important to draw lines of distinction between the type of warfare fought, 

compared to that which had been planned by the coalition forces. The Gulf War has been portrayed 

as the perfect air/1and battle; a concept that had been developed over the past ten years by the 

United States, primarily in the context of the Cold War central fiont in Europe. In the actual 

conflict though, there were two distinctive wars, not combined campaigns: an air war and a land 

~ a r . ~ O  

In identifjhg the effectiveness of the air carnpaign, there are assessments that 

appear to be valid under the light of curent information. First, air power was so decisive that it 

goes unprecedented in the annais of history. Second, the air carnpaign "differed in kind rather than 

in degree fiom ail previous air campaign~."~' RareIy has military history seen a victory so stunnilig 

as a result of technoIogica1 innovation and supremacy in one method of warfare. One may have 

to look as far back as the Battle of Crecy and the advent of the longbow in order to appreciate the 

magnitude of such an event. Also, the air war was a remarkable testing ground for new technology 

and proved the effectiveness of "srnart" weapons. However, the strategic bombardment philosophy 

of W.W.11 was stil1 applied in the sense that the overall objective was to destroy the enemy's will 

-- 
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first, and then their ability to fight as had been the theory in W.W.V.II." However, the application 

of air power in the Gulf C o d i c t  had a dBerent tactical strategy than that of the mass attrition 

bombing of W.W.11. Gulf war planners placed greatest concentration of effort and the bulk of the 

precision weapons on disrnantiing the command and control of the Iraqi military and the country's 

infkastnicture. 

Strategic considerations in the planning of the air carnpaign were largely 

determined by the social and political constraints of the situatiod3 Given that the rnulti-national 

force fighting in the Gulf consisted of many Arab and Islamic states, there were social constraints 

against the type of targeting as it could be seen to unduly intlict harm on the Iraqi civilian 

population. Also, the political mandate was to drive the Iraqi army out of Kuwait and to inflict 

enough damage so that an attack in the near future would be unlikely. Saddam Hussein, in 

particular, was not made a direct target and his removal was not a policy goal of the Bush 

administration. in this environment, precision strikes by aircraft were both desirable and politically 

necessary. The logic of neutdiPng the 'nervous system' aiso made strategic sense in light of these 

constraints. While targeting in this mamer was not an entirely new concept, the startling effect of 

this was that it could actually be done under the technological auspices of Stealth bombers and 

precision guided munitions. For exarnple, after day three in the air war Iraq launched SCUD 

missiles into Israel in an attempt to divide the coalition. Targeting was imrnediately changed to 
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focus and eliminate the new threat, at which the USAF and coalition forces had a limited degree 

of success. As information and targeting gained more accuracy over time, the coalition forces had 

greater effect in ehkating the SCUD launching capability, and ensuring that later on a post-war 

Iraq would pose no threat? 

The air war as argued by many, incIuding Edward Luttwack, shouid have been 

sustained in order to disable totally the Iraqi military machine without the risk of a messy land 

war.6' The problem with land w d a r e  was that high casualties would result fiom "the incidentals 

of war: troops stepping on unmarked mines, short fire-fights with stragglers and hold-outs, 

mechanical accidents, and the ragged f i e  of some surviving hct ion of the huge number of Iraqi 

artillery The problern with the earlier 'gloomy' estimates was two fold: first, many 

theorists underestimated the capability of both air power and the speed and agility of land based 

warfare; and second, little emphasis was placed on the Iraqi authoritarian political and military 

structure which made it highly vulnerable to surgical strikes. At its core the wax- represented the 

fusion of technology to the goals of war as set out by politicd leaders; something which was 

noticeably absent during the Vietnam Wm. 

A substantiaüy more controversial view on the air campaign is that it was not the 

volume but the extraordinary precision that yielded results. This conclusion cornes fiom some 

simple statisticai data. The total amount of tonnage dropped during the entire Gulf War air 
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campaign was 90,590 tons, including aU sea-based launches and all coalition force members. On 

its own this figure is in no way outstanding but in comparison to the 134,000 tons dropped on 

Gerrnany in March of 1945 aione, out of a total of 1.25 million tons during W. W.11, and given the 

significant damage and hit ratio during the air campaign these numbers can be put into 

perspective.67 "Smart" weapons comprised seven percent of th3  total but accounted for over thirey 

percent of the inflicted darnage. In addition, the targets selected for srnart weapons were often 

centred in and around Baghdad, Republican Guard armoured divisions, and infkastructure (Le. 

elecûicity, C'I, bridges). The use of precision guided munitions in general and laser guided bombs 

in particular was not new. Vietnam saw the use of laser-guided bombs throughout the nine month 

air carnpaign over North Vietnam in 1972. However, the extent to which the technology was used 

in the Gulf War dwarfs that of Vietnam and the fact that the majority of "srnart" munitions drops 

occurred at night and were enhanced by precision guided missiles (notably HARM, MAVERICK, 

and TOMAHAWK missiles) is a defmite qualitative difference." The gap between the Gulf 

conflict and Vietnam is enlarged by a natural evolution in technology which greatly enhanced the 

quality of laser-guided bomb dmpped in the Gulf as compared to Vietnam. 

Much of the technolow observed in the air war had been used in several different 

carnpaigns before the Gulf War (i.e. stealth aircraft in Panama). While there has been significant 

qualitative changes in munitions and the platform on which they are canied, the impact of the air 

campaign is the transformation of strategy within the air force. As the Gzdf War Air Power S w e y  

67~uttwack. "The Gulf War in its Purely Military Dimension" pp. 36-37 
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Report suggests: "In this war air power crossed some operational thresholds that, if not as obvious 

as the initial use of a new weapon or operational concept, did suggest a transformation of warSn6' 

In tactical strategy there are two direct effects of precision-guided munitions. First, the ability to 

attack multiple strategic targets simuitaneously quickly became apparent to the planners of the air 

campaign as less and less ordinance was required to destroy targets. The capability to engage a 

certain operational theatre expanded exponentially. Second, the precision allowed the ability to 

attack specific targets of an unprecedented nature such as telephone and telecomrnunications 

systerns. Air superiority had to be accomplished in order to allow this operational "revolution" and 

was done so as the resdt of radical new technology and information systems. As such, the entire 

strategy of air warfare was mutating throughout the conflict as planners ran across unexpected 

results and abilities and were met head on with planning inadequacies that seem to suggest a 

transformation in air warfare. 

Where is the Revolation? 

The air campaign was definitely unprecedented in the annals of warfare and 

represents significant shifts in the use of air power and strategic considerations overall. Military 

theorists have pursued this facet of the Gulf War in great detail and most have extracted similar 

conclusions. It is logical to conclude that such technical innovations can not be limited to precision 

guided munitions and wide scaie use of steaith aircrafl. It also begs the question of where else 

technology is trmforming warfare at the close of the twentieth century. An analysis of other 



changes quickly reveals that the technological impact of the silicon and information revolutions 

on warfare are as momentous in land warfare, naval warfare, and military infi.astructure systems. 

The existing attrition d a r e  paradigm based upon the Logistical dimension of strategy with which 

the Gulf War was fought, by both sides, will be rendered useless in light of these system wide 

technological changes. 

Ln the same rnanner in which strategy has evolved into total strutegy, now 

operating over dl four dimensions due to societal and technoiogical changes, the coming shifts in 

warfare will again alter conceptions of strategy . ' O  The innovation of precision guided munitions 

is the fwst to impact upon, and be noticed by, the armed forces because it enhances components 

of traditional attrition wdkre, including strategic bombing. Land based wârfare, as viewed in the 

Gulf conflict, has aiso undergone changes in technology that will relate directly to strategy and 

force structure. In a parallel development to air based systems, precision warfare and mobility on 

the ground foreshadow large alterations in operational strategy. Indeed, the alterations in ground 

force capability may be more significant than the changes in air power capabilities. 

At the heart of precision warfare is C ~ I  and even more central to that is information, 

both accumulation and dissemination. As Richard J. Dunn III notes, "Collectively, C'I capabilities 

provide cornmanders at al1 levels their ability to manage the battle .-.commanders must be able to 

collect, analyse, disseminate and act on battlefield information. .." ." Of course, these components 

7 0 ~ o g i s t i ~ ,  social, operationul. technological. 
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of warfare are not unique. Commanders since Alexander the Great and Napoleon have needed the 

capabilities to do this. Successful generals, such as Napoleon, led fiom the front, not because of 

great bravery, but because th is  was where the information to conduct battle could be found. 

Therefore, none of the functions inherent in C31 are new. What is revolutionary is the advent of 

technology that greatly enhances and facilitates the use of these fùnctions. In land warfare this has 

four direct implications: decreased battlefîeld losses, increased force potential, reduced force 

structure, and enhanced rn~b i l i ty .~~  An obvious ramification of these changes lies in strategy and 

operational deployment, indeed with the increase of lethality and mobility it is clear that the 

traditional tenets of strategy do not suffice. 

Most exponents of the revolution in warfare believe that it is a military- 

technological revolution (MTR) based on the primacy of new "intelligent" and highly lethal 

weapons systems. Technology, however, is not enough to make a revolution in military &airs 

(RMA) for it requires deeper organizational and structural changes and above al1 else it requires 

a rethinking of strategy. This MTR was interestingly fnst formulated in the Soviet Union, 

primarily under the foresight of Marshd Nikolai Ogarkov and his idea of the fourth revolution 

occurring in cornputer systems and sensing devices.'-' The idea of military-technical revolutions 

developed underneath Ogarkov's guidance were principled on p s t  'technical revolutions', like that 

of the interna1 combustion engine, gunpowder, and nuclear weapons. Indeed, the military - 

technological revolution, as the Soviets called the advent of nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, 

12ibid. pp. 46-5 1 
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followed Kuhn's anaiysis closely as it was followed by an important scientific elite - the Soviet 

military, fomiing a crucial part of a paradigrnatic belief system. However, the Soviet argument was 

solely technologically oriented and failed to address social and structural issues surrounding 

military-technology. It is here that the revolution wiil occur if institutions are capable of adapting 

to new technology. 

Today, most of the strategies and contingency plans developed during the Cold 

War are judged to be of dubious utility in the new international environment. In order to retain an 

effective fighting force, emphasis will have to be placed on information, rnobility and fiexibility. 

The key to 'information dominance' in the Gulf War was spaced-based communication and 

surveillance systems, which partially contributed to the one sided nature of the ~onflict.'~ The 

global positioning system (GPS) units provided to ground forces and in aircraft left no doubt as 

to the position of Iraqi troops and strategic targets. Also, as Richard Dunn points out, it basically 

eliminated the "lost-lieutenant" syndrome in coalition forces." In the codicts of which Clausewitz 

would have been familiar the ability to dispel the fog of war on a minute levei, such as the 

individual or Company level, would be enough to guarantee the revolutionary stature of the 

technology. This is enhanced by the knowiedge that the problem of the "lost-lieutenant" syndrome 

has plagued soldiers since the inception of large scale m a s  conflict. It is unlikely that any other 

war will be so lopsided in terms of information dominance, because of sirnilar advancements in 

civilian technology and global use of space-based satellite systerns. The ability to render the Iraqi 
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leadership blind, deaf, and dumb so quickly in the Gulf War is not a guaranteed outcome of the 

next conflict. However, the refinement of space based systems combined with an organizational 

hfktructure capable of tramferring information and cornmunicating to hand-held units of 

individual soldiers in the field over the area of a continent will transfonn command and control 

and operational strategy. 

Information dominance and d l  its associated components are still in their infancy 

in military terms, but lhey have the potential to expand warfare to a fourth dimension. Similar to 

the way airplanes brought war to the third dimension (the air), and expanded the theatre of codic t  

by hundreds of miles vimially overnight, information dominance has strategic implications in 

w d a r e  that are equally as powerful, but more subtle in nature. An analysis of information 

dominance requires some specification as to what the term means. The simplest and most accurate 

definition is that information dominance "consists of knowing everydiing about an adversary while 

keeping the adversary fiom knowing much about ~nese l f . "~~  Although, a 'loose' definition it 

contains enough specificity in military terms to be meaningfùl and is wide enough to capture the 

variety of different concepts within information dominance. Information dominance is not 

revolutionary to wdme.  It has been practised in the past, and has been waiting in the 'wingst until 

technological innovation and structural opportunity allow it to be used en masse." Two events 

76 Arquilla, John. "The Strategic implications of Information Dominance". Strate~ic 
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caused the emption of uiformation dominance so that it has become a major factor on the 

battlefield. First, the increased size of the operational battlefield, which has resulted fiom both 

increased accuracy and destnictiveness of weapons, and the ability to coordinate and control 

complex manoeuvres. Second, this cornbined with complex and massive Logistical support over 

great distances, and together act as the factors which pushed information dominance to the 

forefiont of military c o n c e r n ~ . ~ ~  

Information dominance has brought zbout what John Arquilla has coined "controt 

warfare"." Control warfare is the logical extension of major developments in C'I and use of 

precision guided munitions. This method of warfare is reflected in the near complete information 

dominance the U.S. had during the Gulf codict.  At an operational level the Iraqi's rarely knew 

the extent of forces arrayed against them and had no ability to communicate and coordinate their 

own in response to the attack. This was painfully evident in the large flanking manoeuver tc the 

west that Schwaxzkopf used to cut off fiont Iine forces fiom Iraq's reserves and supply lines. While 

the mobility of the coalition forces was a prominent factor in the success of this battle, the Iraqi's 

could not mount an effective response because they had no communication between units and their 

commanders in Baghdad. 

Control warfare is the destruction of command and control facilities of the rniiitary 

and civilian infrastructure. This inchdes, inter dia, command centres, earl y warning s y stems, 
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telephone and telecommunication hubs, electric or nuclear power centres, and main arteries of 

supply and support. To those of the late twentieth century, this targeting preference appears 

logical, but strategists of W. W.II would have been arnazed at the ranking order and the ability to 

follow through upon such a course of action. The technological changes across society at large are 

reflected, not oniy in changing rnilitary capability, but also in societal dependence on technology 

and its sub-structures!0 While information dominance and control warfare are essentially 

operational and tactical changes in the conduct of wadêre, there are wider structurai changes that 

are necessary or threaten the coherence of armed forces. It can be argued that budgetary 

constraints have been acting to reduce forces in industnalized nations throughout the wodd. 

However, technological improvements may smooth this trend. Increased force potential through 

greater lethality, mobility and targeting may sutfice to maintain force capability. However, larger 

challenges face arrned forces under a technologically determined capability, John Arquilla notes; 

'The changes necessary to exploit the potential of infoxmation dominance go well beyond the 

technologies themselves, implying also a need to reshape military organization, strategy and 

doctrine. For a new technology, simply grafted ont0 existing structures, will have negative 

effect~."~' History is rife with examples of the misuse of t e c h n o l o ~  because it wasn't understood 

or was integrated into armed forces without due concern for its effect. Arquilla goes on to suggest 

 or a discussion of society and technology see Slavko Splichal and Andrew Calabrese 
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that new technology c m  be a force multiplier." However, this does not conform to experiences in 

the application of technology in society at large, or in big business. In these instances, technology 

has been known to create more positions and require outside technical services, and hasn't become 

dramatically effective without large societal changes, such as the movement towards "work at 

home" with personal cornputers and telecommunications. 

Military institutions have both a need and advantage in restmcturing their own 

organizationd profile. Aiready receptive to new technology and possessing a highly structured 

chah of command, military organizations possess a relative advantage in addressing new 

technology, albeit large organizations have a bureaucratie înertia which takes t h e  to overcome. 

There are two large organizational changes which occurred unintentionally during the Gulf War 

that may be a harbinger of a revolutionary structural change. The first innovation was the Black 

Hole planning group; an ad- hoc organization staffed mainly by people outside the military inner 

circle and by civilians in Riyadh. The second innovation was an ad hoc group formed by 

Schwarzkopf at the field headquarters to coordinate coalition forces; a group which assumed 

increasing importance as the war went on." Both of these structures disappeared quickly after the 

ground campaign and may be symbolic of the organizational necessities that are forced under the 

complexities of control warfare. Unforeseen by military plamers was the devolution of command 

and control functions outside the theatre, of conflict. "...but the dependence of modem military 

organizations on vast amounts of information, and the relative ease with which communications 

- 
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technology could disseminate the information, meant that supporting authority would, in some 

measure, trickle out of the theatre."'u In the basement of the Pentagon, at Langley Air Force Base, 

and at Space CommandMORAD in Colorado Springs, staffs were iovolved in the detection of 

Scud attacks on Israel and Saudi Arabia, helped pick targets and plan attacks, kept up to date 

supply information for the theatre, and provided weather reports. The implications for the future 

of warfare are monumental. First a command and control structure, although not 'hands on' in the 

theatre, is insulated and protected. Second, the theatre commander can tap the extensive expertise 

of staffthousands of miles away instantaneously. The direct result could be more than a trend as 

in the Gulf War and lead to the transformation in the nature of military command and structural 

organization. 

The Future of Strafegy 

The dominant military thinkers in history, Car1 Von Clausewitz and Sun Tzu, wrote 

Iittle about the nature of information in warfue. Clausewitz believed that while information was 

important it usually lost much of its value in the "fog of ~ a r " . ~ '  Sun Tm emphasized that 

information was valuable in surprise and night attacks only? In the twentieth cen- the expanse 

of the battlefield due to mobility, air and naval power, and precision warfare has necessitated the 

ascent of information. Although operational and tactical changes have been forced due to the 
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momentum of technology, it is strategy that needs to be consciously altered. Here, the significance 

of what strategy is cornes to bear upon the fiiture efforts of the armed forces of all nations. 

Therefore, an understanding of total strategy as the evolution of strategic thinking in the twentieth 

century is particdarly relevant. The four dimensions of total strategy: logistical, operational, 

socid, and technological and the interaction arnong them in the conduct of future warfare will 

increase due to technology and the limited hancial capabilities of individual rnilitary 

organizations. The failed efforts to understand total strategy has been detrimental to the conduct 

of numerous battles over the past century and has shown little sign of abating in the coming years. 

In a RAND and National Defense Research Institute study labeled The Present and 

Future of Warfare certain conclusions emerged that challenge the nature of the new paradigm of 

precision warfâre as conceptualized by militaiy theonsts such as Richard J. Dunn Precision 

warfare is theatre dependent in its effectiveness, and in fbture conflicts is not likely to be as 

obliging to this f o m  of warfare as in the Gulf Also, the United States is not likely to rnonopolize 

technology in such a fashion again. As a result of the Gulf conflict, strategy, of course, is already 

rnutating as nations learn not to be open to the type of warfare to which the U.S. is now most 

capable. 

Recent Russian strategic writings indicate that the future of war will be a high-tech 

regular combat battlefield. Precision weaponry, information support and eiectronic warfare will 

87 Bennet, Bruce W. [et al.]. Theatre Analvsis and ModeIlinn in an Era of Uncertainty: 
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combine into an integrated combat system that will fiindamentally change the nature of wa&are? 

It is easy to conclude that the politicaVeconomic situation in Russia prevents them fiom pursuing 

this strategy. Indeed, most nations face such a difficult econornic situation that it is unlikely that 

any will pursue high-tech, high-intensity warfare. Armed force build-up is usually a matter of 

regional considerations where conventional attrition based warfare still has great relevance. The 

most likely type of warfare which high-tech nations are likely to face in the near future, as 

evidenced by the international arena after the cold war, is low-tech irregular combat. The RAND 

study refers to this as the "ability to deny battle".89 Control w d a r e  in this environment is 

exceedingly hard to pursue and requires specific strategic developments dong with a different 

emphasis in technological capability. The problems and challenges forced by this type of combat 

were evident in U.S. operations in Mogadishu, where simple communication devices such as 

cellular phones, runners and drums evaded US. strategic   cons ide ration^'.^^ 

Strategy will have to be rnuch more Buid and much more total, grasping the full 

impact both vertically and honzontally of logistics, social-political, technological and operationai 

developments. Political considerations seemed to have negated the deterrent effect of nuclear 

arsenals upon those countries determined to practice low-techhtensity warfare. Generally, 

domestic opinion will not accept the use of overwhelming force upon a less capable nation, 

especially when there is no direct threat to the homeland. in this environment, strategic events are 
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likely to have more impact than originally presumed by technology advocates. Indeed, since the 

passing of the Cold War bipolar relationship the uncertain and unpredictable international 

environment translates into increased strategic considerations. Cold War planning is not capable 

of dealing with the possible contingencies of the international environment, or the possible 

responses as a resuit of technological breakthroughs. The much heralded military-technological 

revolution is not yet evident, for strategy and structural changes have not been implemented in 

order to take advantage of technological change. The Gulf War has indicated that change due to 

technology is occurring haphazardly in 'pockets' throughout the armed forces. Strategy has not 

been addressed and force effectiveness will continue to suffer as techndogy is implemented 

without due concern for the stress placed upon attrition warfare based institutions coping with 

control warfare mechanisms. Total Strategy needs to be comprehensively approached before the 

ability to pursue control warfare outstrips the capability to control it. That is, more accurate, more 

destructive technologies will emerge which will be put into a theatre of operations without either 

knowledge of their potentid capability (or misuse), the ability to integrate properly the technology, 

and the failure to adjust strategy appropriately. As such, a basic understanding of the components 

of strategy and their evolving nature is central in an era of technological proliferation. 

The developments in the comrnand and control structures that occurred 

spontaneoudy during the Gulf War indicate the importance of realizing technological change and 

adjusting social structures accordingly. A military revolution has occurred in the past both under 

the auspices of military organizations and inadvertently fiom the civilian community. Whether 

social structures are military organizations, govemment agencies, political groups or private 



corporations the analysis of technology is centrd to developing political policy and military 

strategy. Two of the three distinguishable military-revolutions over the last two hundred years 

signify great surges in the lethalit- and rnobility of armed forces and indicate the areas where 

technologies have dtered war. Consequently, war and its political utility in the international arena 

has at times been shaped by new technologies and their process of assimilation. 

The expansion of the battlefield in the post-Gulf War era introduces an era of 

possibility in which conventional forces are being rejuvenated within the nuclear powers and war 

has again entered the poiicy equation. This assessrnent must always be tempered with the 

consideration of the societal constraints which impact upon war. In the United States this can be 

found in the ovemding desire of the general populace for "bloodless war"; the ability to p m u e  

foreign poiicy initiatives and homeland defence with little chance of casualties. The rapid influence 

of the Gulf War on Amencan mifitary policy is partially attributable to its extensive use of high- 

technology and the perceived correlation with low Gulf War casualty rates, which, of course, is 

only part of the equation. Additionally, the movernent towards srnail, highly trained, powerful 

mies/units and the reliance on technology is driven by sirnilar concems. Assessing the potential 

of military force in the following years requires an analysis of the likely movement of technology, 

strategy and organizational capability combined with an understanding of the relationship o f  

warfare to society at Iarge. 

The New Face of War 

If it is true that every part o f  war is touched by technology, it wiIl be no less true that 
every part of technology affects war. Indeed, technotogies not ordinarily regarded as 
military, such as roads, vehicles, communications, and timekeepers, have done as much as 



weapons and weapons systems to shape the face of war. That infrastructure goes a long to 
dictate the character of organization, logistics, intelligence, strategy, even the concept of 
battle itself?' 

Sparked by the industrial revolution, technological innovation has been the engine 

of modern sociev and of modem warfiue- The nuclear umbrella operated as a darnper on the 

utiiization of technologies continuously behg developed in the defence industries- The 

developrnent of weapons and platforms continued unabated as societies searched for a way to 

break the nuclear stalemate and retum war to a tool of policy. The Systems Revolution of the inter- 

war and W.W.11 period continued to develop to the point where it has become the dominant 

paradigm of rnilitary affairs, while the nuclear issue enveloped grand stmtegy. Facilitated by the 

collapse of the Cold War and international bi-polar tension, the Persian Gulf War (1990-199 1) 

broke many barriers in the use of force in modem times. Spawned by the silicon revolution, 

changes in modem warfare have resulted nom the introduction of cornputer technology, satellite 

communications systems, precision guided munitions and leaps in the mobility of almost al1 types 

of forces. Occupying the centre of new technological aspects of warfare are the concepts of 

information dominance and contro~ warfare. The air war in the Persian Gulf conflict has been 

earmarked as the real revolution in modem warfare where air force technology now ovemdes ail 

other types of warfare. Indeed, it has been surmised that technology has b a l i y  allowed airmen to 

achieve what visionciries such as Douhet and Mitchell had predicted in the 1920s and 1930s. 

However, as noted by the authors of The Gulf War Air Power Sirrvey Report, "[this view] tends 

to overlook how results envisioned by the earlier theorists differ fiom those envisioned by the 
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architects of the Desert Storm air ca~npaign."~' One of the prime differences ailowed by the 

advance of technology was the targeting of the 'nemous system' of Iraq as opposed to a traditional 

industrial bombing approach. Tactical and strategic possibilities required new formulations of 

procedure and targeting lists not because these targets were especially new to rnilitary planners but 

that they could actually be hit successfully in a short penod of time." Precision guided weapons 

alone were not the sole expianation for this since these weapons had been used in the Vietnam war, 

although the technological capability had been improved upon considerably in the intervening 

years. The use of widespread 'precision strategic bombing' with the use of precision guided 

munitions, mainly laser guided bombs, represented the real departure. The acceptance of, and 

willingness to use, high grade technology en masse differentiated this air carnpaign. 

The employment of weapons in the war saw a qualitative change more than a 

quantitative one in which new technologies were employed in a more technologically conscious 

manner. The impetus of technology in the air force was to be paralleled in the development of land 

force capability . Richard Dunn sees the revolution in land warfare as a paradigm shift pushed by 

radical technological developments in precision weapons and enhanced r n ~ b i l i t ~ ? ~  The analytical 

error that Richard Dunn makes is that he neglects the essentiai component that has allowed 

mobility to be effective and precision weapons to be used at all. that is Uiformation and 
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communication. Alternatively, Martin Van Creveld contests the idea of a revolution in land 

warfare, in that there is no replacement for the intemal-combustion engine or the track based 

suspension system? What Van Creveld seems to ignore is the radical improvements in existing 

technologies which have made them so much more mobile and lethal. The drive towards 

miniaturization has made the mounting of new technologies and the command systems necessary 

to make them feasible for al1 types of platfoms. One of the key areas in which the face of war is 

being transformed is the spechvm of technoiogies. Not only have existing weapons been 

improved to very high efficiency ratings and increased lethality but a huge spectnim of new 

technologies both directfy and indirectly related to combat have had calamitous effects on war. It 

is increasingly apparent that these new technologies have made it very difficult for even major 

industrial powers to keep up with the Pace of technological change. This is naturally reflected in 

the economic inability of the individual nations to invest in every potentially crucial area of 

technology and in this sense has made the war "effort" increasingly compiicated and dralliing. In 

contrast, there is also a wider variety of strategic options available to those nations that are capable 

of economically pursuing the latest technologies. 

The use of new technologies in the Gulf War is representative of a far larger shift 

in the technology-military relationship. Precision guided munitions, fast deployment and highly 

mobile forces were capable of stunnuig successes in the Gulf War due primarily to access to 

information and a weak enemy. Each of these 'systems' can not operate effectively without a great 

deal of information, properly assessed, channelled and acted upon. This is the basis of the next 
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revolution in warfare. The Gulf War was in many senses a primitive testing ground for warfare 

based upon the unification of a variety of completely unrelated capabilities in warfare. These were 

strung together only by real-time access to data regarding the enemy forces, command, positions, 

and support and supply. As well, information regarding forces was increasingly relevant to allied 

inter-communication and strategic deployrnent. Kenneth Keller alludes to the significance 

information based technoiogy is having on military i&astmctures, "Command, control, 

communications and intelligence (C31), the bases for military strategy and tactics, al1 now depend 

on new developments in information techn01ogy.l'~~ 

The display of modem technology in the Gulf War was more accidental in its usage 

of information technology than it was premeditated. The d i e d  forces, principally the US., had 

been pursuing the capabilities surrounding the 'electronic battlefield' but were far from prepared 

in how to manage and exploit strategically the technological advantages. As the conflict proceeded 

the ad hoc organizational groups supplanted entrenched W. W.11 paradigm institutions in order to 

utilize and organize the technology. The first organizational innovation was the Black Hole 

Planning Group, in Riyadh, and was the closest equivalent to a reconnaissance-strike complex put 

together in order to hterpret swiffly data and plan çtrikes.9' The second innovation was completely 

unforeseen, developed out of necessity, and revolved around the dispersion of rnuch cornrnand and 

control activity outside the theatre of operatiom. Swartzkopf and other commanders had access 

to staffs in the basement of the Pentagon, Langley Air Force, Space Cornmand and other centres 
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that had real-time telecommunications links and were responsible for everything fiom support and 

supply to providing warnings of missile attacks? 

The ever growing use of telecommunications and information on the batttefield 

was also a resuit of the growing dispersion rates of soldiers in the field resulting fiom increases 

in lethality? Geoffrey BeUarny indicates that as technotogy has increased fiom primitive weapons 

to modem artillery, or more specificaily as lethality of weapons has increased, it has created a 

subsequent and often proportional rate of dispersion among soldiers on the field.''' As weapons 

have becorne more lethai, in that they have a greater area of effect, troops have spread out to 

decrease causality rates and in large part this has ~ o r k e d . ' ~ '  Dispersion has increased faster than 

lethality as apparent in the decreased casualty rates in combat that were lower in W.W.II than in 

W.W.1 and less again than the American Civil War. Geoffrey Bellarny hits on many of the 

important underlying trends in the development of wârfare. Unfortunately he calls the introduction 

of new weapons, so responsible for the increased lethality capability, as being a revoiution in 
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~arfare. '~' In this vein he abuses Kuhnian paradigm shift to mean leaps in technological progress, 

where in fact, as demonstrated in the previous rnilitary revolutions, they are wholesde changes in 

basic guiding philosophies, procedures, social conduct and in general alter the focus of furrher 

technological or theoretical investigation. Al1 in ail, the end eEect of increased dispersion among 

soIdiers and logically unis, cornpanies, battalions and whole m i e s  was to necessitate effective 

rnethods of communication and control. The Systems Revolution of the 20th century perfected 

these techniques and encouraged growth of military infrastructure and whole systems of 

intercomunîcation between the resources of the state, the different military anns and by and large 

the entire international coxnrnunity. 

Contributing to this is the ever expanding complexity of supplying, supporthg and 

deploying a vast rnilitary organization on a highly mobile basis. Combined with the great distances 

over which military operations now take place, these trends are positioning information-based 

warfare to the fiont of rnilitary concem. The logic of information dominance does not appear that 

alien to traditional concepts of warfare. However, John Arquilla notes that the concept of 

dominance implies that the advantage decisively eahances one's own strength.lM The Gulf War 

displayed a situation where such complete and ovenvhelming information dominance was matched 

by force and weapons technology to equal a clear change in the nature of combat. A unique 

manifestation of information warfare was the use of space-based cornrnunications on a universal 

level with a qualitatively different emphasis. For example, hand-held global positioning systems 

Io3ibid. p.41 

104 Op. cit. Arquilla, pp.29-30 



(GPS) were widely used by field commanders resulting in the near eradication of the "2ost- 

lieutenant" syndrome and increased overall control by the operational commanders. 

Information dominance is bolstered in its validity by the emerging 

telecommunications revolution in other areas of society, most important of which is the individual 

and govemmentai involvement in these areas. Monnation dominance under the irnpetus of tactical 

deveiopments, the need for tecbology to nin more advanced technology, and the overall 

rnovement towards greater technologicai innovation has resuited in the mounting strategic 

importance of information control. The new face of warfare is not merely the acquisition and 

acceptance of new technology in the battlefield but is centred around a certain strategic and 

political view of war. It is a Logical assumption that the majonty of powers, especially those 

involved in regional codlicts, will continue to pursue warfare on a W.W.11 paradigrn for reasons 

of bureaucratic inertia and economics. Those who c m  follow the new method of warfare based 

upon information dominance and a "systems approach" will have a distinct advantage in the 

international arena. 

The ability to attack, control, misinform, blackout and altogether dominate the 

'nervous systems' of an opponent is the essence of control wdare. While the field of international 

relations has a proliferation of ideas regarding the "systems" approach to international relations, 

the sub-field of strategic studies has been noticeably void of such concerns. The available 

technology, in concert with the appropriate strategy, can dlow this form of control warfare to be 

exercised. The conjuncture of developments in weapons technology, in both lethality and mobility, 

the telecommunications revolution and overail reliance on these type of systems by civilian and 

military organizations ensures that the next c'revolution" in warfare is waiting in the wings. The 
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coming changes to the nature of warfare will be acutely felt in institutions that are unable to find 

a doctrinal foundation upon which to base future development. As Lt-Col J.P. Sweetnam asserts, 

it is the uncertain global political environment and the nature of modem warfare that is pushing 

the massive reorganization and re-alignment policies in many armed forces.lo5 Assessing miiitary 

structure and its use in the future will require a comptete understandhg of how the current changes 

in technology, mainly the comm~cations/information revolution, will change institutions and the 

outcome of conflicts and in so doing usher in a true revolution in warfare. 

In sum, the Gulf War did not display the necessary elements of change in how 

society views war, its purpose and utility and lacked any large scale organizational akerations 

found in previous revolutions in warfare and can not be considered a revolution in warfare. 

However, new technologies of war, that is the specific technicdstrategic components of 

warfighting, have cIearly emerged and are beginning to have an impact upon military 

organizations. The structures and capabilities of military organizations have begun to feel the 

pressure of increased technological capacity and while ad hoc institutions were created during the 

Gulf War, they are not d5c ien t  in depth or breadth of their impact upon the military to be deerned 

revolutionary. Indeed, the structurai violence often associated with this transformation is not 

apparent and the conduct of the U.S. military in this scenario was to merely extend those structures 

or strategies already existing in order to incorporate its new capabilities; capabilities it often did 

not know it had, or that would be successful, until well into the conflict. Most important in Light 

of the Gulf War is the fact that very few alterations in international understanding of conflict and 

1 O5 Sweetnam, Col. J.P. 'New Thinking in the US Amy: The Louisiana Maneuvers, BattIe 
Laboratories and the Third Wave A m y "  Canadian Defence Quarterlv September 1994 p. 23 



the conduct of wars have appeared in the wake of the Cold War and the Gulf War. As such, 

changes in how humankind views conflict and the individual state's role in the international system 

have not emerged and, as the historical studies indicate, may be the necessary precursor to a m e  

revolution. 

In the end, the structural fiamework provided via the five components of a 

revolution, which are; a revolution is first identified by cnsis, a revolution occurs within a 

relatively compressed t h e  fiame, a revolution is marked by the alteration of the relationship of 

war to society, a revolution changes the demands made of military organizations, and a revolution 

produces the specific strategic technical changes in the strategies, technology and weapons of 

warfare, combined with the historical analysis provided above may indicate a much different 

conclusion regarding the nature of warfâre during the latter part of this century than has been 

assumed by much of the curent literature.'" The quantum leaps in communications technology, 

the overall information revolution, enhanced military platform capabilities (sophisticated 

cornputers and communication on tanks, ships, planes and the individual soldier(GPS)) have 

cornbined with massive increases in force mobility, weapons accuracy and lethality to create a 

highly integrated military structure both within and between each arm of the military (navy, 

airforce, army). As such, although a revolution in warfare has not emerged there have been 

increasingl y complex adaptations to existing military capabilities. Just as the S ystems Revolution 

continued to develop undemeath the urnbrella of the Nuclear Revolution fiom the 1950s d l  it 

Iost its impetus with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Systems Revolution continues today. 

'O6  see Introduction 



Modern military organizations in al1 their complexity now have the capability to act as a single 

military structure instead of group of structures attempting to work together through the fog of war. 

While the information and capability exist, it is clear that this coordination and 

integration of the military "body7' is far fiom perfect, complete or even desired. Smashing the 

growing "myth" of the current revolution in warfare reveals the very complex evolution of the 

Systems Revolution continuing underneath. Study of the evolution of military organizsttions must 

be tempered with the knowledge that very few countries are currently capable of this evolution and 

most military structures are several evolutionary steps behind the leading co~ntries.~~' Further 

analysis of different military organizations is required as well as study of the changing nature of 

international conflict and the complexities behind the emergence of joint international rnilitary 

action by multi-national bodies such as the UN and NAT O."^ 

'O7 The United States is the obvious leader in technology and integration ; most of the 
NATO countries are at some stage of evotution, Israel, parts of the Chinese, Indian, Russian 
military and other countries in varying degrees. 
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